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BACKGROUND IN MUSIC STUDY^a Conference with Leopold Godowsky 
THE CURTIS INSTITUTE of MUSIC 
DR. JOSEF HOFMANN, Director and Dean 
CONCERT COURSE RECITALS 
The Concert Course Recitals, organized by The Curtis Institute of Music seven years 
ago, has most successfully introduced young artists of exceptional talent 
and accomplishment in programs that are both interest¬ 
ing and entertaining to their audiences. 
Many of these artists have also appeared as soloists with 
the Philadelphia Orchestra. 
SOME OF THE RECITALS THAT HAVE BEEN PRESENTED BEFORE 
COLLEGES, SCHOOLS AND CLUBS: 
UNIVERSITY OF DELAWARE (SEVENTH SEASON) 
WESTERN MARYLAND COLLEGE (SEVENTH SEASON) 
C-EORGE SCHOOL (SEVENTH SEASON) 
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WOMAN'S CLIJB OF WOODBURY, NEW JERSEY 
IRIS CLUB OF LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA 
EUTERPE CLUB OF WAYNESBORO, PENNSYLVANIA 
NEW JERSEY STATE MUSEUM OF TRENTON, N. J. 
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MRS. FRANCIS H. BOHLEN, HAVERFORD 
MRS. RUSSELL DUANE, PHILADELPHIA 
MRS. RANDAL MORGAN, CHESTNUT HILL 
MRS. ARTHUR BIDDLE, PHILADELPHIA 
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MRS. CHARLES G. BERWIND, PAOLI 
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THE ETUDE HISTORICAL 
MUSICAL PORTRAIT SERIES 
An Alphabetical Serial Collection of 
The World's Best Known Musicians 
has included to date a total of 2332 celebrit: 
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WANTED: High grade violin, state 
make and price. No imitations. Address 
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“HOF VAN UTRECHT,” 
\1 the small inn near the cen- 
** ter of The Hague, where 
Leopold Mozart, at eight, his sister 
Mozart Marianne, at fourteen, and 
their father (Leopold Mo¬ 
zart), stayed during the greater part of 
their visit in the Dutch capital in 176S, and 
where the children had their historic serious 
illness of nearly two months, has been re¬ 
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The World of Music 
Interesting and Important Items Gleaned in a Constant Watch on 
Happenings and Activities Pertaining to Things Musical Everywhere 
A NEW ORGAN for Westminster Abbey 
is to be installed in time for the Coronation 
of King Edward VIII. It is to cost about 
£20,000 ($100,000); and this will be the 
realization of an enterprise started in 1931 
with initial subscriptions by King George V 
and Queen Mary. 
THE ORIGINAL AUTOGRAPHED 
MANUSCRIPT of Leoncavallo’s “I Pagliacci” 
has been acquired from Sonzogno of Milan, 
who offered the prize which brought it into 
the musical world’s attention; and it now is 
m the possession of a New York collector. 
•«-_-S. 
A MEMORIAL PLAQUE, to Ernest R. 
Kroeger, eminent musician, teacher and com¬ 
poser of St. Louis, was unveiled on April 
5th, in the Municipal Auditorium of that 
city. Mr. Kroeger’s contributions to'.Grove’s 
Dictionary of Music and Musicians was a 
distinctive legacy to musical lore. 
•s-—j> 
BRUCKNER FESTIVALS, commemorat¬ 
ing the fiftieth anniversary of the death of. 
the master, are to be prominent among the 
European musical activities of the summer. 
Zurich, Switzerland, is celebrating the event 
on June 7th. Then, on July 17th to 20th, 
Linz, Austria, will have a gala celebration,' 
with the Vienna Symphony Orchestra, under 
Keldorfer, as chief attraction. On July 19th 
his “Mass in E minor” will be given at the 
Abbey of St. Florian, where the composer 
worked and is buried. 
THE “REQUIEM” OF BERLIOZ was 
performed on March 4th, at Queen’s Hall, 
London, with an orchestra of four hundred 
and fifty, including four brass bands and 
“rows upon rows of trombones, trumpets 
and cornets.” Sir Hamilton Harty, a Berlioz 
enthusiast, conducted. 
THE “FIDELIO” of Beethoven was wel¬ 
comed back from a long rest, to the stage 
of the Metropolitan of New York, when it 
was revived on March 7th with Kirsten Flag¬ 
stad as Leonora. 
VERDI’S “FALSTAFF” in English was 
the offering at Sadler’s Wells, London, begin¬ 
ning on March 11th. It drew a “packed 
house” which intimated that the famous Vic- 
Wells movement might “add to its wonders 
the feat of making this ‘musician’s opera’ a 
favorite with the public.” 
THE ‘EXCELSIOR’ CHORAL SOCIETY 
of Amsterdam (Holland) celebrated in Feb¬ 
ruary its first fifty years of existence, with 
a performance of Frederic H. Cowen’s 
“Ruth,” of which a special Dutch transla¬ 
tion was made for the occasion. 
“THE MASTERSINGERS” of Richard 
Wagner had what is believed to have been 
its first complete American performance in 
English, when, on March 20th and 21st it 
was given by the Cincinnati Orchestra with 
Eugene Goossens conducting, and with Fred¬ 
erick Jagel, Frances Benner, Arthur Fear 
and Eugene Loewenthal among the leading 
soloists. 
•<s-tr 
EMPEROR HAILE SELASSIE’S private 
orchestra, according to the New York Post, 
consists of three violins, six clarinets, one 
mandolin, three trumpets, two saxophones, 
one euphonium and one tuba, all the instru¬ 
ments American made. 
CHARLES WAKEFIELD CADMAN ap¬ 
peared in New York, on March 31st, when 
he played the piano part of his “Sonata in 
G” for violin, with Eddy Brown as the so¬ 
loist. 
GEORGES ENESCO, Roumanian violin¬ 
ist and composer who has lived many years 
in Paris, shared a January concert of the 
Concertgebouw of Amsterdam, when he was 
soloist in the “Concerto in D major” of 
Mozart and conducted a performance of his 
own “First Roumanian Rhapsody.” 
THE ANNUAL CONVENTION of the 
American Guild of Organists is announced 
to meet from June 22nd to 26th, in Pitts¬ 
burgh. 
•a-1> 
“AZRA,” an opera by Eugen Zador, had 
its world premiere, when given earlv in 
March at the Budapest Opera, with a tri¬ 
umph for the composer and institution. Za- 
dor’s motto seems to have been “Back to 
Puccini” and even a little farther back to¬ 
wards Massenet and Lehar. 
LILY PONS has filled a spring engage¬ 
ment at the famous Monte Carlo Opera 
House, when she appeared twice as Rosina 
in “II Barbiere di Siviglia,” by Rossini, twice 
as Lucia in “Lucia di Lammermoor” bv 
Donizetti, and once as Cilda in Verdi’s “Ri- 
goletto.” 
THE MUSIC EDUCATORS NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE met in New York from 
March 29th to April 3rd, with the Hotel 
Pennsylvania as headquarters. Eight hotels 
and the Metropolitan Opera House were en¬ 
gaged for the occasion, with one event the 
Associated Glee Clubs Concert, drawing 
more than eight thousand to Madison Square 
Garden. 
LUCREZIA BORI made her farewell to 
opera, in a special performance at the Met¬ 
ropolitan Opera House on the evening of 
March 29th. Miss Bori appeared in the sec¬ 
ond act of “La Traviata” and the St. Sul- 
p“,sc“e1 ,from Massenet’s “Manon.” Eliz¬ 
abeth Rethberg was the Leonora of Act II 
“cen<L11 °f “La Forza del Destino”; Kir¬ 
sten Flagstad and Lauritz Melchior sang the 
last scene of Act I of “Die Walkure” f and 
Rosa Ponselle, Giovanni Martinelli and the 
g3ue ‘he Mjferere scene from “II 
Bori r«eived ovations 
and a deluge of flowers, with valuable gifts 
„f°“ th® management and various divisions 
vL °P° n orSan'zation. All artists 
Hollai-thf11 SertV-’<ieS and the twenty thousand 
f.M af T Ckets went t0 the Permanent fund of the company. 
RIO DE JANEIRO al¬ 
ready is planning a cele¬ 
bration of the centenary 
of the birth of the cclc- Caacos 
brated Brazilian opera Couu. 
composer, Carlos Gomez, 
even though this does not occur till 1939 
Such enthusiastic patriotism for national an 
is an example worthy to be followed by 
some countries that vaunt their musical 
achievements. The operas of Gomez include 
the widely known "11 Guarany,” "Fosca ” 
‘Lo Schiavo" and “Marie Tudor.” He wrote 
in 1876, a hymn, II Saluto del Bresile (Greet- 
mg from Brazil), for the Philadelphia Cen¬ 
tennial celebration of American independence 
and in 1892 a cantata, “Colombo,” for the 
Columbian Exposition at Chicago. 4-- 
THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF THE 
ANCIENT INSTRUMENT?, of Philldel 
phia. gave on the afternoon and evening of 
April 2nd, its Annual Spring Festival, in the 
Ballroom of the Barclay, with its founder- 
conductor, Ben Stad. leading. The works of. 
fered were ch’efly from the French. Flemish. 
Italian and English composers of the sit- 
teenth and seventeenth centuries. 
i ALEXANDER FULLER-MAIT- 
./>D. 'ntcrnanonally known British music 
Sc’ dled Marc*> 50th. at Carnforth, Eng- 
land, at the age of eighty. Born in London, 
fie had made extensive research into the ori- 
f‘n* °.{ E.np',sh1 mu?ic and was the author of 
important books on musical subjects. 
. <-—-1- 
THE ROYAL CHRISTCHURCH MUSI¬ 
CAL SOCIETY of New Zealand celebrated 
in December its seventy-fifth anniversary, 
with performances of Handel’s “Messiah" 
and Mendelssohn's “Elijah.” for which it had 
the assistance of the Harmonic Society. It is 
reputed to be the oldest musical bodv south 
of the equator. 
HANS KNAPPERTS- 
BUSCH, who ranks 
among German conductors 
but second to Wilhelm 
Furtwangler, has been re¬ 
lieved of his position as 
Generalmusikdirektor of 
the Munich State Opera, 
because he refused to re¬ 
move from his walls the 
Hans portraits of eminent non- 
Knappertsbusch Aryan musical friends, and 
also because he produced 
operas by non-Aryan composers in defiance 
- *--n these works. 
JAN KUBELIK, often rated as possessing 
the most brilliant technical equipment of 
any violinist since Paganini, has been mak¬ 
ing his first coast to coast tour of the United 
States and Canada in some fourteen years. 
His accompanist on the piano has been his 
talented son. Rafael; and Anita, a daugh¬ 
ter. and also a brilliant violinist, has joined 
her famous father in the “Double Concerto 
in D minor” for violins and piano by Bach. 
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN, has had re¬ 
cently an international music festival which 
opened with ten countries represented The 
first program furnished the world premiere 
of “Judith” by Natanel Berg, a work de¬ 
scribed as “a ‘recited’ opera with orchestral 
accompaniment.” 
•n^E PHILADELPHIA ORCHESTRA 
wfhave as conductors for next season Leo 
0?mRSH°k°^nki, and Euwnc Ormandy. Mr Ormandy will be the titular conductor; and 
Dr. Stokowski will lead twenty concerts. 
MARY CARR MOORE, of Los Angeles. 
b5r'hePLeagufe°of Ameri' 
“What is so rare as a day in June?’ 
S™ £ *i" on. tl* .v.nS ,.:‘ “I" 
May in 1864, when its composer was laid 
m the family vault at Berlin “Lee h! 
Dots had its three hundred and eighty ninth 
performance at the Opera alone. * Kmy n,nth 
DR. EDGAR STILLMAN KELLEY 
new “Pianoforte Quintette" was recentl 
played on a Cincinnati. Ohio, program, wit 
the wife of the composer at the piano. 
•«--— p 
‘‘THE MAYPOLE 
LOVERS.” a suite bv / M 
Rossetter G. Cole, inter'- r 
nationally known organist 
and composer of Chicago, 
was on a recent program 
of the Chicago Symphony- _ 
Orchestra, yvith Frederick A 
Stock conducting. The 
suite is arranged from an 
opera, “Merrymount,” 
which was nearing com- ' 
pletion when the opera of 
the same name, by Howard Hanson, w 
announced for production at the Metropoi 
tan Opera House: on which Mr Co 
changed the title of his work as indicati 
above. 
(Continued on page J98) 
Music Study Exalts L 
Samuel Pepys—Musician 
ONE of the leading British lexicons describes Samuel 
Pepys (1633-1703) as a “diarist,” which is prob¬ 
ably quite proper, since he is known to the world 
largely through the records he kept of his daily doings, 
that were first published in part in 1825—-one hundred and 
twenty-two years after his death. This son of a tailor, who, 
coming from a very ordinary family, raised himself to 
power and the gentry, took every precaution to make his 
diary as secret as possible. In addition to using a system 
of partial shorthand, he further complicated matters by 
injecting foreign languages and cryptic terms. His reasons 
for not wanting parts of this 
diary read are obvious; but 
why he should go to all the 
labor of such an autobio¬ 
graphical effort, intended for 
no eyes but his own, is hard 
to understand. The diary is, 
however, so striking, so origi¬ 
nal, and so virile, that it has 
attracted wide attention ever 
since its publication. 
Few people think of the 
amiable Pepys (he pro¬ 
nounced it peeps) as one of 
the strong men of the Eng¬ 
land of his time; but he held 
many distinguished posts; 
and, as secretary of the ad¬ 
miralty, he did, at a very 
critical time, a most valuable 
service for the British navy, 
and an equally important 
service for England itself. 
We are, nevertheless, most 
interested for the present, in 
Pepy’s activities as a musi¬ 
cian and music lover. 
In a notable recent work, 
“Samuel Pepys—the Years 
of Peril,” the author, Arthur 
Bryant, show s us a new Pepys, 
a man of power, judgment 
and force; who had a decided 
effect upon the England of his 
day. References are made to 
the picturesque musical life 
of Pepys; and we reprint, with the permission of the pub¬ 
lishers (MacMillan and Company), some of these passages, 
with an excellent portrait also from the book. 
“ ‘My delight,’ he once said, ‘is in the neatness of every¬ 
thing, and so I cannot be pleased with anything unless it 
be very neat.’ It had to be beautiful, too, though, with 
him, as with nearly all the great men of his age, beauty 
and order went hand in hand and were scarcely separable. 
“He found their union most in music—a lover of har¬ 
mony and music, John Evelyn once called him. ‘Musique,’ 
he himself wrote, ‘is the thing of the world that I love 
most.’ No reader of the ‘Diary’ is likely to forget the pas¬ 
sage in which he described how the sweet sound of the wind 
music ravished his soul and made him afterwards feel 
physically sick as he had once been in the ecstasy of first 
love for his wife. He did not only love music, but under¬ 
stood its niceties; he was an accomplished and always 
happy performer on the flageolet, the lute and the bass 
viol; he had learnt the technical art of composition and 
had composed at least one excellent song, ‘Beauty Retire,’ 
which is very much more than the dilettante achievement 
of an accomplished amateur. And he could sing it in a 
voice that gave his friends pleasure and himself more. The 
older he grew, the more Pepys loved and practiced music. 
‘A science,’ he wrote of it in his last years, ‘peculiarly pro¬ 
ductive of a pleasure that no state of life, public or private, 
secular or sacred; no difference of age or season; no 
temper of mind or condition of health exempt from pres¬ 
ent anguish; nor, lastly distinction of quality, renders 
either improper, untimely or unentertaining.’ He always 
found it so, and it was a happy gift of the gods that 
brought him a measure nearer 
the angels than he would 
otherwise have been.” 
Pepys took great interest in 
a young protege whom he 
supported largely because of 
his musical talents. 
“For music remained for 
him the same delight that it 
had ever been. To those 
friends who practiced it with 
him, he clung with particu¬ 
lar tenderness, even when 
they were far away. Thomas 
Hill the merchant—the little 
‘master in music’ of ‘Diary’ 
days—wrote to him from Lis¬ 
bon of a young Fleming, 
bred to music at Rome and 
employed by a Portuguese 
nobleman, who had a rare 
skill in reading difficult 
pieces at sight and sang ex¬ 
quisitely to the theorbo—a 
most ingenious person, too, 
who spoke Latin, French and 
Spanish. Hill suggested that 
Pepys should take the young 
into his employment: 
the pair of them, he pointed 
out, would make a ravishing 
choir when joined with ‘our 
ladies.’ The idea of having a 
trained Italian singer, espe¬ 
cially one who was also a 
linguist and a virtuoso, 
appealed greatly to Samuel, though he was a little afraid he 
might increase his expenses and unduly unsettle his house¬ 
hold. 
“Pepys thought the thing over, and after some delay 
wrote to Hill that he was ready to take the young man into 
his household, feed and house him and pay him £50 a year, 
in return for his services in languages, reading, writing and 
translating as well as what he described as the ‘satisfaction 
to my sense in his excellent qualifications in music, in which 
my utmost luxury still lies and is likely to remain so.’ ” 
“So in the spring of 1675 Caesare Morelli arrived with 
his lute and theorbo by the SUADADOS yacht and took 
up his residence at Derby House. Samuel was charmed 
with him, a modest and gentle-hearted creature who did 
as he was told, offended no one and pleased equally with 
his music, languages and sobriety. It was Morelli’s engag¬ 
ing practice to rise at dawn and sing Italian psalms for an 
hour or two in the fresh air before completing his slum¬ 
bers. And sometimes in the evenings and on Sundays 
Pepys would join him in this pleasant pursuit.” 
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Pepys did not escape the jealousies of the age; and he 
was confined in prison. When behind bars he found great 
solace in music and he wrote: 
“ ‘For the little knowledge in music which I have never 
was of more use to me than it is now, under the molesta¬ 
tions of mind which I have at this time more than ordinary 
to contend with.’ So the fallen magnate wrote to Morelli, 
who constantly corresponded with him from his rustic 
habitation at Brentwood and sent him a table he had made 
for the guitar. Pepys got his musician to transcribe a sheaf 
of pieces that he might play, giving him many elaborate 
directions as to size and margins—that each page should 
end with a quatrain so that the singer should not need to 
turn the leaf in the middle of the passage and that it 
should be writ large in letter and note for the ease of his 
eyes. He asked for The World’s a bubble. No, no, ’tis in 
vain, Laudate Dominum and a new English anthem by Dr. 
Blow, the Master of the King’s Music; he would have 
Morelli be as quick as possible, for he had nothing left to 
practice on but the Lamentations of Jeremiah.” 
We quote further from the diary of Pepys, giving his 
own words upon the effect of music upon himself. This is 
from a letter dated February 27th, 1668 (seventeen years 
before the birth of Bach and Handel). 
But that which did please me beyond anything in the 
whole world was the wind-musick when the angel comes 
down which is so sweet that it ravished me, and indeed, in 
a word, did wrap up my soul so that it made me really 
sick, just as I have formerly been when in love with my 
wife; that neither then, nor all the evening going home, 
and at home, I was able to think of anything, but remained 
all night transported, so as I could not believe that ever 
any musick hath that real command over the soul of a 
man as this did upon me: and makes me resolve to prac¬ 
tice wind-musick, and to make my wife do the like.” 
Probably no picture of the widespread employment of 
music in Pepys’ day equals that of his description of the 
procession of boats and their passengers fleeing down the 
Thames after the great fire of 1666. 
“Met with the King and Duke of York in their barge, 
and with them to Queenhithe, and there called Sir Richard 
Browne to them. Their order was only to pull down houses 
apace, and so below bridge at the water-side; but little 
was or could be done, the fire coming upon them so fast. 
Good hopes there was of stopping it at the Three Cranes 
above, and at Buttulph’s Wharf below bridge, if care be 
used; but the wind carried it into the City, so as we know 
not, by the water-side, what it do there. River full of 
lighters and boats taking in goods, and good goods swim¬ 
ming in the water; and only I observed that hardly one 
lighter or boat in three that had the goods of a house in 
but there was a pair of Virginall’s in it. Having seen as 
much as I could now, I away to White Hall hy°appoint¬ 
ment, and there walked to St. James’s Park; and there met 
my wife, and Creed, and Wood, and his wife, and walked 
to my boat; and there upon the water again, and to the 
fire up and down, it still encreasing, and the wind great. 
So near the fire as we could for smoke; and all over the 
Thames with one’s face in the wind, you were almost 
burned with a shower of fire-drops. This is very true- so 
as houses were burned by these drops and flakes of fire 
three or four nay, five or six houses, one from another! 
When we could endure no more upon the water, we to a 
little ale-house on the Bankside, over against the Three 
Cranes, and there staid till it was dark almost, and saw 
the fare grow; and, as it grew darker, appeared more and 
more; and in corners and upon steeples, and between 
churches and houses, as far as we could see up the hill of 
the City, in a most horrid, malicious, bloody flame, not 
like the line name of an ordinary fire.” 
The fact that hardly a lighter or boat passed without a 
Virginall indicates that in nearly every home of means 
music was a part of the daily life. 
Do not expect talent to work; you must work talent. 
Logic In Teaching 
WHEN a pupil asks “why?” rejoice. It is the indica¬ 
tion of an alive responsive mind. Pupils have a 
right to know why you expect a certain task. By stating 
the object you hope to accomplish, you win the pupil’s 
assistance and secure results much more quickly. 
Take slow practice, for instance. The pupil says, “I 
can play it much more rapidly than that; and I do not 
see why I should play it slowly.” 
Explain that your reason is that slow playing permits 
a much more careful study of touch; that in a short time 
the pupil will be permitted to play the piece, little by 
little, faster and faster; and that when a rapid tempo is 
thus acquired the piece will he far clearer, more clean 
cut, more brilliant and more polished; that the reason 
why there are so many mussy players is that they have 
not had the patience to learn to play pieces slowly at 
the start. 
The logical teacher proceeds by basing each step upon 
the recognition of some one, two or three previously de¬ 
veloped principles. Nothing is presented or stated without 
the reason being clearly shown. 
The Cost of Education 
WHAT is all this hullabaloo about the cost of educa¬ 
tion? The latest figures we have been able to secure 
were from Mr. William C. Carr, Director of the Research 
Division of the National Education Association, and arc 
presented in a bulletin, “Statistical Summary of Educa¬ 
tion,” issued by the Department of the Interior for the 
years 1930-1931 and published in 1934. 
There were apparently 276,555 schools of all types, from 
the little one room school house to the great university. 
This number is probably less at this time, as many one 
room schools have been consolidated. These schools had 
30,550,000 pupils, and there were approximately 1,063,000 
teachers. The bill for alTthis was about $3,083,785,000. Tin- 
cost per student, therefore, was a little over $100 a year. 
This is the average for all classes, from the kindergarten to 
the university. The total is a mere fraction of what our 
aggregate government expenses may be, and yet our «ov- 
ernmental existence depends, in a very large measure, upon 
our educational system. Anyone, who decries the expendi¬ 
ture of money for schools, should he mounted upon a stool 
at the street comer and crowned with a dunce’s cap. 
Lazy Pupils 
S°ff P«pHs are just downright lazy. When the lazi- 
y ness is due to perversity, the cause is in the character 
of the pupil If lt is not due to this, it is due to some 
functional disorder. This, of course, is none of the teTh" 
nWl IT588’ ^ 18,th? j°b of the uiedical man. If a 
Eft ast*- "'-V rjxx 
partly asleep Such a pupil should h ™ men,a1,it>' “ 
the fact that he has it m j acquainted with 
if he will only exert himself. d°. 3 §rcat deal bc,,er 
his mind. 7 mSelf t0 Use the dormant parts of 
The old Spanish proverb that “Tiw, i 
troubled by one devil- the 4,il’ * , lb bus>' man 1,8 
a very direct appheation ?'an b/ a thousand,” has 
do not like mude because they^reMany pnpi,S 
enough to find out how delightful it°°is ^ *° ^ 
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Background m Music Study 
From a Conference With the World Renowned Piano Virtuoso, 
Pedagog and Composer 
Leopold Godowsky 
Secured expressly for The Etude Music Magazine 
THE REASON why some students, 
among the thousands who study mu¬ 
sic, emerge from the crowd and be¬ 
come pianists of renown seems to baffle 
many people. They see students fail, though 
they have worked unceasingly; while 
others, who apparently have not worked so 
hard, succeed. The reason usually is 
“background.” 
What do we mean by background? Pre¬ 
cisely what is meant by background in 
almost any other profession in which a 
technic is involved. Let us suppose that a 
man is being trained to be a surgeon. He 
must, of course, have a knowledge of the 
instruments he is using and of how to use 
them. That is technic. But if his technic 
stops with merely the very clever use of 
his hands, he, in all probability, will never 
become a great surgeon. If, on the other 
hand, he has a profound knowledge of 
physiology, biology, bacteriology, psychol¬ 
ogy and all of the collateral studies; and, 
if he has a broad education as well as 
wide life experience, he is something more 
It is very much the same way with the 
musician. Music should be approached in 
only one way and that is as a great art. 
Of course, in order to encompass this art, 
an all comprehensive mechanical ability and 
technical mastery are necessary—but these 
are only the first steps. It is not improb¬ 
able that in many of the orchestras, before 
which such violinists as Paganini, Joachim 
and Wieniawski played, let us say, a Bach 
concerto, there might have been many vio¬ 
linists who could have played that concerto 
and have played it note for note exceed¬ 
ingly well; but the difference between the 
orchestral players and the artists must 
have been wide; and that difference was 
largely due to background. The masters 
had not been content with mere technical 
mastery, they had made also an exhaustive 
study of the history of the art of violin 
playing, of composition, of art principles 
in general. Therefore, behind this amazing 
technical command there was background 
in the highest sense of the word. The great 
pianists of history have been men of rich¬ 
est background. The mechanicalists are 
usually soon forgotten. 
Pixis, Steibelt, Kalkbrenner and Czerny, 
all have devised innumerable formulas 
which are valuable only if they are played 
with mental concentration. It is quite con¬ 
ceivable that mechanical exercises, played 
injurious than beneficial. It is how they 
are played that counts. For instance, lay 
your hand upon the table. Relax. The hand 
is motionless. But direct a thought into 
your little finger and command it to obey. 
Instantly it responds. Now mechanical 
practice, to be beneficial, must be not per¬ 
functory. Each movement must be not 
merely a movement, but a thought, cul¬ 
minating in the finger-tips. You see, the 
exercise of the arms and hands is not 
enough. The brain must be exercised, in 
every instance, with them. If Czerny and 
others are played as mere mechanical ex¬ 
ercises, the student may waste a lifetime 
and not attain anything more than medi¬ 
ocrity. On the other hand, if any of the 
mechanical formulas are played with the 
definite object of achieving some specific 
thing in touch, accent, rhythm, and so on. 
they may become very valuable. The stud¬ 
ies of Cramer, Hummel, Moscheles and 
Chopin, are more musical, and they inspire 
One of the most frequent questions that 
the teacher hears from ambitious pupils 
is, “How long shall I practice ?” Over¬ 
practice is injurious, but not many pupils 
do that. There are, though, some over-am¬ 
bitious students, who do practice more than 
they should. How much one should prac¬ 
tice rests entirely with the pupil. Practice 
until you feel tired and then just a little 
beyond. Your muscles will tell you when 
to stop. Somehow I have an idea that 
the pupil who stops instantly at the first 
sign of fatigue will not make much prog¬ 
ress. Trainers in gymnasiums know that it 
does not hurt muscles to ache slightly. En¬ 
durance and strength are acquired in that 
way. But again let me say that practice 
is wasted unless the mind participates. The 
mind must be trained at the same time as 
you train the muscle. Someone has told 
the story of Liszt practicing and reading 
a book at the same time. I cannot believe 
that Liszt ever did that. 
For lateral stretching the pupil who is 
capable of playing it, will find the first 
etude of Chopin very useful. After work¬ 
ing on such a study as that, I find that I 
seem to play with greater ease. This hori¬ 
zontal stretching process seems to me Tike 
a kind of lubricating process. 
Some Varying Ideas IN THE TIME of Czerny the student 
was told to lift his fingers as high as 
possible and from this position they fell 
upon the keyboard like so many little trig¬ 
gers. The effect was naturally mechanical. 
With the Stuttgart School of Lebert and 
Stark, the student was taught to press upon 
the keys. In our time, weight of the arm, 
combined with relaxation, has come into 
almost universal use. Volumes have been 
written about this, but it is really very 
simple, a kind of knack which one may ac¬ 
quire in a very short time. The difficulty 
is in the application. The player, first of 
all, senses the weight of his own arm. 
Hold my arm, for instance. Note that I am 
not pressing. You feel the weight of the 
arm, yet there is no flabbiness. 
How did Liszt or Rubinstein get their 
effects, when this obviously superior sys¬ 
tem is supposed to have been evolved after 
their time? Well, I do not think that any¬ 
one at this date imagines that Liszt or 
Rubinstein, when they were performing in 
public, ever thought of the pedagogical, 
mechanical side of their playing. They 
probably used the weight-relaxation method 
unconsciously, as it is the most natural 
method of playing the piano. 
The teacher, however, should be able to 
explain the wisdom of whatever he advo¬ 
cates. Never impart anything without giv¬ 
ing a reason. This applies to fingering, 
phrasing, pedaling and even to the smallest 
accent. The pupil must know the rules gov¬ 
erning their application. That is, there 
should be no accents or other deviations. 
Only the composer may create them, as is, 
for instance, the case with characteristic 
accents. The student should know the natu¬ 
ral or grammatical accents, which are a 
part of the underlying laws of form. He 
should then understand the unusual ac¬ 
cents* that define rhythms and become a 
component part of expression. 
The pupil should have also a knowledge 
*A1! these principles find ample practical appli- 
Piano,’’ 4 hds. by Leopold Godowsky. 
Leopold Godowsky was born in Wilna, Russian Poland, in 1870. In 
1884 he studied for several months at the Royal High School of Music 
in Berlin. Prior to that time he had made several short concert tours, 
beginning at the age of nine. He toured America in 1884-85, with Clara 
Louise Kellogg and Emma Thursby, and with the Belgian violinist. Ovide 
Musin. In 1886 he went to Paris, where Camille Saint-Saens became in¬ 
terested in him and his studies. In 1890 he returned to America to devote 
himself to the concert field. On coming of age, in 1891, Mr. Godo-wsky 
became a naturalised citizen of the United States. In 1892 he became head 
piano teacher of the Combs Conservatory of Music in Philadelphia; and 
in 1894 he was chosen to direct the piano department of the Chicago 
Conservatory. In 1900 he settled in Berlin and in 1909 he became Direc¬ 
tor of the “Klavier-Meisterschule” of the Imperial Royal Academy of 
Music of Vienna and was made Imperial Royal Professor. Since then he 
has lived and toured in various parts of the world. His delightfully 
melodic compositions, largely for piano, have brought him wide renown; 
and his mastery of involved contrapuntal problems has startled musicians 
in all countries. This is the more surprising since he never studied coun¬ 
terpoint -with anyone.—Editorial Note. 
the student to keep the mind and the hand 
in closer relationship. 
Stretching Exeroises Valuable 
AMONG THE MOST valuable exer- 
cises in my experience have been 
J. A. those which involved lateral or fan¬ 
like stretching of the hand. You notice that 
my hand is very small; but, even though it 
were very large, I know that I would feel 
the same way about them. Of course all 
stretching exercises, whether as mechanical 
patterns or as excerpts from compositions, 
must be played with great care; for the 
hand, strong as it is. can be injured by 
excess in this direction. Stretching exer¬ 
cises should be alternated with contraction, 
in order to relieve the strain. 
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of musical history and should read con¬ 
stantly upon musical subjects such as those 
presented in The Etude. The student, dur¬ 
ing his study days, is in a sense a sponge; 
but he should remember that a sponge may 
take up murky water as well as clean 
water. He should place himself in contact 
with the best. There is so much that is 
worthy and beautiful to be accomplished 
that there is no time for nonessentials. The 
Chopin “Etudes” alone represent a little 
world in themselves1. I have made and pub¬ 
lished fifty-three special studies on these 
etudes. 
The Elusive Soul of Music MOST OF ALL, the pupil should 
study the background of music. A 
very good book to read upon this subject 
is “Principles of Expression in Pianoforte 
Playing” by Christiani. This work, which 
is not new, gives an unusual insight into 
certain principles which every student past 
the elementary grades should know liter¬ 
ally by heart; so that, in the study of the 
master works of music, these points may 
be stressed. 
Life is so ordered that only the creator 
lives. Pianists, with few exceptions, like 
actors, are forgotten a few years after they 
pass. The talking machine created a me¬ 
dium for the creative artist. It enables the 
recreative artist to preserve interpretations 
for future generations. This1 cannot fail to 
have considerable educational value for 
progressive teachers. Numerous works of 
great masters, played by great interpreters, 
are available on the market. If I were 
starting a conservatory of music, I should 
certainly insist upon having a large library 
of these; and then I would see that stu¬ 
dents used them thoughtfully and analyti¬ 
cally. These recordings should go a long 
way toward making public performance 
more authoritative. It may surprise you to 
hear that I never liked playing m public. 
My best playing has been for my colleagues. 
I have played in public all over the world, 
but there have been perhaps a half dozen 
times when I have been satisfied with my¬ 
self. In fact, an artist rarely knows what 
the reaction of the public may be. I re¬ 
member that, through my great success in 
Germany, I was asked to give a few con¬ 
certs in Copenhagen. The manager of the 
hall was the husband of the most famous 
of Ibsen actresses, Frau Hennings. The 
first concert was in a small hall, and the 
attendance was none too good. I had such 
a headache that every note I played 
seemed like a hammer pounding on my 
head. It was one of those intense migranes 
that make life momentarily almost unbear¬ 
able. I staggered home, believing that I had 
made a fiasco. The public as well as the 
papers were most extravagant in their 
praise of the strange concert. 
At the second concert, this time in the 
largest hall in Copenhagen, I felt that I 
was in prime condition. The house was 
crowded, and it was in every respect a 
festive occasion. Naturally, inasmuch as 
they had exhausted their superlatives after 
the first recital, I was eager to see what 
the critics had to say about this one. Al¬ 
most to a man they regretted that I had 
not kept up to the high standards of my 
previous concert. I, therefore, wonder 
whether the public or the critics realize 
unerringly when artists are at their best. 
There is unquestionably something un¬ 
accountable that makes a kind of electro¬ 
chemical bridge between the artist and the 
audience. It can never be produced at will • 
and it may spring into existence at the 
most unexpected moment. Find this bridge, 
and you will command one of the great 
highways to success. 
Little 
Never Mind the Mud MY CHILDREN lived five miles (by 
way of the worst kind of Nebraska 
mud roads) from the nearest music 
teacher, who plays nothing but piano. Be¬ 
sides piano, they studied violin and flute. 
(Now they play also the clarinet and 
tuba.) 
They had no “real” violin teacher but 
had to get along with what help they 
could get from the piano teacher, The 
Etude Music Magazine, and myself; and 
I commenced to study the violin at the 
age of thirty-one. 
One boy is now taking violin lessons on 
a scholarship he won last year, in a con¬ 
servatory, Among them, the children won 
a prize at every music contest they en¬ 
tered. They have one “fourth,” one “third,” 
two “seconds,” one “first prize” and one 
“state championship” to their credit. 
The other boy played at a state contest, 
with the sweat running into his eyes, from 
the pain of a broken finger; but he man¬ 
aged to win third prize in flute solo, due 
to his grit. The next year he took first 
and is now at college, majoring in music, 
which he hopes to teach in public schools. 
Mrs. Henry Burhoop, Nebraska. 
Her Only True Friend BEAUTIFUL strains of music, ex¬ 
quisitely played on a violin, reached 
my ears when I entered a certain building 
in an eastern town. 
Upon inquiry, I learned that the player 
was a lady of fifty, engaged in her regular 
daily practice on her beloved instrument. 
My curiosity to observe the lady’s en¬ 
thusiasm and to listen to her past experi¬ 
ences prompted me to call upon her. When 
I explained the purpose of my visit a gra¬ 
cious smile on a radiant face led me to a 
chair. 
“I have been playing my violin for the 
past thirty years,” she began. “This is my 
only true friend left, as my husband is 
dead and all my children married.” 
She went on to relate how much delight 
she derived from her instrument and how 
much effort and patience she had had to 
invest in order to give justice to her 
double task: attending to her family du¬ 
ties and continuing her daily practice. 
“Every man and woman,” she concluded. 
Tales of Music Study Accomplishment 
Response from many states, in answer to an inquiry. 
“ought to play some musical instrument. 
The pleasure derived is indescribable. “But 
one must play good music only,” she 
added, “because good music brings out all 
that is best in one.” 
Here is a woman who really under¬ 
stands the aim of human life. I wish there 
were many like her. 
Adolph Corenthal, Connecticut. 
A Key to Wasted Practice Hours 
I WAS SO DISAPPOINTED in the 
result of weeks of practice, when I 
took my last regular lesson, that Mr. Hill, 
my teacher, said, “Come back on Friday.” 
This I was glad to do. 
After weeks of practice on a concerto, 
I found myself slipping and stumbling on 
places that had been always difficult. Yet 
I had not stopped to analyze the trouble 
and probably would not have been able to 
do so, had I tried ever so hard. 
Somehow I felt that I had done all I 
could; and yet I did not play it well 
enough. Two or three times I asked if 
I were playing too fast (the usual explan¬ 
ation of such shortcomings) ; but, as often 
as I asked, he answered with an emphatic 
“No.” 
It was plain that he knew that I was 
getting worried, and he finally told me 
what was my trouble, though I did not 
grasp the key to it till the following les¬ 
son, when he had more time to give. In¬ 
cidentally, I had been very tired and 
nervous before my last lesson started. I 
had practiced four hours in the morning 
(entirely too much, you will agree), had 
run to the hairdresser, and had arrived 
at the studio twenty minutes late—though 
I had telephoned and made provision for 
this. Naturally, I was not in a proper state 
of mind for a calm and thoughtful lesson. 
I began—not very hopefully—but deter¬ 
mined to listen very closely to Mr. Hill; 
for I knew that he would have something 
worth while to say. His diagnosis (which 
was worthy of the name) gave me the 
key to overcoming many difficulties, espe¬ 
cially in rapid passages, and outlined a 
means of steady future improvement. 
It was just this: he traced my present 
troubles to faulty rhythm, that is, to mis¬ 
placed accents, to rhythms disturbed be¬ 
cause of trills and odd bowings. In a flash 
I saw how much this knowledge would be 
worth to me; and since then my practice 
has been given to seeking out confusing 
passages and analyzing their difficulties. 
Such errors are quite elusive, and one 
must make a distinct search for them. 
Instead of the former baffled feeling, 
hope now returned. No one wants to feel 
that he practices blindly and stupidly, as 
well as hopelessly. Now I have the neces¬ 
sary key. I do not need to say to myself, 
"I will try again, and maybe I will get it 
right.” At least, if I do not, I shall know 
the reason. 
Mr. Hill insists that most of the diffi¬ 
culties of the average student can be traced 
to faulty rhythm; and I feel that I never 
have had a lesson more valuable than this 
one described. 
Bessie Van Sickel, Indiana. 
Learning Something New 
Every Day 
WANT to learn music,” some 
' V little girls, aged perhaps ten and 
eleven, told me. They were attending a 
rural school in the mountains, and their 
only available instrument was an old- 
fashioned organ. I arranged with their 
teacher for permission to give them lessons 
at noon and after school as long as dav- 
hght lasted. They practiced before school 
and during recess periods, and were soon 
able to play selections from their school 
music readers. Their interest soon ex¬ 
tended to the lives and works of famous 
musicians. 
I was with them two months, but after 
I came away their teacher took up the 
oi, “ in order to continue with 
the work. Not long ago one of them wrote 
me, 1 am learning something new everv 
my own™ 1 Sha" haVC 3 piano °’f 
Agnes S. Thompson, California. 
Work Harder Than the Other 
Felloiv 
^PHE MOST UNUSUAL musician I 
know is a tiny, crippled piano teacher 
Due to poor health in childhood she re¬ 
ceived little formalized schooling and very 
few music lessons. When she was fourth 
she entered college as a special student; 
and since then she has graduated from 
three of the best conservatories in Amer¬ 
ica. In two of these she broke all records 
for scholarship and speed in completing 
the courses. She refuses to believe that she 
has any more talent or brains than the 
average student, and her teachers sav the 
same. When she was asked why she has 
worked so hard she answered, “My rela¬ 
tives used to tell me that I was dumb; 
and one aunt even said I was feeble¬ 
minded ; so I just had to do something to 
prove that they were wrong I” 
Despite the business depression, she has 
organized and built up a successful music 
school in the last three years. When she 
is not teaching, she is composing, and her 
articles and stories are appearing in maga¬ 
zines every month. 
“Work harder than the other fellow, and 
do your best for every pupil, no matter 
how dull he may be.” This is her rule for 
success. 
Ralph Henry, Pennsylvania. 
Mother Knew AN ASTOUNDING musical success is 
illustrated in the case of a young girl, 
the daughter of a stem, harsh, unvielding 
army officer, a disciple of the “old school,” 
who believed in keeping his children at 
home. Her mother, a gentle person, did 
all in her power to encourage the devel¬ 
opment of the music which was born in 
the child and to procure for her the neces¬ 
sary musical education. Her voice often 
thrilled the soldiers, but her unknowing 
father refused to allow her to study. 
As many other musicians had done be¬ 
fore her. she ran away; but that starvation 
and hardship known by many was not ex¬ 
perienced by her at' this 'crucial time. 
Later on she experienced a good deal 
more than her share of the world s trou¬ 
ble; but this only served to make her a 
greater singer. Her truly remarkable voice 
!or her a scholarship, and, with the 
aid of her mother, she was soon studying. 
After a comparatively short period of in¬ 
tensive training she received a contract 
from a foreign opera company, and later 
from one of our own: and she is now one 
of our best and most beloved singers-a 
musician with a soul. 
Virginia Viney. New York. 
Better times in music cannot be more forcefully indicated than by the fact that we / J 
twenty-five thousand more of the issues of The Etude for April and Max then f .u " ohll^ed to Print over 
_ ^ April «. literally out on the ^ *■* 
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Increasing the Activity of the Fingers 
By Any Onestmghel 
Dr. Any Onestinghel-Gattesky ivas born 
at Varna, Bulgaria, in December of 1886. 
From his earliest youth he was an en¬ 
thusiastic student of music. In Paris he 
became a pupil of Saint-Saens and Vin¬ 
cent d’Indy. On returning to his own 
country he gave at the university a course, 
in musicology dealing with the influence of 
the Orient upon Bulgarian music. On a 
second visit to France he studied modern 
symphonic music and salon music for the 
orchestra. After this he spent several years 
in Rome for the study of Italian lyric 
opera. He has written many articles and 
critical works for European publication. 
The one herewith presented is the first to 
appear in any American publication.—Edi¬ 
torial Note. 
C’est un point tres important, car dans 
la litterature didactique, deja si vaste et si 
variee, l'activite specifique des doigts, est 
bien souvent negligee par les traites. Et 
c’est pour cela que lorsque le teacher tache 
d’y parvenir il le fait de maniere incomplete 
et irationnelle. 
En generale on ne songe a 1’education 
des doigts qu’au commencement de Tetude, 
plus tard on n’y songe plus. 
La technique moderne a rejoint une telle 
empleur que l’emploi de la main et du bras 
y trouve des applications trop preponder- 
antes. De cela un certain desinteressement 
pour ce qui est le developpement de 
l'activite des doigts, indispensable a son 
tour en certains cas particuliers, dans 
lesquels l’execution depend justement de 
cette activite. 
. Ainsi voila que le pianiste arrive, ou, 
pour mieux dire, au point d’arriver, il 
s’apercoit de deux verites: l’une, que 
l'activite des doigts est la plus difficile; 
l’autre, qu’elle est la plus necessaire, car 
c’est d’elle qui depend la resistence en 
generale et la velocite en particulier. 
La technique joumaliere du pianiste 
devrait renfermer, avant tout, les exercices 
a iwtes tenues. Les doigts qui restent im¬ 
mobilises sur la note tenue servent comme 
point d’appui pour faire hausser successive- 
ment les autres doigts. 
Un celebre ecrivain de traites pour piano, 
l'allemand Schiffmacher, a toujours donne 
grande importance a l’energie des doigts, 
en exagerant parfois, et conseillant de tenir 
la touche fortement et tenacemenL Cepen- 
dant les doigts fermes ne doivent pas faire 
pression sur la touche baissee, mais y 
appuyer legerement, cf qui facilitera leur 
position recourbee sans empecher l’action 
des autres. 
Il faut observer primierement que les; 
doigts sont les elements du bras charges de 
faire fonctionner les touches, soit qu’ils - 
mettent en action leur poids oubien leur 
energie musculaire. Dans les deux cas les 
doigts doivent emettre la plus grande 
energie, laquelle se verifie seulement lorsque 
les tendons flechisseurs agissent avec le 
maximum d’efficace. 
Il est done irrationnelle que de placer 
Televe au piano en l’initiant a picoter le 
tradionnel exercice des cinque notes tenues: 
A BELATED RESPONSE TO A REPEATED REQUEST 
Many Etude friends in France and in French Canada, as 
well as French speaking readers and French students in all 
parts of the world, have suggested that we might sometime 
publish an article on music in the French language. 
We should be delighted to hear from those who have en¬ 
joyed this article which has been written by an able Uni¬ 
versity Professor. 
The Etude offers a prize of ten dollars for the best free 
English translation of this article. The author has consented 
to act as the judge, in connection with the Editorial Depart¬ 
ment of The Etude. All answers must be received by June 20, 
1936, addressed to French Competition, c/o The Etude 
Music Magazine, 1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Penn¬ 
sylvania. - . 
—irrationnelle, parce que la contraction 
simultanee des cinq tendons, jusqu’ a ce 
qu’ils ne sont pas rendus independants du 
muscle dont il partent, produit la contrac¬ 
tion du muscle lui-meme. Cela non seule¬ 
ment n’atteigne pas le but de donner l’inde- 
pendance aux doigts, mais il les roidit et 
par consequent retarde et empeche le 
progres de Tetudiant. 
Je me rappelle a ce propos que le grand 
pianiste Benjamin Cesi, fondateur de l’ecole 
napolitaine de piano et ancien professur a 
la Cour du Czar de Russie, ne voulu 
jamais porter une canne, pour ne pas 
obliger les cinq tendons de la main a une 
longue et simultanee contraction. 
Il est pourtant necessaire un exercice 
anterieur a celui qu’on pratique com- 
munement, meme un exercice initiate et 
different, des que celui des cinq notes 
tenues est demontre comme faux. Il 
faudrait denouer les doigts, les rendre in¬ 
dependents avant meme de commencer 
Tetude du piano, ou du moins en meme 
temps, mais moyennant un systeme extra- 
pianistique. 
On raconte que Chopin avait le soin de 
se coucher avec des petits morceaux de 
liege lies entre les doigts, a fin de les 
denouer davantage. 
Si e’etait une veritable faute l’usage de 
moyens mecaniques pour contraindre la 
bouche a ne pas s’ouvrir qu’ a la mesure 
voulue, comme Ton faisait dans certaines 
ecotcs fran<;aises du 1700, il serait, au con- 
traire, d’autant -plus propre l’emploi de 
moyens mecaniques pour den due r les doigts, 
'des qu’il s’agit dans ce cas d’un phenomene 
de pure - mecarique musculaire. Nous 
devons chercher des mpyens semblables a 
ceux qu’on emploie. pour les initiees a Tart 
de Terpsichore a fin de" leur denouer les 
jambes, qui sont1 a ,1a dance ce que les 
doigts sont a Tart du .’piano. 
. Faire avancer le petit eleve de piano 
sans iui assurer, le moyen de rejoindre 
l’independance des doigt's,1 c’est lui faire plus 
mal que bien, c’est lui retarder sa carriere, 
c’est le mettre sur une voie, ou un jour il 
defaillira immanquablement. 
Un de mes ami, professeur exquis de 
piano, avait invente un appareil dans lequel 
il obligeait les doigts de ses petits eleves, 
et dont les respltats etaient excellents. 
De ma part, et pour mon experience, je 
puis assurer qu’un immersion prolongee 
des mains dans l’eau chaude, avant de se. 
mettre au piano, est tres utile et avan- 
tageuse. 
Il est de mode a present le mot 
“pression,!’. et . l’expression est en effet 
significative, quoique il se rapporte plutot 
a la capacite tactile. Je tacherai de lui 
donner la veritable signification, en vue de 
debarasser la didactique du piano des pos¬ 
sibles confusions et malentendus. 
Le jeu de la pression pourra etre con¬ 
tinue et augmente meme apres que la 
touche est baissee. On pourrait observer 
que telle pression maintenue sur la touche 
baissee serait en disaccord avec la logique 
mecanique-physiologique. 
Mais il faut reconnaitre le cas assez fre¬ 
quent, dans lequel les exigences du touche 
se valent de la pression sur une touche 
deja baissee, au moment ou Ton veut pro- 
duire le son tres faible d’une note en lever, 
laquelle parait rebondir d'une chute. Il 
s’agit done d’un cas ou le pianiste doit 
considerer comme staccato une note qui ne 
porte pas cette indication. 
Le passage suivant: 
Le meme jeu est necessaire. en certains 
cas, pour rendre le legato, tandis qu’il ne le 
faut pas p. ex. pour le violon, car il a a sa 
disposition un moyentres efficace, l’archet, 
pour rejoindre ce detail de l'expression 
musicale. Il est done naturel que le pianiste 
pour executer un passage comme le sui- 
Ex.4 
Allegretto 
Ce sont tous effets de pression, car en 
realite, soit le staccato du premier cas, que 
le marcato du second, ne sont pas indica¬ 
tions manifestes par Tauteur. Mais ce sont 
de nuances de pression—une sorte de ruse 
du pianiste—a fin d’obtenir clairement la 
note faible en lever et le legato, deux a 
deux des croches, dans les deux exemples 
A propos de pression, entre une foule de 
cas, il y en a un que je cite par son 
originalite. Cela rappelle ce que font les 
violinistes sur la corde de leur instrument, 
quand ils veulent atteindre une grande 
expression. J’ai vu une fois appliquer cette 
speciality par le pianiste polonnais Miecio 
Horzowsky. Il s’agit de faire une over- 
pression du doigt sur la touche qui, sous 
l’imperceptible impulsion, a une espece de 
palpitation. On obtient un supplement de 
resonnance que la premiere pression n’avait 
pas completement'epuisee, et l’effet en est 
surprenant. 
p espres. 
Une technique joumaliere renfermante 
les exercices sur l’activite des doigts ap- 
porterait a la didactique du piano une con¬ 
tribution neuve et profitable, en remplissant 
des lacunes bien lamentables et frequentes 
dans Tenseignement du piano. Cette activite 
doit viser naturellement a la main droite 
comme a la gauche. 
Soit dit en passant: Le Czerny est en 
cela imparfait, car ses etudes, quoique tres 
utiles, presentent de trop faciles tonalites, 
harmonisations trop primitives, une pre¬ 
ponderance excessive de la main droite sur 
la gauche—ce qui est tres mal. Defauts 
capables d’alimenter un etat de sensibilitite 
stationnaire et de paresse intellectuelle. 
L’activite des doigts renferme aussi 
Tetude de la sensibilite tactile. Ce-ci est 
encore un point de premier ordre dans 
Tenseignement du piano, car il s’agit d’un 
facteur non plus mecanique, mais de quel- 
que chose beaucoup plus interessante, 
quelque chose qui est douee d’une propre 
vie, et c’est le touche—Tadmirable phe¬ 
nomene qui produit la fusion de Tame du 
pianiste avec la sensibilite de son instru- 
Enfoncer avec le doigt une touche d’un 
clavier, parait un acte bien simple; c’est 
parce qu’il parait si simple qu'on le voit 
imparfaitement. Ainsi, il peut paraitre tres 
simple qu’en touchant un objet, du bout de 
l’index, nous ayons des sensations tres sub¬ 
tiles qui nous permettent de distinguer si 
c’est du velours, du satin, de la laine, du 
papier ou du bois que nous touchons. Mais 
si nous regardons le bout de nos doigts au 
microscope, ce processus de sensations 
devient extremement complexe, car nous 
voyons que nous avons dans la pulpe de 
chaque doigt de certains petits doigts 
microscopiques, dont chacun garde ses 
sensations propres, et que c’est en realite 
cet ensemble, si infiniment complexe de 
sensations differentes, que nous con- 
siderons comme le fait simple de la sensi¬ 
bilite du toucher. 
Cest done cette sensibilite tactile qui 
nous rendra capables de percevoir le plus 
grand nombre de sensations materielles, 
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qui nous aidera dans la perception du poids 
et pourra mieux que tout autre qual'.te 
discipliner l’action mecanique. 
On y arrive par Yactivite des doigts, 
c’est a dire par l’independance des dpigts. 
L’independance n’est autre chose que 
1’autonomie du doigt, parceque jusqu’ a ce 
qu’il ne perqoit exacternent son poids, il 
n’aura jamais la sensibilite tactile, qui a 
tant d’influence sur le touche. 
Francois Couperin, l’exposant typique de 
la musique franqaise pour clavecin, ne 
voulait autre chose, sinon que les fabricants 
de clayecin reussissent a rendre cet instru¬ 
ment ' susceptible d’expression. “L’usage— 
disalt—il—m’a fait connaitre que les mains 
vigoureuses et capables d’executer ce qu’il 
y a de plus rapide et de plus leger ne sont 
pas toujours celles qui reussissent le mieux 
dans les pieces tendres et de sentiment; et 
j’avouerai de bonne foi que j’aime beaucoup 
mieux ce qui me. touche, que ce qui me 
L’antagonisme entre Liszt et Chopin 
etait celui meme qui passe entre vir- 
tuosisme et sentiment. “Jones avec toute 
l’ame—disait le grand Polonnais—jouez 
selon votre sentiment.” 
Or comme le sentiment est quelque chose 
qui n’est pas au professeur de l’enseigner 
mais ... a la Nature, tout ce que je puis 
dire pour developper le touche c’est de 
rendre autonomiques vos doigts. Avec cela 
vous gagnerez la sensibilite tactile, la mere 
du touche, qui est justement la qualito la 
plus emergente pour distinguer un pianiste 
de l’autre. 
Il n'y a pourtant pas d’exercices ad hoc 
pour infuser ce genre de sensibilite. De 
toute maniere l’etude des details de [’ex¬ 
pression musicale est la seule capable de la 
developper. Ces details sont ceux corre¬ 
spondents aux indications: du staccato, 
legato, marcato, martellato, inciso, ap- 
poggiato, etc. Une serie d’exercices sur 
la pratique particuliere de ces indications 
serait extremement utile. 
Le piano ne peut pas rendre, comme le 
violon, ces indications a la perfection, mais 
c’est justement pour cela qu’il est desirable 
que les pianistes se donnent la peine de les 
observer jusqu’au scrupule. 
Meme en 1600 le clavecin manquait, par 
ex., de resonnance et il etait incapable de 
rendre le legato, mais Sebastien Bach etait 
arrive d’une maniere eclatante a obtenir 
une chose et l’autre, ce qui lui permettait 
de mettre en pleine evidence les parties 
compliquees de ses fugues et de rendre 
merveilleusement la rapidite de ses pre¬ 
ludes. Il va sans dire que Bach etait . . . 
Bach1 
A ce point je crois de me trouver sur un 
terrain tout a fait nouveau de la didactique 
du piano. Lorsque l’etudiant a bien compris 
la difference qui passe entre le legato et le 
non legato (celui-ci n’est pas le staccato!), 
entre le marcato, le martellato, le appog- 
giato, le inciso, etc. il aura fait un grand 
pas en avant pour l’acquisition du touche. 
Pareils exercices, qui paraient, insigni- 
fiants a premiere vue, ont au contraire un 
but analytique et pratique, semblables aux 
vocalises, d’une simplicity inou.ic, que 
l'artiste de chant doit faire chaque jour 
pour s’acoutumer a l’expression et a la 
perception des voyelles, chose qui parait 
naturelle et superflue. 
Plus les doigts, ou mieux, les nerfs 
sensitifs de la “papilla” serront capables 
de percevoir la resistance opposee par le 
deplacement du poids de la main et du bras, 
plus promptement pourra—t—il trans- 
mettre la perception au cerveau, oil resi¬ 
dent aussi les centres moteurs. A la 
sensibilite tactile il faut unir la sensibilitie 
musculaire et articulaire. 
Ces circonstances donnees et ces rap¬ 
ports etablis, je vais signaler des exercices 
capables de developper le rendement des 
doigts selon le poids particulier de chacun. 
Ex ple pour l’action simple: 
Ex. 8 
Ex.pIe pour Taction double : 
Ex.it 
(Pour manque d’espace je ne fais que 
faire allusion au genre d’exercises, c es 
a Tetudiant de les developper.) 
Evidemment le troisieme doigt est, pour 
ainsi dire, le maitre des autres. Ma ntenez- 
le ferme sur un plan, la premiere phalange 
courbee et tachez d’articuler les autre 
doigts: vous verrez que la liberte de leurs 
articulations est empechee par la position 
du troisieme. 
Generalement on dit que l’energie com¬ 
mence dans le bras pour arriver, a travers 
la main, jusqu’au doigt. L’on pense que le 
resultat—de faire articuler les doigts—soit 
le meme.. Mais s’il etait ainsi, il serait 
bien difficile, si non impossible, de tirer 
profit de ce facteur tres important quest 
le poids, et la velocite fonctionnelle des 
doigts serait bien limitee. C’est done au 
contraire: Tenergie doit s'initier et se 
developper a l’extremite des doigts, et d ici 
se repandre vers le bras. L’energie dont 
je parle est precisement celle du doigt. 
c’est a dire, le double acte mecanique d’en 
bas (upwards) et d’en haut (downwards). 
C’est done au contraire: Tenergie doit 
s’initier et developper a l’extremite des 
doigts, et d’ici se repandre vers le bras. 
L’energie dont je parle est precisement 
celle du doigt, c’est a dire, le double acte 
mecanique d’en bas (downwards) et d'en 
haut (upwards). 
J’appellerai cet acte “acte prehensile” qui 
est nettement relatif a Yactivite du doigt, 
car Tenergie du doigt est l’equivalent de 
L’activite du doigt commence par le 
touche natural, que je voudrais donner 
comme base de la technique du piano. En 
verite Taction du poids du doigt et s< .11 
relache consent cet energie musculaire qui 
regie le poids meme, et donne le son 
naturel, sans ancun effort ni sur la touche 
ni sur le marteau. 
Quand le poids du doigt n’agit plus en 
role essentiel, ou bien comme causalite— 
From Forty-Five to Ninety 
By T. Carl Whitmer FORTY-FIVE to ninety represent, 
not metronome marks but years. Your 
probable years. “Is it worthwhile to 
start anything new between those ages?” 
is one of the questions often put to every 
If you mean to begin violin or piano, 
singing or bass drum or “whatnot,” the 
answer is emphatically, “Yes.” Provided 
it is nothing but your own joy you expect. 
Anything that gives you, the person in ques¬ 
tion, great refreshment will communicate 
itself to others and that radiance coming 
from you is one of the greatest assets any 
person can have. 
We have real need for the arranging of 
our lives in more of an oriental fashion. 
That is, we are too expectant, materially. 
We are always measuring what we do by 
what we “can get out of it.” Singers, quite 
especially, do that much too frequently; 
with the well attested result that they fail 
to attain a standard of either life or art. 
The art you wish to practice is made up not 
only of technical fundamentals but also of 
soul vitamins. (Remember that, you 
young ones, also!) 
Inside the Man Facetious friends might say that 
the playing of a man who started the 
violoncello at fifty might not be such good 
fun to his neighbors. That is true; but, as 
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a man, he might be happier, and this happi¬ 
ness is infectious. The thing that happens 
to you inside of you, that is the important 
thing which works out towards all kinds 
of success. 
An efficiency expert would tell you, of 
course, that we are so built that to become 
highly proficient on any instrument one 
must start early in life. Which unfor¬ 
tunately is true; but that does not prevent 
a great content that goes with well poised 
work on any instrument, in any low or 
medium grade of technic, within the con¬ 
fines of one’s own house and garden. 
Answering the question of study begin¬ 
ning late in life in a direct way, I would 
say that you will have to determine your 
own status first. What are you ? Do you 
expect pleasure and inner development, or 
do you expect early income? 
Life Enrichment There is no end to the spirit 
dividends that music pays at any and 
every starting age. I have known men 
and women in the fifties and sixties to 
tackle a new thing. In one case, music. 
In another, German (this woman is now 
ninety-four and as gay and stimulating a 
person as you will find). In another case 
it was French and painting. In every case 
they became as new persons with an added 
zest to life. It is that constant recon- 
, .-. ° must Keep Detoi 
his mind. 
Only a few years' ago a rough workma 
in the mills and streets turned to hou< 
painting and then in odd moments to th 
painting of pictures of the Pittsburg 
This was after he was fifty-fiv. 
Nobody heard of John Kane until he wa 
sixty-five At seventy he became a Pe, 
sonage. Within the past two years ther 
was hdd in New York City a memori; 
exhibition of his works to which was addc 
critical acclaim as “one of America’s great 
est painters.” And to this were added n 
c, eased sales at ten to twentv-fiv. .• 
game”he modestly asked "early in'Tb 
n !1Xty'fire was about the age of Mar 
Baker Eddy when Christian Science Warn 
a force. Verdi did his best work betwee 
seventy and eighty. Widor learned Fnghs 
and retired frcm S:, 
you win know’what mind isTkT^ “* 
-y bettor 
est music IT” 
third grades. Great art is iLTd an< 
upon difficulty 1 dcI>cndcn 
par ex.ple dans l’execution d’un staccato 
Taction du doigt et de la main est passive 
quoique tant le doigt que la main partici- 
pent naturellement au mouvement poUr 
mettre en action les touches du piano 
Au contraire quand les doigts mettent 
en action leur poids, ils mettent de meme 
en action leurs muscles, et e'est done in¬ 
dispensable de les mettre en haleine avant 
tout autre exercice moyennant une gym. 
nastique faite par des attaques isoles. Cet 
exercice, neglige et presque inconnu par 
les professeurs de piano, est le suivant- 
Placer la main sur le clavier, imperceptb 
blement soulevee, mais en position comme 
si elle y etait appuyee; baisser chaque doigt 
sur la touche et le relever apres la percus¬ 
sion du marteau. On a ainsi le double 
avantage d’habiteur chaque doigt a per¬ 
cevoir son veritable poids et a frapper 
avec energie autonomique sans le sccours 
d'autres energies musculaircs provenantes 
de la main ou du bras. 
Repeter cet exercice maintes fois depla- 
qant la main progressivement sur le 
diverses tonalites. 
La raison fondamentale de cette experi¬ 
ence est precisement la base meme de la 
technique du mouvement des doigts. 
En, resume le doigt qui actionne sur le 
clavier a deux sources d’energie. 
I.’unc phisiologique, e'est a dire muscu- 
laire-autonomique, donnant particuliere- 
ment la perception du poids de chaque 
doigt. Ce genre d'energie on le perqoit et 
devtloppc par ce dernier exercice a main 
suspenduc. 
L’autre source d’energie est de nature 
mecanique, et a lieu des que les doigts sont 
appuyes, ou mieux enfonccs dans le clavier. 
Dans ce cas rl-.aque doigt qui bouge est 
soutenu par les autres, qui agissent en sort 
de lcvier, et c’est alors que le doigt—perdu 
son dncrgic autonomique—va la puiser a la 
contraction des muscles de la main ou du 
bras. En ce moment il n'est plus capable 
de percevoir son propre poids pour la 
simple raison que lui—meme Ta deplace 
sans en avoir fait usage. 
Cet exercice a doigts enfonccs doit done 
sukre celui a main suspenduc, e'est a 
dire, il faut le pratiquer seulrmrnt d?s que 
les doigts sc sont emancipes de Tentier 
appareil musculaire en action dans Tart 
de jouer du piano. 
to go ahead and to do what deep down in 
one’s soul is a fervent wish. Let nothing 
stop you at any age. Life is yours and 
only you yourself can mold the you in you. 
Let no one else decide for you. You must 
know how painfully deep down is your de¬ 
sire to play or sing. Make the decision 
yourself and then whether you make the 
saxophone groan, or tlic fiddle squeak, or 
the accordion wheeze, or whether you your¬ 
self wheeze in some aria too far off in 
quality to make Mrs. Grumpy enjoy it at 
all. at all; at least your friends will want 
to know wltat has made this great change 
in you and caused the bloom to come back 
to pale cheeks. These friends will be like 
the friends of Lazarus looking on in amaze¬ 
ment when lie rose from the dead 
A true artist it one whose fundamental 
relation to an is creative. Given craftsman¬ 
ship, Xi'hich is a matter partly of example, 
partly 0f individual training (il is surpris¬ 
ing l.ow much of it some people acquire by 
accident from their surroundinqs). the 
destiny of that person is to he a creator. 
But Practical craftsmanship in so scientific 
an art as music is rare; and so. most of the 
horn creators do not create, hut merely re¬ 
serve and appreciate.—British Musician. 
THE ETUDE 
And Now the Movies 
By Nino Martini 
A Leading Tenor of the Metropolitan Opera Company, 
and Popular in Both Concert and Filmed Opera 
Art Interview Secured Expressly for 
The Etude Music Magazine 
By Rose Heylbut 
SINCE THE MIRACLE of radio, we 
accept it as a commonplace fact that 
an invention in the field of electro¬ 
mechanics can open up entirely new oppor¬ 
tunities to musicians. Undoubtedly the most 
attractive of these opportunities, at the 
present moment, is work in the talking 
films. Established professional singers are 
eyeing the prospects here with keenest 
attention, and vocal students have a right 
to inquire as to. what may be waiting for 
them. 
What does it take to get ahead in the 
movies? The very first requisite, unfor¬ 
tunately enough, is not accomplished artis¬ 
try. Before one can even hope to make 
known his artistic possibilities, he must 
pay tribute to the purely technical and 
mechanical side of the work. In other 
words, he must possess the kind of face 
that photographs well, and the kind of 
voice that records well. To be good-looking 
and to sing well mean nothing at all, unless 
those pleasant attributes are of the kind 
that “take” in reproduction. 
The Film Face and Voice THE FIRST THING that the vocalist 
with film aspirations should do is to 
test himself out mechanically. Have a 
number of pictures made—even snapshots 
will do—and try to judge critically whether 
the result is good, first as a likeness, and 
second as a pleasing picture. We all know 
cases of distinctly handsome individuals 
who do not take a good picture. Natural 
beauty has little to do with it. I know a 
young woman who possesses only average 
looks but who comes up a perfect Helen 
of Troy before a camera lens. And, on the 
other hand, one of the handsomest ladies 
I ever met reveals, photographically, an 
astigmatism of the eyes which is not at 
all apparent when one looks at her in per¬ 
son. My handsome friend, for all her good 
looks, would never pass a screen test, while 
the less beautiful girl would make out very 
nicely indeed. Thus, the camera must de¬ 
cide the first step of a movie career. 
Identically the same is true of voice 
recording. Not every voice reproduces 
well. As a general rule voices of heavier 
timbre have a better chance. The loveliest 
voice in the world and the finest artistry 
in the world would count for nothing if 
the inherent voice quality did not lend itself 
to recording. This is true, too, of radio 
work, but even more important in the films, 
because here the result that ultimately 
reaches the listener’s ears is not the direct 
emission of the singer’s voice but a me¬ 
chanical recording. On the radio, the audi¬ 
ence hears the actual singing. In film work, 
the audience hears a record of singing. So, 
the first step to decide is, not how well one 
can do, but how perfectly his efforts can 
be reproduced. To follow up the suggestion 
of the test snapshot, let the film candidate 
make a test record of his singing. Any 
phonograph shop can, I believe, arrange 
for such records at not too great a cost. 
But suppose, now, that both your picture 
and your voice record come out satisfac¬ 
torily. What next? Are you now ready to 
storm the studios and to ask for a chance? 
Theoretically, perhaps, yes; but I would 
not advise such a course. The “talkie” 
world is absolutely overrun \#ith applicants, 
from established stars of the concert and 
opera stage, to untried youngsters who 
simply sigh over the fan magazines. To 
try to break in from what Hollywood calls 
“a cold start” is practically impossible. No 
matter how capable you are, the sensible 
thing to do, for your own sake, is to build 
up the sort of reputation that will make 
you as desirable to the films as the films 
are to you. You may not even have to 
work through a whole career—a reputa¬ 
tion for some specialty may help to turn 
the trick. But make yourself known some¬ 
where for something that you can do better 
than anyone else:—otherwise, why should 
they choose you in preference to that “some¬ 
one else” ? A successful concert tour, a 
period of preliminary work in some opera 
company, or an engagement on some radio 
station will make you far more desirable 
than—simply a longing to act in the 
Toiling Upward 
KNOW THIS from personal experi¬ 
ence. I was brought here, in 1929, as 
just another unknown Italian tenor, to do 
small singing bits in pictures. I could sing, 
I could act, and my mechanical tests were 
satisfactory. And I got nowhere at all. My 
name meant absolutely nothing. My 
abilities, so far as the public was concerned, 
were just a big question mark. I sang some 
numbers in “Paramount Parade"; and no¬ 
body bothered about me. My command of 
English, of course, was only rudimentary, 
but my other abilities were not so very 
different from what they are today. Yet, 
as an unknown singer, I might have re¬ 
mained forever doing insignificant singing 
bits. I lifted myself out of that level by 
building up a musical career in other fields. 
After that first try in pictures, I saw 
exactly what was happening, and though 
the Paramount people were kind enough to 
keep me on their lists, I said, “No.” I 
wanted something better. It depended on 
me alone to earn it. 
I went back to Italy, very definitely 
conscious that I had had a chance in pic¬ 
tures and had not set America on fire. I 
worked harder than ever. I studied lan¬ 
guages, especially English—which young 
American aspirants will not have to do— 
took every practical operatic opportunity 
I could find, and tried to make myself 
a better singer, a better actor, and a mu¬ 
sician who might be known as an earnest 
worker, if nothing more. 
Then I came back to America and se¬ 
cured an opening in radio. That, of course, 
was my “lucky break.” After a season on 
the air, I was not so completely unknown 
as I had been when first I arrived here 
for picture work. As the result of my ra¬ 
dio singing, I was invited to join the Met¬ 
ropolitan Opera. Another step up. As a 
Metropolitan Opera tenor, I was able to 
win the cooperation of a firm of estab¬ 
lished managers, and then came concert 
tours. Along with my work, I was be¬ 
coming better known. When I went back 
to Hollywood in 1935, to make my first 
starring picture, almost nobody remem¬ 
bered that the new star had been there 
before, six years earlier, singing small bits 
in small films, and dreaming of an ad¬ 
vancement he would never have been able 
to make simply as an unknown Italian. 
Nino Martini and Anita Louise, in a Scene from “Here's to Romance” 
De Beilis 
NINO MARTINI 
Had I stayed in pictures, without making 
an effort for bigger opportunities, I should 
still be among the secondary members of 
the cast. Or maybe by this time I should 
have been simply an extra. So, you see, I 
know the risks—and the heartaches—of 
trying to break in at the top. That is why 
I sincerely advise other beginners to let 
film work alone until they can reenforce 
their application with a bulwark of proven 
experience. 
The Dragons Flee BUT WHEN an experienced singer 
does eventually find himself in film 
work, he is surprised that it is not at all 
as difficult as he had supposed. Here it is 
that his background of serious artistry and 
earnest work comes to his assistance. The 
singer who is used to clear, free, correct 
tone production will find singing for the 
films in nowise different from singing in 
concert or opera. Personally, I make not 
the slightest change in my singing meth¬ 
ods. I sing exactly as I do in my studio 
or on the stage. The one exception to this 
has no bearing on my actual production 
methods. This is that (exactly as in ra¬ 
dio work) I cannot stand too near to the 
recording microphone. It will be found 
that a position too close to this apparatus 
causes unpleasant vibration—and then the 
recording has to be taken over again. 
Recording for pictures allows the singer 
more freedom than radio work. On the 
radio, one must take a position directly 
in front of the microphone and keep it, so 
that none of the sound is dissipated. One 
cannot gesture or move one’s head about, 
or the sound gets lost. In film work, how¬ 
ever, one may move about and act as much 
as he likes. That makes it even more like 
stage singing and therefore more natural. 
If film work is not especially difficult, it 
is very tense, because the scenes must be 
gone over so many times. This is not 
necessarily a question of faults. One must 
remember that the recording track repro¬ 
duces everything. Therefore, a “take” 
must be gone over and tried out in many 
different ways before the one perfect way 
is found. The orchestra may have to be 
moved back, then moved forward again, 
then distributed in different positions. Then 
the singer is tried out until the best place 
for him to stand is discovered. One may 
have to work through a song eight or ten 
times, just to bring the mechanical condi¬ 
tions to perfection, before he is ready to 
begin the actual recording. Of course the 
singing and the acting in a talkie are not 
done simultaneously, as they are on the 
stage. 
As the Wheels Go Round THE SINGING RECORD is made 
first. After the mechanical conditions 
have been established, one begins to re¬ 
cord, as would be done for a phonograph 
record. Perhaps it may be necessary to 
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go over the same song five or six times, 
always putting the first fresh fervor into 
it. It took me about four days to finish 
the singing sequences of “Here’s to Ro¬ 
mance!” I sang two songs and two arias 
a day, going over each several times, so 
as to make sure that one record of each, 
out of the lot, would be absolutely perfect 
when finished. After the sound track has 
been completely finished, the acting out of 
the scenes is begun. During this acting no 
sound recording is done. Nothing that one 
says or sings “takes.” It is quite like the 
silent films. When the time comes for a 
given aria, your own record is played, and 
there must be the greatest care to time the 
motions of the lips to fit the already exist¬ 
ing recording. Thus, each singing scene is 
gone through twice (not counting repeti¬ 
tions in both singing and acting), once 
for the sound and once for the camera. 
That, I think, is the only hardship—the 
frequent repetition. 
On the other hand, there are many com¬ 
pensating features in film work. For one 
thing, one never plays a picture straight 
through, from beginning to end, as it is 
done on the stage. Certain scenes or “bits” 
are announced for each day, and all one 
has to do is to memorize the ones indicated. 
What, with arranging for and perfecting 
of the sound track and the photography, 
it may take a full working day of ten 
hours or more to get a satisfactory scene 
in which there is no more to be done than 
to bow over a lady’s hand and say, “Good¬ 
night.” 
The Polishing Process Another delightful feature of 
film work is, that one can be his 
own critic. I have asked for the repetition 
of many scenes with which the directors 
were satisfied. We actually have that gift, 
of which Robert Burns spoke, “To see 
ourselves as others see us.” By virtue: of 
the Stem of cutting the film, certain bits 
can be removed and improvements sub¬ 
stituted, without retaking the entire scene. 
I remember having a line to say in which 
there occurred the words, I am waiting. 
Well, being very conscious of n°t sp^ f 
English like an American, I felt that 
had not laid sufficient emphasis on the last 
syllable of the word “waiting. Still the 
others were satisfied, and the scene went 
through. Later, in the cutting room, 1 
begged to be allowed to do that one word 
over. The other actors had gone, we could 
not do the entire scene again just then; 
but we did cut out -that one line, giving 
me the opportunity of repeating the sen¬ 
tence, “I am waiting” more distinctly. 
Now, that never could be done on the 
stage. There, a phrase can be sung once 
only, and the singer stands or falls by that 
one effort. Imagine a singer holding up 
Here He Is! 
nouncing to the audience, “Just a moment 
I will begin that aria again, to do it bet' 
ter.” 
Films, eventually will give us the 
perfect examples of singing and acting j„ 
the world, for the very reason that per 
formers can repeat and repeat until ne 
fection has been reached. I am very proui 
that, in my recent picture, I had to have 
no retakes at all. In the various “takes ' 
of my scenes, there was always one satis 
factory one. In my forthcoming pictures- 
I am returning to Hollywood this summer 
to make two more—I hope to do still bet¬ 
ter. I have every faith in film work- and 
I believe there is a legitimate future there 
for earnest singing students, provided they 
first make it their business to build up a 
solid background of honest artistry that is 
worthy of being offered to an intelligent 
The remarkable legend of ‘'Der Liebe Augustin 
and how he ridded Vienna of a plague by singing 
By Virginia Creed 
ACH DU LIEBER AUGUSTIN 
ALTHOUGH BUT FEW people grow 
/A to maturity without at some time 
■A ■*- having heard the popular German 
song, Ach du lieber Augustin (0 you dear 
Augustin), there is but little common 
knowledge of its origin and why, although 
the song is never taught in the schools and 
other places where folk music is usually 
studied, still it has persisted in popularity 
through some two hundred years. Almost 
no one knows more than that “Little 
Augustin” was a vagabond singer of the 
seventeenth century. 
“Der liebe Augustin” lived in Vienna in 
the last quarter of the seventeenth century 
and was a character both disreputable and 
lovable. Improvident, and far too much 
attached to the consumption of strong 
wines ever to make anything of himself, 
he wandered about Vienna, playing the 
Dudelsack (bagpipe) and singing popular 
ballads, both of which he did with a rare 
gusto and some skill. 
The age boasted many such convivial 
musicians, to whom nobody paid much 
attention beyond listening to their songs, 
laughing at their antics and now and then 
tossing a coin into their extended hats. 
The “Liebe Augustin” proffered generally 
a hat soiled and torn but sporting a rakish 
goose feather. With the coins thus collected 
he purchased food, much wine, and slept 
in alleys, taverns or any convenient place. 
Rarely sober, but always good tempered, 
there was little to single him from his 
brother vagabonds. Fate, wine and catas¬ 
trophe contrived, however, to make at last 
the “Little Augustin” immortal. 
The Immortal Hour IN 1675 all Vienna was ravaged by a 
plague of more than usual virulence. 
Thousands succumbed. So great became 
the number of the dead that it was no 
longer possible to bury the bodies regu¬ 
larly or separately. The dangers of con¬ 
tagion, however, made quick interment im¬ 
perative. Through all this “Little Augustin” 
went his accustomed way, singing even 
more lustily than ever, in an effort to keep 
up the spirits of the common folk. Yet the 
plague never touched him. Perhaps it was 
the alcohol in his system which rendered 
him immune. 
One night, however, the minstrel became 
even more besotted than usual and eased 
into an open ditch to sleep, not having 
noticed that already it had other occupants. 
Now his gruesome companions were none 
other than the dead from the plague, who 
had been hastily placed in this open ditch 
but left to lie uncovered till the next day 
when more victims would be deposited in 
it before the earth was thrown over them. 
Men, carrying in new dead in the night, 
noticed the minstrel at the brink of the 
ditch, supposed him to be but another 
victim, and simply pushed him further into 
the common grave. 
When consciousness returned to the 
gtistin"; for its history is traced to the 
decade in which his supposed interment 
created such a furore. 
Whatever may be the authentic annals 
of the song, it is probable that “Der liebe 
Augustin” would be even more befuddled 
than on that memorable night, were he to 
return two and a half centuries later and 
find German bands playing, on street cor¬ 
ners of continents of which he never 
heard, this song perpetuating the memory 
of his exploits. 
minstrel on the following morning, he "Der liebe Augustin” had returned from 
shook himself, looked about for his hat and the dead to sing away the terror of the 
instrument, and. not finding them, grunt- people. With this halo, money dropped 
blingly emerged. Already word had got much more plentifully into his hat; but 
abroad that "Der Lieber Augustin” had history does not record hit last days H< 
succumbed to the plague and was buried, seems, however, not to have changed his 
His reappearance was hailed as a resurrec- mode of life, 
tion from the dead. The people even stub- 
bornly refused to believe his own state- Of Such is Immortality 
ment that he had not been dead. So great \ MONUMENT in memory of “Der 
rumor became attached to his miraculous ax liebe Augustin” was erected in Vi- 
resurrection that overnigtit the "Little enna, where it still may lx seen standing 
Augustin” became famous. Nevertheless, be jovially in the Xeuatiftgasse, beyond St 
went about singing more lustily than ever. Ulrich’s Church. As for the tong, none 
whilst the superstition of the age con- know if it 
sidered his deliverance a greatly encourag- or not. Possibly it was so; but it also mav 
mg omen. The plague soon abated, which have originated with some other minstrel 
only the more confirmed the legend that who simt.lv sane tlx- store- of “Little 
Bringing Out the Melody 
By Marie Stone 
When flaying passages like the fol¬ 
lowing on the piano it is often hard for 
the pupils to get the melody notes to sing 
out clear and strong: 
To develop this type of technique try 
having them practice with the fifth finger 
(or any other one used for playing the 
melody notes) well curved, firm, and carry¬ 
ing the weight of the arm. Play the ether 
two notes of the groups silently, but de¬ 
pressing the piano keys to the bottom. 
When this has been learned then prac¬ 
tice the lower notes staccato and very 
lightly. After such drill the students seem 
to find it very easy to plav the musk as 
written with a smooth, even melody stand- 
out above the accompanying notes. 
Nothing adds more to the beauty of a 
composition than a melody singing clearly 
above the other parts. 350 
THE ETUDE 
The Piano Accordion 
Its Relation to Good Music 
By Olga Alanoff 
IT IS OUR DESIRE at this time to 
offer to the reader a few of the funda¬ 
mental principles in the rudiments of 
piano accordion playing, so that those who 
are interested in this splendid instrument 
may become acquainted with it and under¬ 
stand something about its methods of ex¬ 
pression. The piano accordion has long 
since passed the experimental stage and 
now is entering the threshold of good 
music. Although a small instrument, it 
speaks the same musical language as the 
piano and the pipe organ. 
The piano accordion is not an instrument 
to be learned over night. Its possibilities 
are large; and constant study and applica¬ 
tion are needed to bring out its full pow¬ 
ers. The keyboards require right and left 
hand technic, the touch being much the 
same as that of the organ; while the draw¬ 
ing of the bellows is closely related to the 
drawing of the violin bow. The single tones 
on the bass keyboard may be likened to 
the pedal tones of the pipe organ, and the 
chords on that keyboard fill the same 
place as the left hand harmonies played 
upon the manuals. These two instruments, 
the one so large and the other so small, 
have much in common; and the works of 
our greatest composers flow from both 
with beauty and ease. 
Selecting An Instrument IN BUYING an accordion, it is wise to 
bear in mind that the prime requisite 
for a continued interest is a good instru¬ 
ment, one that is sizable enough for 
unhampered reproduction of all music. Re¬ 
gardless of the simplicity of the piece, the 
keyboards must be large enough to pro¬ 
duce correct harmonies without too much 
effort. The left hand is very important and 
should not be limited to only single tones 
and major and minor chords. Too small 
an instrument, regardless of quality or 
price, will be always a handicap to the 
one who plays it. 
The size of an accordion is designated 
by the number of its basses, and the key¬ 
board runs similarly to that of the piano. 
The sizes range from very small instru¬ 
ments, on and up past one hundred and 
eighty basses. However, the standard size 
of a piano accordion, the one used for pro¬ 
fessional work in bands, orchestras and by 
solo artists, is the one hundred and twenty 
. bass. This size of accordion, the same as 
the standard size piano, is adaptable to the 
finest of music. 
The 120 Bass Accordion has forty-one 
keys on the piano side and one hundred 
and twenty keys on the bass side. Each 
side has one automatic shiftkey, which pro¬ 
duces two tonal changes. The open switch, 
usually marked [T] in music, produces the 
full accordion tone, and the closed switch, 
usually marked [ SJ in music, produces the 
single accordion tone. These tonal changes 
are of equal importance and their use re¬ 
lieves the monotony of sound which would 
be prevalent without them. The closed bass 
switch is especially favored by accordion 
artists, for its raised chords and pedal 
tones lend softness and color to the right 
hand harmonies. 
The piano accordion in Fig. 1 is a Con¬ 
cert Grand of standard make. This type of 
instrument, with its organ voices, answers 
to the call of radio. It is a twentieth cen¬ 
tury accomplishment and is indeed worthy 
of praise. The concert grand has, on the 
piano side, four changes in the tonal qual- 
FIGURE I 
ity. These changes are produced by two 
automatic shiftkeys and designated by two 
automatic shiftkey indicators. The switches 
may be operated while playing, by pressure 
from the palm of the right hand, and the 
four tonal changes are; 
No. 1—Shift flute-oboe 
No. 2-—English horn-bandonian 
No. 3—Violin 
No. 4—Full accordion tone. 
The bass has two tonal changes, for 
which the shiftkey is placed along the 
bellows side, and it is operated with the 
left hand finger tips. It extends the length ‘ 
of the keyboard and may be used from any 
position. The bass indicator is placed at 
the top of the instrument: see Fig. 1, bass 
side. These tonal changes are very fasci¬ 
nating, for each has a mellowness that is 
pleasing. Many artists have both styles of 
instruments, the first one for concerts, 
where powerful tone is needed, and the 
soft voiced one for radio. Also, in accor¬ 
dion bands where variety of tone is neces¬ 
sary, splendid effects may be produced with 
their combined voices. 
Position THE ACCORDION may be used with 
the player either standing or sitting. 
Like the violin, however, the greatest play¬ 
ing ease is in the standing position. The 
shoulder straps are for the purpose of 
holding the instrument firmly against the 
chest, and a small strap, connecting the 
two back straps and placed just above the 
waist line, is helpful in securing a firm 
hold and in maintaining a correct position. 
The connecting strap takes the weight 
from the shoulders, thus giving the student 
greater playing ease. If the accordion is 
to be played in a sitting position, the lower 
end of the keyboard should rest on the 
right thigh and the connecting strap be 
adjusted to a comfortable but firm posi¬ 
tion. The bellows should be held in a 
slanting position, slightly away from the 
body, so it can be moved freely. 
The accordion is played with both hands, 
the right hand playing on the piano side 
and the left hand on the bass side. The left 
hand passes under the strap; and if the 
strap is properly placed it should cross the 
back of the hand at the wrist, while the 
palm of the hand rests firmly against the 
instrument box. This position gives free¬ 
dom for good bass manipulation, allows the 
left hand to slide up and down the instru¬ 
ment with ease, and at the same time keeps 
the bellows under control. 
The Bellows THE BEGINNER never should pull 
on the bellows with the thought that 
strength is needed to move them; for, if 
KEYBOARD FOR THE RIGHT HAND 
FIGURE 2 
the bellows are forced without touching 
the keys, the instrument may be damaged. 
In beginning, let the pressure of the keys 
operate the down bellows; and on the up 
bellows use a slight pressure of the wrist 
combined with the pressure of the keys. 
As one progresses in the art of accordion 
playing, much is to be learned about the 
bellows. Bellows technic is something to 
be studied and practiced, the same as violin 
bowing; because the accordion bellows is 
used for phrasing as well as for creating 
sound. Tone coloring, fortissimos, pianis- 
simos and accents are all a part of good 
bellows technic and can be acquired only 
through long and constant application. 
In accordion music there are the up and 
down bellows, whole and half bellows, 
staccato bellows, and the bellows shake for 
which, Frosini, that splendid chromatic 
accordion artist, is famous. Then there is 
the long, slow bellows, which draws out 
an entire phrase of music. In playing the 
classics it is absolutely necessary to follow 
the bellows markings, because the phrasing 
in good music is not to be tampered with. 
The arranger’s task is to reproduce as 
closely as possible the content of the origi¬ 
nal composition; and therefore the bellows 
must be watched carefully so that each 
passage will have the phrasing the com¬ 
poser intended. The changing of the 
bellows never should be heard; and, just 
as the violin bow can be changed without 
the listener being conscious of it, so can 
the bellows be changed without a melodic 
The Piano Accordion Keyboard THE RANGE of the piano accordion 
keyboard (Fig. 2) is three octaves 
and one third, starting with F below 
middle C and ending three A’s above 
middle C (forty-one keys). This keyboard 
consists of black and white keys and is the 
same as the keyboard of the piano or 
organ, the white keys producing the 
natural tones and the black keys producing 
the sharps and flats. Middle C is the first 
C on the keyboard and not in the center 
of the instrument as one would expect. 
Study the piano keyboard, Figure 1, and 
the chart illustration, Figure 2. 
Arrangement of Basses THE BASS KEYBOARD (Figure 3) 
resembles very closely the fingerboard 
of the unfretted stringed instrument, due 
to the fact that it is played entirely by 
feeling. There is no way of seeing the keys, 
and the student must develop in the left 
hand the same keen sense of feeling the 
violinist has. By this development he is 
able to jump quickly and accurately from 
one tone and its group of chords to others. 
The basses will be described so the reader 
may see at a glance their harmonic struc- 
The one hundred and twenty basses of 
the accordion are arranged diagonally 
across the keyboard, in six rows. Each row 
contains, running lengthwise, twenty small 
keys (see Fig. 1, bass side and chart Fig. 
3). Notice in Figure 3 that the bass rows 
are named along the top of chart, and num¬ 
bered along the bottom. There are two 
long rows of accompanying basses and four 
long rows of chords. Each chord is pro¬ 
duced by the pressure of just one key, 
therefore, each of the eighty buttons in 
rows three, four, five and six produces a 
full and complete chord when pressed. 
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The Counter Basses and Fundamental 
Basses in rows one and two are known as 
single basses, because each one of their 
keys produces a single tone. These forty 
single basses are the pedal tones of the 
piano accordion and are the accompanying 
basses for the four chord rows which stand 
behind them. Their range is, counting by 
half steps, twelve semitone pitches without 
their octaves. C appears at three places on 
the bass keyboard, but its voice is always 
pitched the same; and this applies to the 
other tones. However, in the music, C is 
written both in the staff and below the 
staff. 
Ex. 1 
C in the staff is the division in music 
writing between the single tones and the 
chords. The chords are written above C, 
starting on the D line. The single tone 
basses start on the C space and go down to 
A below the staff. 
Ex. 2 
The entire chord system is formed and 
named according to the tones in the funda¬ 
mental bass row. Each one of the funda¬ 
mental bass tones of the second row is the 
root of the four chords which stand behind 
it; therefore, each one of the twenty 
diagonal rows is identified by its funda¬ 
mental tone. 
In the middle of the fundamental bass 
row is Center C, called so, because it is 
located in the center of the instrument, and 
immediately back of Center C stands its 
four chords—C-major, C-minor, C-domi- 
nant seventh and C-diminished seventh. 
This diagonal row of basses is called the 
Center C Row, because it forms a dividing 
line across the center of the keyboard. All 
tones and their chords running upward 
from the Center C Row are arranged in 
fifths according to the sharp keys; and all 
tones and their chords running downward 
from the Center C Row are arranged in 
fifths according to the flat keys. These two 
groups of buttons, the ten diagonal rows 
going upward, and the nine diagonal rows 
going downward, form the sharp and flat 
positions. Each row is an individual posi¬ 
tion in its own group, and each row re¬ 
ceives its name from its fundamental bass 
tone (see Fig. 1, and bass chart Fig. 3). 
The Counter Basses No. 1 row are also 
arranged in fifths. They are, however, not 
immediately arranged in the sharp and flat 
keys; but they are in the sharp and flat 
positions. 
The Counter Bass tones lie a major third 
above the Fundamental Bass tones. The 
Counter Bass tone of the Center C Row is 
E, because E is a major third above C. 
Thus, we have formed the complete Center 
C Row, which is C-root with four of its 
chords behind it, and E major, third of C, 
in front. The ten diagonal rows in the 
sharp positions and the nine diagonal rows 
in the flat positions are of duplicate forma¬ 
tion—the fundamental bass tone with four 
of its chords behind it and its major third 
tone in front. And, as previously stated, 
the Center C Row forms a line across the 
entire bass keyboard, dividing it into two 
halves, the upper half being the sharp 
positions and the lower half being the flat 
positions. 
In the sharp positions the two top tones, 
D-sharp and A-sharp, are half-positions, 
and the flat positions the bottom tone, A, 
is a half-position. In these half-positions 
the full scale of the fundamental bass tone 
is not possible. 
Usually the position can be recognized 
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by the fingering; but in the classics, and 
also for the beginner, the positions are 
designated in the music. For example, the 
key of D-flat would be ordinarily played 
in the flat positions at the bottom of the 
keyboard; but, if the passage necessitates 
its being played at the top of the keyboard, 
it would, of course, fall in the sharp posi¬ 
tions. When this occurs the music marking 
would be: Db, C-sharp Pos. 
Fingering IN ACCORDION bass fingering the 
thumb operates the Air Release Button 
and fingers 1, 2, 3, 4 are used on the key¬ 
board. For the fundamental basses and 
their chords, the figures are written as in 
violin fingering; but when designating the 
Counter Basses No. 1 row, each figure 
appears with a dash beneath it, thus, 
ii £> i 1“ the exercises the figure desig¬ 
nating the fundamental bass tone, when 
it appears as the keynote, will be written 
in a circle, thus, ©. Five fingers are used 
on the piano keyboard side. 
Piano Accordion Music PIANO ACCORDION music looks 
much the same as piano music. The 
right hand is written in the treble staff 
and the left hand in the bass staff. There 
have been several different systems of 
piano accordion music writing, and some 
of the accordion’s best artists have con¬ 
fined their compositions and arrangements 
to the treble clef in both hands, while others 
have written with both clefs without 
ing out the left hand chord formations. 
For many reasons, however, the above 
systems are rapidly losing ground. The 
new accordion student, coming from other 
fields of music, naturally demands that 
piano accordion compositions and arrange¬ 
ments be written with both clefs and with 
the left hand chord formations written out. 
In this system of writing the name of the 
chord is always placed above it, and the 
following abbreviations are used, 
M—for Major Chord 
m—for Minor Chord 
S—for Dominant 7th Chord 
d—for Diminished 7th Chord. 
The markings are placed over the chords, 
thus, 
Ex. 3 
Exercise 6 modulates downward in flat 
position. Notice the fingering is changed 
This exercise brings the little 
use It is excellent practice for left hand 
development. It also gives the student two 
chords, major triad and dominant seventh 
The figures with dashes under them are for 
Counter Bass row. The figure in a circle 
is for fundamental tone. 
® * * ' 1 ' ® 
Exercise 7 is played upward in the sharp 
position. In the modulation, two major 
chords are used (play in Eight-Sharp Posi- 
The bellows markings are, 
n —Down bellows 
V —Up bellows 
W.B—Whole bellows 
H. B—Half bellows 
L. H—Lower half of bellows. 
Augmented Chord MOST OF THE piano accordions now 
being made have omitted the fifth 
in the mechanical combination of each 
dominant seventh chord; therefore, in 
playing augmented chords, when the right 
hand carries the complete augmented chord 
formation, the bass may be substituted with 
the dominant seventh chord, or a single 
bass tone may accompany the augmented 
chord formation in the right hand. 
Ex.4 
® 
Exercise S is the C-major scale. After 
studying this thoroughly, play upward in 
Eight-Sharp Position and downward in 
Eight-Flat Position. Use the same finger¬ 
ing for each scale, for the placement of 
each is identical. 
The Galla-Rini Instruction Book fur¬ 
nishes an excellent background for the be¬ 
ginner in the modern system of piano 
accordion music writing. Also, the Galla- 
Rini “Concert Album,” published in three 
volumes, is splendid for the more advanced 
student. Galla-Rini has set a standard in 
piano accordion music writing that is ol 
value to all piano accordionists. 
Pietro Deiro’s methods of instruction are 
excellent, as are also his arrangements. He 
has laid a foundation for others; and, even 
though modern writers are taking the 
accordion into two clefs, Deiro's music 
should be studied, for it is well graded and 
develops the player in many ways. Pietro 
Deiro is truly an artist, a composer, a 
technician and an inventor; and the place 
of the piano accordion in the hearts of the 
people of today is largely due to the in¬ 
ventive genius and constructive contribu- 
tions of this pioneer. 
Jerome Damonte, a spectacular artist on 
the accordion, is another fine arranger • 
and, although Mr. Damonte is one of the 
s-r-r: 
commended, for they are simple yet ixau 
tifuhy done giving the student a pleasant 
and tuneful foundation as well as , 
my be purchased in the complete score or 
Student’s Band of seven pieces 
He advocates two solo accordions to every 
accordion playing 2nd and 3rd Melody 
also, he suggests that the obbligato ani 
tenor parts be given to the best qualified 
players. 
The accordion band is a splendid musi 
cal organization for the school or commu 
nity, because it works out much more 
quickly than does the new stringed orches 
tra or brass band. No matter how simple 
the part, if the student plays it correctly 
the combination of instruments produces 
the desired tonal effect; and, like a pipe 
organ, the piano accordion tone is beau¬ 
tified by the instrument and not the player 
Being able to produce a chord with the 
pressure of just one key is of great ad¬ 
vantage to the student and simplifies to a 
marked degree the left hand technic. 
Simple melodies, played correctly, are very 
pleasing, because of the beautiful chord 
formations on the bass keyboard; and the 
upward and onward road of the accordion 
student is pleasant all the way. 
An ideal program, as given by Mr. 
Charles Magnante at the recent convention 
of the National Association of Musical 
Merchants, in Chicago, is here given. 
Prelude in C sharp minor 
Rachmaninoff 
Dissy Fingers .Confrey 
Two Guitars .Horlick 
The Flight of the Bumble Bee 
Rimsky-Korsakoff 
Rhapsody in Blue.Gershwin 
Mr. Magnante is one of the splendid 
radio artists of the National Broadcasting 
Company in New York City. His speedy 
interpretation of the violin solo. The Flight 
of the Bumble Bee by Rimsky-Korsakoff, 
has endeared him to the hearts of many 
radio listeners. Mr. Magnante is also an 
arranger of piano accordion music. 
What is most apparant. now that the 
accordion is reaching the stages of fez- 
feet ion and gaining such rapid popularity 
(Continued on Page 389) 
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First Steps in Perfect Scale 
By the widely known Pianist and Teacher 
Playing 
AdeSe Lewing 
IN THE MATTER of piano playing all 
authorities are agreed that one who 
has done a great deal of scale playing 
gives evidence in practicable performance 
of a kind of finish or polish or smoothness 
that can be obtained only in that way. I 
have read that in the finishing of an auto¬ 
mobile, the manufacturer applies several 
layers of varnish. First one layer is applied 
and “rubbed down”; then layer after layer 
is treated in the same way, until sometimes, 
as I understand it, as many as twelve layers 
of varnish have gone upon a very fine car. 
This long process of smoothing and finish¬ 
ing gives a brilliance and durability to the 
automobile which could not be secured in 
ordinary ways. Also, very fine pianos are 
finished in this way. 
We hear people say that all these tech¬ 
nical exercises and arpeggios and scales 
are in this day a waste of time. Apparently, 
all that one would need to do would be to 
think them right and then to shake them 
out of one’s sleeve. The only answer to 
this fallacy is that the very great virtuosi, 
such as Liszt, Rubinstein, Paderewski, and 
scores of others, who in their day have 
rtood at the top of their profession, 
have' spent hours and hours and hours 
at scale playing. The greatest teachers 
of all time have known this and have 
never forgotten it. Czerny, Leschetizky, 
Philipp—all of them have insisted upon 
scales until the right smoothness was ob¬ 
tained. 
Words of the Wise LET US LOOK for a moment upon what 
J some of the masters have stated. 
Rachmaninoff says this: “I believe this 
matter of insisting upon a thorough tech¬ 
nical knowledge, particularly scale playing, 
is a very vital one.” Josef Hofmann says, 
“I consider the practice of scales important 
not only for the fingers, but also for the 
discipline of the ear with regard to the 
feeling of tonality, understanding of the 
intervals and the comprehension of the 
total compass of the piano.” Carl Czerny 
said, “Do you ask me how good a player 
you may become? Then tell me how much 
you practice the scales.” Rubinstein said, 
“Scales should never be dry. If you are 
not interested in them, work with them 
until you become interested in them.” 
William Mason, Franz Liszt’s greatest 
American pupil, said, “To the young 
studen: and to the performing artist, 
the daily practice of scales is alike in¬ 
dispensable.” 
The preliminary work in the study of 
scales is quite as important as the use of 
the scales themselves. From practical ex¬ 
perience the writer has evolved the follow¬ 
ing exercise: 
As a first exercise, put the tips of the 
five fingers of the right hand silently upon 
the edge of the following keys in the center 
of the keyboard—C, D, E, F, G. Hold 
them in this position without any strain, 
while the thumb strikes with its edge on 
C in the following beats: first, two to a 
measure, then four to a measure, then eight 
to a measure and also in triplets and six¬ 
teenths. During this position, hold the arm 
and the wrist in a state of controlled re¬ 
laxation. If you relax too much, the arm 
will flop down. The arm should be very 
loose, but the fingers should be placed sub¬ 
stantially on the keys, the keys being de- 
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pressed. While doing this, count aloud, 
starting slowly and increasing the 
tempo as the hand will accom¬ 
modate itself to it. Play 
softly at first; and 
such an exercise 
it is best that the 
metacarpal knuckles 
should be some¬ 
what high. In 
other words, the 
hand should be 
held like a cuf 
from which 
After having practiced this with the 
right hand, proceed carefully and 
patiently with the left hand. 
second exercise, one 
take up the training 
the thumb. Place the 
and third fin¬ 
gers of the right 
hand firmly but 
separately down 
the edge of 
D and E. 
when the hand 
is in position 
upon the key¬ 
board. I say that 
it should be so 
literally squeeze 
the fingers of the 
other hand into tl 
opening. After practic¬ 
ing with the thumb, give 
attention to the second finger 
on D, playing with a big full 
tone in a similar rhythm as 
heretofore explained for the From a photograph 
thumb; and then play with the 
third, fourth and fifth fingers 
likewise. Always remember to 
keep the knuckles in a high position. I have 
observed that Mr. Paderewski employs this 
position in his playing. Leschetizky, also, 
was very insistent about it. 
slowly and 
softly, striking 
each key from 
C to F, and 
after that, from 
C to G, in order 
to insure a covered 
and bigger space. 
This is for the right 
hand and should be done 
very lightly and softly, for 
the reason that the thumb is 
a very clumsy finger and, in 
addition to developing its 
strength, there must also be 
- °/ additional development along 
her pianistic triumphs. jjne 0f verv great smooth¬ 
ness and facility. 
Ex.l 
o 
Hasten Slowly If the student desires, Exercise 2 could 
22.°?' SA; " “5 tssvt 
the fourth finger on B and swinging the 
thumb from F to C. This should be done 
lightly and should be played alternately 
legato and staccato. 
Jlems is to begin slowly, with 
tone, and then gradually to increase the 
tone until it has some volume. Begin the 
exercises very slowly, and increase in 
rapidity until they can be played with fair 
swiftness and ease. 
With the hand in the same position, it 
is highly desirable to practice moving the 
wrist loosely up and down until there is 
perfect ease at this point. The finger tips, a easy matter to reverse this for 
however, must be kept firmly upon the the left hand (Ex. 3). Put the second finger 
keys, as though they were nailed down; on B and the third finger on A and swing 
but the arm and the wrist must be as loose the thumb from C to G. Then, for the 
as a feather. wider swing, use the notes F, E and D for 
the second, third and fourth fingers and 
swing the thumb from G to C. While the 
thumb is swinging to and fro, very much 
in the manner of a clock pendulum, the 
wrist should be entirely relaxed. If this 
is done, there will be no tendency toward 
fatigue. 
Ex. 3 
After the lightness and quickness of the 
thumb, demanded in passing it under the 
other fingers, have been acquired, so that 
it may strike accurately and sharply when 
need be, another step may be undertaken. 
This is to be done with the right hand. 
Play D with the second finger and with a 
big, full tone, and then strike C w!th the 
thumb, pianissimo. Swing the second, third 
and fourth fingers to the left, so that the 
second finger covers G and the third finger 
covers A, without striking either of these. 
With the hand in this position, strike B as 
the third beat. The exercise then resembles 
this: 
This may be done likewise in the left 
hand in the following fashion: 
This exercise has been found to be very 
excellent for stabilizing the hand position; 
at the same time it makes the adjustments 
accurate, and insures flexibility through 
smooth passages of the thumb. Anyone who 
practices scales in this way will find that 
the breaks, which sometimes occur with 
clumsy players, when the fingers pass over 
or the thumb passes under, will be smoothed 
out. It should be remembered that, if it 
were not necessary to pass the thumb under 
or the fingers over, all scale playing would 
be articulate, the same as five finger play¬ 
ing. Therefore, one cannot spend too much 
time upon this phase of scale study. 
Now here is another exercise, which may 
sound a little discordant to the ear, but it 
is one which I have found very helpful 
for this particular purpose. 
P I 
H -eft 
This should be played two octaves up and 
down the scale. Some of my pupils say that 
it sounds like cats and dogs; but it serves 
a very definite purpose. 
The whole keyboard should be played 
up and down with both hands. The design 
for the left hand is, 
Ex. 7 
Hold the thumb down while striking the 
succeeding dissonance and release it once 
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the dissonance is struck. Observe the marks 
relating to dynamics. That is, where it is 
marked piano, play it piano. 
One very important factor in scale play¬ 
ing is that of avoiding monotony. Unless 
one thinks every moment when at the key¬ 
board, time is wasted; and good teachers 
everywhere strive to develop all manner 
of means to insure concentration. In scale 
playing, tonal shading is very important. 
That is, there should be the progressive 
crescendo and diminuendo, alternate loud 
and soft tones, with varying degrees of 
legato and staccato playing. In fact, the 
ingenuity of the student should be continu¬ 
ally taxed to play scales so that the atten¬ 
tion is directed toward musical tonal 
effects. The moment that scales become 
merely mechanical exercises, they become 
treacherous treadmills, where the pupil 
may gain callouses but no musjc. The pupil 
should start slowly, with a big, full tone 
and graduate this until he gets down to the 
finest possible pianissimo. The scales should 
be developed from the very slowest playing 
to the greatest possible prestissimo, at all 
times insisting upon clarity and smooth¬ 
ness. They should also be practiced through 
all the forms—major, harmonic minor, 
melodic minor, and also chromatic. Then 
thirds and sixths with one hand, and thirds, 
sixths and tenths for both hands, may be 
taken up. These should be followed by 
exercises in octaves and chords. 
It has been my experience that those who 
have had a thorough scale drilling retain 
their technic even into advanced years. 
Carl Reinecke, who was one of my 
teachers,, played in Vienna in his late 
seventies. Of course he played his beloved 
Mozart; but all the papers acclaimed the 
wonderful clarity of his performance, and 
many of them stated that it was like hear¬ 
ing a young man play. I know that he told 
me that he practiced scales every morning. 
He had a very excellent hand. This was an 
endowment of nature and it took him very 
little time to get his hands into good play¬ 
ing shape. 
A God Grinds Fine 
TT WAS VERY DIFFICULT to secure 
A admission to the classes of Leschetizky. 
He could be brutal in his remarks. To one 
pupil he exclaimed, “You ought to become 
a cook or a scrub-woman.” This was pos¬ 
sibly due to chronic liver trouble, which 
made him a constant visitor to the springs 
at Carlsbad. On the other hand he could 
be very mild, gentlemanly and kindhearted. 
He made the piano sing! He always in¬ 
sisted upon a natural and graceful position 
and objected when his pupils bent over the 
keyboard. 
Leschetizky believed that one should de¬ 
vote his life to doing one thing well; and 
he laughed at pupils who tried to do too 
many things. I was interested in the study 
of medical matters, and this annoyed him 
greatly. He once said, when he learned that 
I had been visiting the medical classes at 
the University, “You are dissipating your 
energies. You should put on blinders like 
those on a horse, to keep your mind off 
everything else. Follow the advice of 
Goethe, ‘Give your greatest strength to the 
smallest details.’ ” 
Leschetizky insisted upon uninterrupted 
study. He had no use for the pupil who 
took vacations during the teaching season. 
One year, after I had been away from 
home for a long time, I elected to go back 
to Hanover for Christmas; whereupon I 
received an invitation for a Christmas 
party at Leschetizky’s home. I took the 
chance and went to my own home; but I 
took the precaution of buying a huge cake 
made of marzipan (St. Mark's Bread—a 
concoction of sugar and almonds), of which 
Leschetizky was very fond, to be used as 
a peace offering when I returned. 
Leschetizky’s hands were very pliable but 
at the same time they had the strength of 
steel. His touch was velvety; but behind 
this you felt that power, vigor and strength 
which could come only with a great deal 
of such exercise as he demanded of his 
pupils. He would not accept a pupil who 
could not play Czerny’s "Forty Daily 
Studies, Op. 337.” He even had his famous 
wife, Annette EssipofT, play one in her con¬ 
cert repertory. He never sanctioned auto¬ 
matic practice; that is, the hands trained 
like a machine. He used to say that it is better 
to practice three hours with concentration 
than six hours without it. When there 
was no piano at hand, he advised his pupils 
to practice their exercises upon the edge 
of a table. , 
In studying a piece, he felt that every 
pupil should have the composition photo¬ 
graphed on the brain, so that it would 
appear before the eyes without the printed 
page. He was never satisfied until a pupil 
learned the piece in the most thorough 
manner imaginable. Should he find, in lis¬ 
tening to a composition, that certain pas¬ 
sages did not move with the smoothness 
and facility which he believed necessary, 
he would at once assume that the pupil had 
not had enough finger drilling, and the 
student would be directed back to the as¬ 
sistant at once for more drilling and more 
Czerny. In this way he produced his results 
with the greatest economy of time. 
In his artist classes, during the three 
years I was with him, Gabrilowitsch, 
Schnabel, Mark Hambourg, Katharine 
Goodson and others gave no semblance of 
playing like students. They were even then 
all artists. 
The Lion of St. Petersburg 
TT WAS MY PRIVILEGE to be pres- 
ent at what was Rubinstein’s last piano¬ 
forte recital. Although he was then only 
sixty-five years of age, he had led a very 
strenuous life and had worn his physical 
and nervous system to a frazzle. This can 
be imagined from the experiences that are 
well known to musicians who heard him 
during his prime. I remember that as a 
child I heard him in my native Hanover. 
There was always a second piano upon the 
stage, because his violence and force were 
s„rh that it was not extraordinary for 
some strings on the piano to be broken. In 
fact I remember very well that once, when 
he was playing The Erl King, he played 
so violently that there was blood upon the 
keys after he finished. Reinecke used to say, 
at Leipzig, that, when Rubinstein played 
the last movement of the “Emperor Con¬ 
certo” of Beethoven, “Der Cossack bncht 
los (A Cossack has broken loose).' It was 
the playing of a wild man. Therefore, when 
he came to Leschetizky’s studio a very 
short time before his death, he was a man 
who was virtually worn out. He was al¬ 
most blind from incessant study and stag¬ 
gered, like a drunken bear, toward the 
piano. As he came into the room it was 
arranged that each of the pupils, most of 
whom were virtuosi, should have with 
them a bunch of roses and that Rubinstein 
was to be showered with these roses as he 
made his entrance. He looked around be¬ 
wildered, smiling in appreciation of this 
somewhat unusual reception, and then sat 
at the keyboard. The fire was that of a 
smouldering volcano about to expire. He 
played several of his compositions, but even 
in them the passages were blurred, be¬ 
cause Rubinstein was no longer Rubin¬ 
stein. There were tears in the eyes of the 
artists, most of them young men and 
women looking out toward a new world; 
because they felt that they were present 
at the passing of a great musical giant. 
Back to Vienna Although one hears a great 
. deal about Leschetizky’s constant use 
of Czerny as a means of securing a smooth 
and polished technic, he also laid very great 
stress upon the studies of Chopin. He con¬ 
sidered them to be as essential for producing 
artistry as he did the works of Czerny for 
producing technic. In fact he used to think 
that, in order to play Chopin well, one 
had to know Czerny well. He had made an 
exhaustive study of the artistic background 
of Chopin; and, in such a work, for in¬ 
stance, as the Ballade in C, minor, there 
was a revelation to every student who came 
under his instruction. 
During the three years that I was with 
Leschetizky, he impressed me very much 
with his independent conceptions of works. 
He would consider, of course, all the tra¬ 
ditions, but then he would form his own 
mind as to the aesthetic necessities in a 
composition. For instance, one time he 
played for me the “Concerto in A minor" 
of Schumann, from beginning to end 
I recalled to him that I had heard this con¬ 
certo in Leipzig and that I noted that he 
had varied from the ironclad traditions of 
the old pedagogs, notably Clara Schumann. 
I remember that Reinecke was very bitter 
about the way in which he plaved 'the last 
movement. It was impossible for the 
scholarly minded person in the Leipzig of 
new^nH75 f.° ,C°nsidcr anything that was 
new and called for invention. Leschetizky 
was delighted at my comment and plaved 
tiTn Tto f°r ^ *° show tha‘ ^ had re¬ tained his own ideas about an artistic 
cepHon, and that they were not me i 
improvised at the moment. - 
The Last Immortal “B” 
s my very great privi- IN VIENNA it w 
lege to come to know Brahms "vZ 
well. I visited his house many times and 
found him most indulgent and kind in the 
matter of encouraging my compositions 
One of his remarks I never can forget 
and that is, "Nur immer der eigenei, 
Kraft vertrauen (Trust only thine ou-n 
strength).'' In other words, he was tryty 
to tell r o rely upon myself. 
Brahms’ home was vcr>' picturesque 
On Freeing the Left Hand 
By Stella Whitson-Holmes 
One entered and passed at first through a 
bedroom, and this was stacked to the ceil¬ 
ing, on all sides, with books. His music 
study was flooded with light and looked 
out upon the Karlskirche, that distinctive 
Viennese church with the two imposing 
columns. His playing was that of a com 
poser more than of a virtuoso; but com¬ 
posers were astonished that Brahms could 
play so well as he did. 
Brahms was no delicate eater. On his 
long walks he was very fond of sauer¬ 
kraut and roast pork; and after long, ex¬ 
hausting work he would refresh himself 
with a tall, big mug of dark beer, which 
he would empty at one draught. 
For the most part lie was a silent man; 
and. despite his size, he was very ener¬ 
getic. This caused him to perspire very 
profusely. It was his custom to walk bare¬ 
headed, his hat held in his hand behind his 
back. Perhaps he had a picture oi 
Beethoven in mind, or it may have been 
high blood pressure. He preferred to be 
dressed in a suit of alpaca, because of its 
lightness. He cared very little for style, 
and his trousers were usually altogether 
too short. He adopted this, so that, his 
clothing would not restrain his walking. 
At that time we had a walking club, 
known as “The New Vienna Tourist 
Club.” In the spring we started early to 
tour in the woods around Vienna. Fuchs, 
the great teacher of composition, was the 
leader. Brahms, on these trips, was rarely 
very communicative. At times he would be 
moody, but for the most part he seemed 
to be living in a cloud world of his own, 
sometimes mumbling and talking to him¬ 
self as though thinking out his ideas. In 
Ischl, the summer home of Brahms, 
Strauss and Leschetizky, Brahms did not 
live in a villa but rather in the house of 
a peasant, which always seemed to be 
overwhelmed with children. Strange to 
say, this did not disturb him in the least. 
In fact he unquestionably loved children 
and kept his pockets filled with lumps ot 
sugar to give to them. This kind of life 
seemed to him far more natural tiian the 
artificial world of society. Naturally he 
was followed by a swarm of children, 
much after the manner of the Pied Piper 
of Hamelin. which apparently thrilled him. 
He also liked walks of solitude very early 
in the morning or in the twilight, when 
he could go over the hills and look out 
upon the mountains in silent contemplation. 
It is not an uncommon thing to find' 
that many amateur and semi-professional 
pianists have difficulty in achieving the 
same control of the left hand that they 
have of the right. This is due to “right- 
handedness” often, and to the unconscious 
inability to relax the shoulder and upper 
arm muscles completely. The fact that the 
difficulty is unconscious keeps the student 
blinded as to its cure. 
A fine practice which enables the student 
to gain better control of the left hand is 
this : (1) Lift the left hand above the head ; 
(2) hold it for an instant; then, (3) let it 
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fall, hard and relaxed on to the left 
knee. Repeat this with the right hand. Note 
the feeling in both upper arms and the 
sting from the falling hands. The object 
is, of course, to make the feeling similar 
in both hands. 
Next, lift the left hand up to the head 
palm upward. Then let it fall on C, the en¬ 
tire little finger side of the hand taking the 
key. Repeat with the right hand, seeing 
that this hand achieves identically what 
the left hand does. 
The next step is to lift the left hand, 
palm outward. Balance it for a second^ 
and then let it fall upon C with the 
ta* tab. ,hi! thc 
at^anv6 tShOUWer and a.rm muscles tighten 
ny time, your object is ' 
thwarted, and the hanT should L ™’ 
greater territory in which to fin r K\Ven 
Mt each of then, above the head fi" 
turned ,n lightly and let them fa,1 aT™ 
those parts of thc body that assist in play¬ 
ing and will free the fingers proportion¬ 
ately. 
As the student progresses and wishes to 
embellish thc work, he mav lift the arms 
very high and let the hands fall on fingers 
five, four, three and two, as a group. Tbw 
lour, three, two and one. and finally npoo 
four, three and two. thus exercising every 
finger as upper arm control is gained. 
Music occupies the unique position ej 
being both the oldest and newest of & 
arts."—E. G. Porter. 
THE ETUDE 
What About the Flute? 
By Georges Barrere 
OFFICER OF THE LEGION OF HONOR; INSTRUCTOR IN THE JUILLIARD GRADUATE SCHOOL AND THE 
INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART; AND DIRECTOR OF THE WIND INSTRUMENTS ENSEMBLE CLASS IN THE 
JUILLIARD GRADUATE SCHOOL 
An Interview Secured Expressly for The Etude Music Magazine 
IN TALKING about the flute, I always 
enjoy telling of an amusing experience 
a number of years ago, in Pittsburgh. 
I had given a concert, and after it was 
over, a well intentioned lady came to me 
and expressed her approval of flute music. 
“And to think,” she exclaimed, “you can 
actually make nuances of tone on a flute!” 
“Yes, Madame,” I replied, “The flute is 
really a musical instrument.” 
I like that anecdote, not merely for the 
fun of it, but also because it so clearly 
illustrates the popular conception that used 
to obtain regarding the flute. Pianos and 
violins were “musical instruments”; flutes 
were something else—something ' a little 
odd, a little freakish, necessary, no doubt, 
in an orchestral ensemble, but of little 
value outside of that, except as a subject 
for cartoonists who wanted to draw pic¬ 
tures of “crazy musicians.” Fortunately, 
that unfounded misconception is rapidly be¬ 
ing cleared up; for in the first place there 
is no sensible reason why it should ever 
have found a foothold. The flute is one 
of the oldest instruments, one of the most 
flexible and effective, and one for which 
a vast amount of splendid music has been 
Today, the development of interest in 
woodwind instruments is nothing short of 
amazing. Take the case of our many ex¬ 
cellent high school orchestras; there is no 
lack of string and brass players, hut it is 
hard to find capable wind instrumentalists. 
For that reason, music teachers and or¬ 
chestral directors have found it necessary 
to urge many of their students to take 
up the flute, the clarinet, and the oboe, 
just to fill in these gaps. And as a result 
of such urging many a young music stu¬ 
dent finds himself awakened to the other¬ 
wise unexplored fields of wind instrument 
music. Even girls have begun to specialize 
in the wind instruments. In one of my 
classes I even have a young lady studying 
the bassoon. Honestly, however, I think 
the flute, of possibly the oboe, is more suit¬ 
able for our aspirants of the gentler sex. 
In this connection, I am reminded of 
what Dr. Frank Crane once said about 
the flute, 
“The flute,” wrote Dr. Crane, “is the 
violet in the nosegay of music-making in¬ 
struments. It is modest, delicate, and un¬ 
obtrusive as a sweet young girl” (Four 
Minute Essays). 
That, I should think, would make any 
“sweet young girl” want to look on the 
flute in a new light. 
A Good Flute Essential ONE REASON, perhaps, why the flute 
has been thus far ranked among the 
less popular instruments is the fact that 
one can not play well on a bad flute. This 
is not quite true of the other instruments. 
Of course, the better the piano is, the 
finer the playing upon it will sound. The 
same is true of the violin and of the vi¬ 
oloncello. But some sort of pleasant effect 
may be secured on even bad pianos or fid¬ 
dles. Or is it, perhaps, that our ears are 
so accustomed to these instruments that 
we unconsciously make the proper adjust¬ 
ments and allowances when they are less 
than perfect? Anyway, flute tones sound 
dreadful on a poor instrument; and, since 
we are not familiar enough with good flute 
tones to make these proper allowances, the 
danger of playing on a poor flute is all the 
By R. H. Wollstein 
greater. Take up the flute by all means; 
but make sure that the start is made on a 
good instrument. Fortunately, good flutes 
are much cheaper today than they used 
to be, and not nearly so costly as a gcod 
The flute is one of the most human of 
all instruments, because it is most like 
the human voice in its tonal production. 
It is the only instrument into which the 
player breathes perfectly naturally. For 
the other wind instruments, one blows upon 
a reed; in playing the flute, the lips are 
the reed. The tone is made with the breath 
and lips—exactly as a singer does. 
An Important Fundamental 
ERE, IN A FEW WORDS, is what 
I have found to be the greatest prob¬ 
lem of flute students. The flute is not dif¬ 
ficult to learn; and, once it has been mas¬ 
tered, it is a great deal easier to play than 
the violin, where the player manufactures 
his own tones; or the piano, for which two 
staves must be watched at the same time. 
But, after some short period of study, 
many students, who have been making en¬ 
couraging progress, seem to find them¬ 
selves completely blocked by defective 
technic. Why is this? Because, of all the 
flute lessons they have studied, they have 
missed the first and most important one. 
This is the realization of how to hold the 
instrument. Mere posture is often neg¬ 
lected, in the student’s hurry to get at audi¬ 
ble results; and this is about the worst 
mistake one can make. The first lessons 
in flute playing should pay little heed to 
sound, tone, or “results.” They should be 
devoted entirely to a study of how to hold 
the instrument. Posture for flute playing 
takes in the position of the fingers, the 
hands, the wrists, the arms, and the entire 
upper body. Not to go into the matter too 
deeply—for it could be made the subject 
of a complete volume—suffice it to say that 
all of these positions should be as relaxed 
and natural as possible. The cartoonist’s 
conception of the flute player, with his 
elbows akimbo, his body twisted into a 
positive contortion, and his fingers stuck 
out at odd angles, gives the reader car¬ 
tooned playing. Flute playing is like golf; 
if one does not “learn the motions” first, 
a good drive will never be made. So look 
to bodily posture first, if the flute is to be 
well played. 
As to the tone of the flute, it is not diffi¬ 
cult, but it depends entirely upon the musi¬ 
cal sensitiveness of the player. As has been 
already said, it is much like a singer’s 
tone, not because it is produced in the same 
way, but because it is produced directly by 
the lips and the breath. Thus, given a good 
instrument, the ultimate tone depends upon 
the musical or tonal image in the mind of 
the player. As in all other fields, the best 
results come from those who have the most 
natural aptitude for their medium of ex¬ 
pression. 
A Rich Repertoire ONCE OUR FLUTIST has learned to 
play, however, he need never complain 
of a lack of something to play. The flute 
has an extensive repertoire. I like to say 
that, among all the solo instruments, with 
the possible exception of the brasses, the 
flute has the longest and richest list of bad 
music. That, of course, is the music which 
the serious student will avoid, partly for 
his own sake, and partly for the sake of 
undoing the bad impression which so much 
of this music already has made. 
The flute, like the coloratura voice, is 
capable of most intricate and showy effects. 
And where such effects are legitimate, 
they are very lovely. But meaningless mu¬ 
sic, written solely for the sake of the fire¬ 
works, is disgraceful. Too much of it, un¬ 
fortunately, has been already foisted upon 
a long-suffering public. And we players 
of to-day have to undo this evil and to de¬ 
vote ourselves to such music as will shew 
our beloved flute in its true light—that of 
a genuine musical instrument. Always, it 
is the music which comes first, and not 
the flute; and, if all the bad, flute exploit¬ 
ing pieces cannot be destroyed, at least we 
can resolve not to perform them. For my 
own part, I have always tried to give even 
the most general, unspecialized audience 
the best and most musical flute music, re¬ 
gardless of those pleasing effects and 
tricks which might, perhaps, bring more 
jingling shekels to me as player. 
Fortunately, there is a vast amount of 
truly noble music on which we can draw. 
Among the classic composers, we have 
delightful things, written especially for the 
flute, by Mozart, Bach, Beethoven, Han¬ 
del and Schubert. While these compositions 
are not so numerous as the piano list of 
the same composers, they exist, nonethe¬ 
less, and they should be played. I wish 
that Brahms had written something for 
us, but he never did, although his sym¬ 
phonies are full of beautiful flute passages. 
There are few composers after that in¬ 
terim-period who have written for the 
flute. 
Among the moderns, I believe that the 
French composers take first rank for flute 
works. Oddly enough, a sort of affinity 
seems to exist between certain lands and 
certain instruments; and the French ex¬ 
cel in the woodwinds. Among the French 
moderns of a generation ago—if the term 
“modern" can be extended to anyone as 
old as a generation ago—we have Saint- 
Saens, Faure, Widor, and Benjamin Go¬ 
dard, all of whom wrote enchanting things 
for the flute. And the present day moderns 
have given us composers like Hue, Pierne, 
Albert Roussel, Darius Milhaud, and 
Georges Enesco, the latter practically a 
Frenchman despite his Rumanian birth. 
I have always delighted in encouraging 
our younger composers to try their hand 
at works for the flute alone, and some of 
my pleading, at least, has not been lost; 
for, directly or indirectly through my ef¬ 
forts, the flute repertoire has been en¬ 
riched by works from the pens of Charles 
Griffes, Arthur Foote, Walter Piston, 
Burlingame Hill, Mrs. Beach, Walling¬ 
ford Riegger, and others. 
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I need hardly say that the musical back¬ 
ground and training of a flutist—or, for 
that matter, of any woodwind player— 
should be just as thorough as the educa¬ 
tion of a violin or piano soloist. Musical 
science, musical history, and at least one 
other instrument ought to be thoroughly 
mastered, if our young flutist is to be a 
musician and not merely a trickster. 
Professional Prospects 
OW, AS TO WHAT to do with 
one’s flute training. At the present 
time there are still far more openings in 
orchestral work than in solo playing. The 
flute solo is still something of a rarity. 
As interest in woodwind instruments de¬ 
velops, it will become more general; but, 
for the present, the safest venture still lies 
in orchestral routine. For this very reason 
the flute player, generally speaking, keeps 
himself on a lower musical level than his 
colleague of the strings. This ought not so to 
be, but it is. The average orchestral vio¬ 
linist prepared himself for solo or vir¬ 
tuoso work, and descended to the orches¬ 
tral pit for a number of reasons—of eco¬ 
nomic necessity or sheer hard luck. The 
average flutist prepares himself very defi¬ 
nitely to play in an orchestra. The ulti¬ 
mate difference, then, is that the musical 
disparity between the violin soloist and 
the violin orchestral player • is less than 
between the somewhat rare flute virtuoso 
and the average orchestral flutist. And 
this is readily traced back to the funda¬ 
mental training, which has been already 
mentioned. If one definitely prepares for 
a lesser goal, the methods will be very 
different from what they would be if one 
aimed high and subsequently found himself 
forced to take second choice. No matter 
where the future may lead, the aim should 
be as high as possible. 
Nevertheless, while the virtuoso field is 
still limited for the woodwind player, there 
is a splendid field awaiting him in the play¬ 
ing of chamber music. Here is a wealth 
of repertoire for wind instruments, either 
with or without strings. And the willing¬ 
ness to delve into work of this kind re¬ 
wards the performer with a knowledge of 
works that are almost as lovely as the 
violin quartets. In my regular professional 
teaching, I have had the pleasure of coach¬ 
ing some immensely interesting all-wood- 
wind ensembles, of which flute, oboe, clari¬ 
net, and bassoon players might be glad to 
When it comes to making phonograph 
records or broadcasting, the flute is by far 
the most effective instrument of all. The 
tone is clear and direct, without any me¬ 
chanical impediments of wood, felt, or 
glue; and an added advantage is that, since 
the tone issues directly from the mouth 
of the player and not from the end of the 
instrument, broadcasting and recording is 
much more direct—as direct as the per¬ 
formance of the singer, who can stand 
straight in front of the microphone and 
need not risk having his tones distorted by 
distance. 
On all counts, then, we can sincerely 
recommend an acquaintance with the flute 
for music students of any kind, no matter 
what branch of music they have already 
studied or what may be their hope as a 
specialty. Fairly simple to learn, it gives 
one the most exquisite personal satisfac¬ 
tion. And the performer who can capably 
take up the flute—or any of the woodwinds 
—in ensemble or orchestral playing, is sure 
to find himself in demand. 
Fifty Years Ago This Month 
Carl Reinecke, for many years the head 
piano teacher of the famous Leipzig Con¬ 
servatory when it was the leading music 
school of the world, wrote to an inquiring 
mother a letter which was translated and 
reproduced in The Etude. We reprint the 
most interesting portions. 
Most Honored Lady:— 
You come to me for advice as to how 
you can best awaken and develop the musi¬ 
cal talent of your growing children. ... 
I am glad to learn that your aim is not 
to educate them to be musicians, but 
merely to be men capable of appreciating 
and loving music, without making a pro¬ 
fession of it. If you intended to make mu¬ 
sicians of them, the case would be much 
simpler; for my advice then would be: se¬ 
vere schooling in theory and practice, un¬ 
der an excellent teacher. . . . 
Of course, the age at which the musical 
instruction of a child is to begin cannot 
be determined off-hand, for everything de¬ 
pends on natural inclinations, physical 
constitution, and even on the size and 
power of resistance of the little fingers. 
With the ordinary child, I advise begin¬ 
ning musical training during the time be¬ 
fore it is put to school. The A, B, C (or, 
if you wish, the C, D, E) of musical in¬ 
struction, that is, the knowledge of notes 
and of the rudiments of music, as well as 
the first technical studies on the instru¬ 
ment, should be over before the school 
lays its claim upon the child. These pre¬ 
paratory studies demand, indeed, a certain 
concentration of the child’s mind on one 
subject, that would be more difficult to ob¬ 
tain after the interests had been divided. 
In their early years children take pride in 
performing their first very unmusical exer¬ 
cises on the instrument, and in busying 
themselves with reading notes. . . . 
But before real instruction and study of 
an instrument begin, the child’s ear should 
be trained by singing. Desire and inclina¬ 
tion exist, of course, to a different degree 
in children. While many a child, not yet 
able to speak, can sing a number of little 
songs intelligibly, and with real musical 
appreciation, an older one often seems very 
awkward, and hangs, for instance, with an 
iron tenacity to the one tone that it has 
first grasped, unconcerned about the differ¬ 
ent tones of the melody which the mother 
tries to sing for him in such an impressive 
way. 
Do not lose courage by such experiences, 
honored lady; you will always learn, to 
your joy, that the ice will be broken all of 
a sudden and that the little voice of the 
child will follow your guiding voice. In 
order to reach this point as soon as possi¬ 
ble, it is advisable that you try the little 
song in different keys, now in a higher, 
then in a lower position. By such experi¬ 
ments you will ascertain the position most 
adapted to the child’s voice. In general, 
one should not allow children to sing too 
high; too low singing will never injure 
the organs, as will too high singing. . . . 
Singing is also very serviceable for de¬ 
veloping the sense of rhythm, as the meter 
of the verse necessarily impresses the right 
time upon the child. 
The principal concern of musical educators should he the encouragement 
of the amateur spirit and it is time enough to think of individual teaching 
when once in a while, from within a group of earnest and absorbed students 
engaged in the investigation and interchange of their own emotional poieers 
some unusual talent emerges and requires special personal guidance and atten¬ 
tion by reason of its sensitiveness and complexity.—Harold Bauer. 
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records and radio 
By Peter Hugh Reed 
The Metropolitan Opera House, after a 
half century of closed doors dur.ng Spring 
seasons, has reopened this year I his 
proves to be a double event as not only 
regular patrons are profiting by these per¬ 
formances, but also the entire music loving 
public throughout the country, by means 
of the coast-to-coast network of the Na- 
tional Broadcasting Company, is being en¬ 
tertained by a post season of Metropolitan 
Opera performances. 
These opera broadcasts, which began on 
May 16th, are heard each Saturday after¬ 
noon, as has been the custom in recent 
years during the regular season. This post 
season, which is being given at popular 
prices, is planned to allow opera devotees 
the opportunity to hear their favorite 
works sung by the most talented young 
American singers. The length of the season, 
we understand, will depend upon public in¬ 
terest. Therefore radio listeners are urged 
to voice their appreciation by letter to the 
sponsors of these broadcasts, since this new 
venture on the part of the Metropolitan de¬ 
serves universal approbation and encourage- 
Music lovers who like their Wagner un¬ 
cut will welcome the superb performance 
of the first act of “Die Walkiire” which 
Victor recently released (set M298). This 
is a notable set, wherein an ideal cast is 
assembled, supported by one of the world's 
oldest and finest orchestras (the Vienna 
Philharmonic) under the direction of the 
renowned Wagnerian conductor, Bruno 
Walter. Lotte Lehmann and Lauritz Mel¬ 
chior are the Sicglinde and the Siegmund. 
That they are the ideal exponents of these 
roles, scarcely any one who hears this set 
will gainsay. As to Emanuel List, the 
Hunding, being considered the ideal ex¬ 
ponent of his role, it must be admitted that 
this is a contestable point. For List’s 
Hunding lacks true dramatic conviction, 
but since vocally he acquits himself most 
creditably, he proves his worth in the re¬ 
cording. 
Wagner’s libretto for “Die Walkiire” 
has been acclaimed as the most perfect 
of all his works. Musically this opera 
ranks among his major achievements. No¬ 
where else has Wagner given us a more 
graciously lyrical scene than in the love- 
music of the latter part of the first act. 
For this is music redolent with the breath 
of Spring, and full of the genuine ardor 
and yearning of young love. Liszt called 
the closing of this act “overpowering,” and 
stated that it made his soul expand as if 
he “were looking from a high point upon 
a large, new world.” 
One of the most valuable releases to 
date of Bach music is the Columbia record¬ 
ings of the six Brandenburg Concertos 
played by the Busch Chamber Ensemble— 
an organization incorporating some of the 
foremost instrumentalists in Enirland 
(Sets 249-250). Busch’s tempi, wWch are 
spaciously arranged (he does not hurry the 
ZS,thfUrnf,t,0^lly)' do much bring 
The ««„, of 
only been fnl|y ,„protia,td , ”"k« 
.o a™ <£SSorr««” zr 
ments. For Bach’s realization of so 1 ' 
unusual tonal effects by the inning "y 
strumental grouoinsrs hi lnKCmous in- 
the full orfhestra and the^exfd ■Pinst 
wealth of his contrapuial fdeaf 
concertos among his best works tZ ** 
„ clear perfect, 
Schubert, two months prior to his un¬ 
timely death in his thirty-second year 
completed his greatest chamber work—the 
“String Quintet in C major, Opus 163”_ 
one of the most moving "swan songs” ever 
articulated by man. In this quintet and 
in the great “C Major Symphony,” one 
finds the most essential Schubert There 
are many unfulfilled prophesies of his 
growing genius, in these works, and in¬ 
novations which show us the direction to¬ 
ward which he was advancing. One won¬ 
ders sometimes whether, had Schubert 
lived, he might not have been another 
Beethoven. The human appeal of this quin¬ 
tet is very great, for it is one of the most 
beautiful and moving of all string works. 
It has been attested in many ways, but 
none more strikingly than in the case of 
the musician John Saunders (1868-1919). 
So much did the music appeal to him, he 
arranged to have a melody from the first 
movement engraved upon his tombstone, 
which is to be found in Norwood Cemetery 
in England. The newest recording of this 
work, made by the Pro Arte Quartet and 
A. Pini (second violoncellist), is a most 
sensitive interpretation, despite some faulty 
intonations on the part of the visiting art¬ 
ist. The recording is excellent. (Victor 
set M299). 
Weber's Concrrtstiicke for Piano and 
Orchestra is a romantic work, which dates 
from the composer's thirty-fifth year. 
There is a program to this music concern¬ 
ing a lady who sits in her tower dreaming 
of her Knight, who for years has been 
away in the Holy Land. Dark thoughts 
beset her. “Suddenly, she hears the ap¬ 
proach of Knights and Squires, the ac¬ 
clamation of people . . . He is returning 
. . . They arc united . . ." The music lias 
an operatic air about it, and there are 
moments which recall “Freischutz’’ and 
“Euryanthe.” It is effective music, but net 
the best of Weber. Robert Casadesus and 
the Paris Symphony (direction Bigot) 
play this work brilliantly, wisely avoid¬ 
ing any sentimental stress. The recording is 
in every way excellent. 
Beethoven's “String Quartet in F minor, 
Opus 95,” is marked by an emotional in¬ 
tensity, and an architectural lucidity. It 
surpasses all the quartets that came be¬ 
fore, even the well-loved “Harp” one, 
Opus 74. and points toward the greater 
ones that were to come. It was written 
at the close of the so-called second period 
of Beethoven's creative powers. The Roth 
Quartet, in Columbia album 251, play this 
work with fine precision and energy. 
Recommended: the new recording of 
Grieg’s “Peer Gynt Suite" (Victor discs 
11834-5), Barbirolli and his Orchestra 
(the best so far) : the latest recording of 
Mendelssohn’s “Fingal's Cave,” Boult and 
British Broadcasting Company Orchestra 
(Victor 118861 : Menuhin's performance 
of Bach’s “C Major Sonata" for solo vi¬ 
olin in which the growth of his artistry is 
strikingly attested (compare with his 
earlier recording) (Victor set M384); 
Claudio Muzio’s beautifully sung Dcsdf- 
mnna in the recordings of the ducts made 
with Merli from the first and third acts of 
Verdi's “Othello” (Columbia discs 9100M- 
9102M) ; McCormack’s rarclv sung re¬ 
cordings of two Hugo Wolf songs—-far* 
klcme Hinge konnen and Herr, I Vos 
7Va<// dcr Boden Hicr (Victor disc 17391: 
Marian Anderson, the Negro contralto, in 
moving renditions of three Spirituals 
(Victor disc 8958) ; and Thill's resonant 
singing of a truly thrilling scene from 
Troyens a Carthage" Bcrlio 
disc not to be missed bv opera fans) (Co¬ 
lumbia 9098M). 
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THE ABILITY TO READ well at 
sight is the desideratum of every 
ambitious orchestral performer. It is 
absolutely essential for any performer de¬ 
sirous of entering a professional symphonic 
ensemble. 
This ability consists largely in being 
able to analyze readily all manner of 
rhythmic groupings and to evaluate proper¬ 
ly any given note or rest in a group. We 
have heard soloists who could perform a 
few difficult compositions in a brilliant 
manner, yet who were unable to play com¬ 
paratively simple compositions at sight. 
This inability would clearly indicate that 
such performers were lacking thorough 
musicianship; that, instead of having de¬ 
veloped a dependable analytical mind, they 
must rely upon a slow and arduous course 
of purely mechanical practice to master 
these few complex numbers. 
Likewise, many bands and orchestras 
also rely upon the rote system in their 
efforts to acquire a limited repertoire. 
Such a method has no real academic value 
for it fails to develop either thought proc¬ 
esses or cultural appreciation. 
Hans Richter, the great Wagnerian con¬ 
ductor, once cried out during a London 
rehearsal when the players were slow in 
giving to a passage its proper rhythmic 
feeling (vitality), “In the beginning was 
rhythm. Gentlemen, we have not yet 
begun.” Clear cut and incisive rhythm must 
be displayed if an expressive and moving 
performance is to be attained. 
Listen to a well routined organization 
play a march (military or ceremonial) and 
note the crisp accent, the proper balance of 
weight and stress. It makes your blood 
tingle. Now listen to a poorly trained or¬ 
ganization attempt the same number. It 
leaves us unmoved; probably it even bores 
There is more to rhythm than the mere 
mathematical problem of evaluating proper¬ 
ly the relative time values of notes of vary¬ 
ing length. In its higher aspects it also 
has to do with the manner of playing the 
several notes in a rhythmic pattern, allot¬ 
ting to each note its proper duration accord¬ 
ing to the tempo and character of the 
music, and giving to each note just the 
proper weight and emphasis. 
A simple rhythmic figure (such as 
si n> might be played in several differ¬ 
ent ways, dependent upon the tempo, the 
intensity with which it is to be played, and 
so on. If the tempo is a rapid one it will 
be played quite differently than if played 
at a slow tempo. If played softly it will be 
done differently than if it is to be presented 
in a vigorous manner. 
We have the polka employed widely as a 
trite dance form or as a medium for bril¬ 
liant solo display. But in Slovak countries 
the polka is one of the most important 
dances—and where dancing has been raised 
to high standards. There the polka has 
distinction and the foremost composers 
have not hesitated to write in this form. 
But to interpret one of these dance forms 
quite a different sort of rhythm is required 
than might suffice for an American polka. 
Certain slight alterations of tempo and 
certain accents are required to express 
their dignified character. 
Smetana wrote a notable example of this 
dance form in his opera “The Bartered 
Bride.” In his tone poem The River 
Moldau (Ultava) he employed the polka 
in one movement— 
We have heard one conductor present 
this at a correct tempo but rather ineffec¬ 
tively because he seemed not to have caug’t 
the true spirit of the Bohemian polka and 
hence he failed to display the vigorous, but 
highly expressive rhythm, which is inher¬ 
ent in this dance form. Another conductor 
we have heard caught neither the correct¬ 
ness of tempo nor vigor of rhythm. This 
movement was hurried along in a stilted 
and expressionless manner, converting it 
into something no more dignified and 
characteristic than a buck-and-wing dance. 
How exalted, by comparison, this move¬ 
ment sounds when presented by a conductor 
who feels the exhilarating rhythmic im¬ 
pulse of this nationalistic dance form. 
Rhythmic Patterns for Scales SINCE SIGHT READING and good 
performance are so dependent upon a 
correct knowledge of rhythm in its several 
aspects, careful attention should be given 
in all student organizations to the teaching 
of its elements. This can be done most 
readily by assigning at each rehearsal a 
rhythmic figure which should be played in 
unison by the entire group in scale form. 
Ex.2 
Rhythmic consciousness can be developed 
much more quickly by this unisonal pro¬ 
cedure than by endeavoring to teach each 
player individually. Dozens of simple and 
complex rhythmic figures can be employed 
in this manner; and unisonal practice will 
make such study more interesting and will 
serve to fix these various figures more 
surely in mind. 
It should be understood clearly that 
merely keeping time and rhythmic playing 
are quite distinctly different. Some one has 
compared the keeping of time to a revolv¬ 
ing wheel while rhythm was compared to a 
swinging pendulum. Keeping time is the 
basis of rhythm and, although we must 
learn first to keep time correctly before 
we can display expressive rhythm, this will 
not of itself assure a pleasing performance 
of even the most simple numbers. 
Strict time keeping proceeds in a straight 
line while expressive rhythm moves in a 
curved line and displays a feeling of 
repose, which is the essence of rhythm. The 
pendulum describes a semi-circle in its 
swing. Each oscillation consists of two 
movements, the one which drops and the 
up-swing which comes to a very brief halt 
before the next drop. The two factors of 
rhythm are here illustrated: the stress, 
illustrated in the drop; and its gradual 
release until spent, as indicated in the quiet 
halt which occurs just before each drop of 
the pendulum. Each oscillation begins with 
an impulse and with a quicker movement 
than the second portion, which is character¬ 
ized by a diminution of force. 
It is this sort of rhythmic pulsation that 
imbues music with vitality. Mere metrical 
accent is overshadowed by the greater im¬ 
portance of rhythmic (or artistic) accent, 
and strict tempo gives way to a rubato 
style of rhythm. 
Strength in Contrasts CONTRASTS ARE THE most power¬ 
ful means of commanding attention 
during a musical performance—contrast in 
color and dynamics. With full recognition 
of this fact the study of dynamics will 
assume greater importance. The average 
band or orchestra can display a lusty for¬ 
tissimo (though often lacking in quality 
and solidity) but comparatively few of 
them succeed in developing a finely spun 
pianissimo. 
An organization should strive earnestly 
to develop a dynamic range from a sheer 
pianissimo (or a ppp) to a robust fortis¬ 
simo. and every possible intervening degree 
of intensity. It should strive to develop an 
evenly graduated crescendo and diminu¬ 
endo, the swell, and so on. 
Unisonal practice of various dynamic 
studies will help in attaining a uniformity 
that cannot be secured in any other way. 
Such practice, if done with proper care, 
will assure that every member of the 
organization will acquire equal knowledge 
of dynamics. Unless a crescendo or dimin¬ 
uendo is performed in a similar manner by 
all the players the effect cannot be satis¬ 
factory. And unless they all have developed 
the same conception of piano, pianissimo, 
forte, and so on, the organization will lack 
tonal balance. 
Consequently, scales should be played in 
unison in every possible degree of dynamic 
intensity. Strive particularly to develop a 
very subdued quality of pianissimo. When 
a genuine pianissimo tone has been de¬ 
veloped it becomes comparatively easy to 
attain a vitalized quality of fortissimo. For 
this reason, most effort should be devoted 
to subdued playing, with particular atten¬ 
tion given to tone quality and especially to 
well defined rhythm. 
Tone Volume Under Control THE NATURAL TENDENCY is to 
increase the volume during an ascend¬ 
ing passage and to decrease the volume 
during a descending one. Some scales 
should be played in this manner, but they 
should also be played without permitting 
any increase or decrease in volume or 
intensity. There are exceptions to all gen¬ 
eral rules, and ascending passages are 
sometimes written with a diminuendo. It is 
advisable then to practice scales with a 
diminuendo while ascending and with a 
crescendo while descending. 
The following exercises can be made 
very valuable in the development of dy¬ 
namic flexibility. 
Ex.i 
Here the tone should be continuous with 
an evenly graduated diminution from the 
beginning of the first tone to the close of 
the fourth. The wind instrument players 
should not separate the tones; the flow of 
breath should not be interrupted by the 
articulation cf the second, third and fourth 
notes. Great care should be taken to see 
that the diminution is not made too rapidly, 
not like this exercise where the procedure 
is quite different. 
The tone here also should be well sus¬ 
tained but there should be no diminuendo. 
The first tone should be sustained fortis¬ 
simo for a full beat and an instantaneous 
subsidence to pianissimo made at the point 
of attack for the second note, while the 
third and fourth notes should be sustained 
at the same dynamic level. 
Rise and fall, day and night, work and 
rest—it is such contrasts that make life 
full of interest; and just so contrast in 
dynamics is one of the most important 
factors which lends interest to musical 
performance. 
Scale study has too often been a form 
of drudgery because it has been made too 
mechanical. If presented in all the many 
possible dynamic shadings and in the vari¬ 
ous articulations, scales can be made very 
colorful and interesting as well as be the 
means for attaining a high degree of artis¬ 
tic proficiency. 
The great Leschetizky, when a young 
man, was practicing one sweltering sum¬ 
mer day at the piano. His mother heard 
him repeating a single note over and over. 
Fearing that the extreme heat might have 
affected his mind, she rushed into his room. 
She found him clad only in his underwear, 
(Continued on Page 389) 
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For Piano Teachers and Students 
By Dr. John Thompson 
course 
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appearing in 
the Music Section 
of this Issue 
VALSE BAGATELLE 
By Stanford King 
Before this valse can be played with 
the simplicity it requires it needs careful 
thought and preparation. The opening 
theme, for instance, calls for a nice flowing 
legato in the right hand together with a 
singing tone against a subtle accompani¬ 
ment in the left hand. Pay particular atten¬ 
tion to the sustained notes of the left hand, 
' many of which are tied over to become the 
fundamental bass in the following measure. 
At measure 17 the first theme is repeated, 
this time against a counterpoint in the 
tenor voice, left hand, which must be 
played distinctly but without obtruding. 
This section is worthy a bit of left hand 
alone practice. Pedal strictly as marked 
throughout the first theme. The second 
section in B minor carries the theme in 
the left hand and should be given a violon¬ 
cello like quality of tone. This section is 
mezzo forte, somewhat louder than the 
first section which is played piano. The 
Trio section is again quiet in tone, very 
sustained, and the harmonic progressions 
should move smoothly. Play the sixteenth- 
notes in this section with the lightness and 
fluffiness of grace notes. Keep a good 
rhythmical swing throughout. A certain 
amount of rubato is acceptable if well con¬ 
trolled. Freedom of style is essential to a 
graceful reading of this Valse Bagatelle. 
THE BUMBLE BEE 
By Chas. Lindsay 
This piece affords splendid practice in 
finger dexterity—both the right and the 
left hand come in for an equal share of 
the work. It should be played first rather 
slowly with high finger action, carefully 
articulating each and every note. Later, as 
speed develops, the fingers should be kept 
closer to the keys, varying the depth of 
touch according to the dynamics required. 
When properly performed the passages in 
sixteenths should produce a droning effect 
in keeping with the title. The tempo at the 
beginning is moderately fast but becomes 
animated in the section beginning with 
measure 17. In this section strive to make 
as much contrast as possible between the 
legatos and staccatos of the right hand. 
The third section, beginning measure 49, 
provides a droning trill accompaniment in 
the left hand against the right hand melody 
in thirds. Be sure to observe the two-note 
slurs in the right hand, also the ascent in 
legato thirds. The right hand is marked 
cantabile, which means in a singing style. 
Frequent crescendos and diminuendos are 
in evidence, which when properly applied 
indicate the swooping flight of the bumble 
bee. This will be found an excellent recital 
piece, and it has the added advantage of 
being at the same time a fine etude for 
finger development. 
JUNE BUGS’ JAMBOREE 
By William Baines 
Except while in flight, the June bug is 
apt to be a rather cumbersome creature. 
This effect is vividly depicted in the first 
theme where the left hand carries the 
melody in dotted-eighths and sixteenths. 
Be sure to apply the accents as marked. 
They add to the clumsy evolutions of the 
June bug. The second section, beginning 
with measure 17, is somewhat faster in 
tempo (allegro moderato), and shows the 
June bug in flight. Here we find broken 
chords descending, divided between the 
hands. This section should be played as 
gracefully as possible. There is much cross¬ 
ing over of hands, a device usually wel¬ 
comed by young pianists, and it should 
be practiced until the shifts can be made 
without effort. Follow the marks of dynam¬ 
ics, affecting as much tonal contrast as 
possible. The pedal is used sparingly, if 
at all, in the first section, but it can be 
freely used in the second. This number is 
a novelty that should appeal to the imagi¬ 
nation. 
POLKA CAPRICE 
By Eugene F. Marks 
Here is a number which calls for much 
finger dexterity, good wrist octaves and 
a brilliant bravura style. After an eight 
measure Introduction the first theme opens 
in polka tempo—about 96 quarter notes to 
the minute. This section alternates between 
staccato chords and legato finger passages. 
Brilliance is ever the keynote. The second 
section shows chromatic passages for the 
right hand against a repeated chord accom¬ 
paniment in the left. The accompaniment 
here can stand some left hand alone 
preparation until a clean repetition of the 
chords is assured. The chromatic figures 
in the right hand should be played with 
ever changing dynamics as indicated in 
the text. In the third section the right wrist 
is brought into play. The octaves in this 
part must be practiced until they can be 
done without apparent effort, semi-de¬ 
tached and always delicately. While not 
too profound musically, this number is 
certainly a show piece in keyboard pro¬ 
ficiency. 
CELTIC SONG 
By George F. Boyle 
Here is a piece in the lyric style which 
demands a good singing tone and elasticity 
in style. It opens in A minor with the 
melody in the right hand. Be sure to make 
the melody “breathe” as indicated by the 
slur signs in the right hand. It is some¬ 
what plaintive in character and should be 
played at a moderate tempo and rather 
quiet in tone at the beginning. In measure 
9 the melody is taken up by the left hand 
played mezzo forte against a chord accom¬ 
paniment in the right. Sustained legato is 
imperative in this section. The pedal must 
be used with discretion. It is almost im¬ 
possible to give adequate pedal markings 
to a piece of this character. The performer 
must be governed by good taste and judg¬ 
ment. The opening theme is repeated be¬ 
ginning measure 25, this time against sus¬ 
tained chords in the left hand. The second 
section is in A major, the parallel major 
key and the mood brightens considerably. 
The tempo too, increases somewhat—poco 
piu mosso. The phrasing, however, is still 
a very important item and should be ap¬ 
plied strictly as marked. This section is 
followed by a reentrance of the first theme, 
played this time an octave higher against 
a more active left hand. The piece ends 
very quietly on the chord of A major 
which gives an air of surprise to the entire 
section which, up to this point has been 
in the minor mode. 
CANDLE GLOW 
By Walter Rolfe 
Another lyric piece in which the melody 
flows from one hand to the other. It begins 
in the tenor voice, left hand and should be 
moderately slow and very peaceful in char¬ 
acter. The division of the melody tones be¬ 
tween the hands must take place smoothly 
and evenly and must never at any time be 
apparent to the ear. Needless to say, a 
singing tone is absolutely essential in this 
type of piece. The tempo brightens percep¬ 
tibly in the second section, beginning meas¬ 
ure 17, and the theme now appears in oc¬ 
taves in the right hand. This same theme is 
repeated eight measures later against a 
repeated chord accompaniment in the right 
hand, this time even more excited in temjio 
—molto agitato. Afterwards, the first theme 
again is heard, D.C., and the piece ends 
at Fine, measure 16. 
MINUET 
By W. A. Mozart 
Play this beautiful Minuet with all the 
delicacy and elegance of style possible. It 
is typical of Mozart throughout and must 
be given the graceful treatment so essen¬ 
tial to the proper interpretation of this 
master. The tempo is moderate, about 100 
quarter notes to the minute. Be certain to 
observe the two-note slurs in the first 
theme. Let the thirty-seconds in measures 
8, 9 and 10 sparkle with brilliance, but 
keep the tone subdued. The second section 
is composed of more extended phrases, two 
measures in length for the most part. A 
smooth, even legato is imperative in both 
hands. The Trio section calls for nice 
finger work, in both staccato and legato. 
Here again delicacy is the keynote and the 
passages in sixteenths must be practiced 
until they can be played with utmost clarity 
and effortless ease. Try to play this as you 
imagine it might sound on the Harpsi¬ 
chord of Mozart’s day. 
By G. F. Handel 
This Funeral March by Handel is printei 
by The Etude In Memoriam to His Lat 
Majesty King George V. Since Hande 
always loved the English, spent a consider 
able portion of his life in London, and in fact 
lies buried in Westminster Abbey, it is quit 
fitting that this Dead March from “Saul" b 
used as a tribute to England’s beloved King 
The tempo, of course, is quite slow 
However, be sure a feeling of motion i: 
preserved. It should suggest a slow, bu 
m°ven?ent in evenly measure, 
tread. Observe the portamento (long, bu 
detachedj treatment given the o^enin, 
notes. Similar treatment is given each tim, 
&.s measure ,s repeated. The March open' 
Titter *° fortissimo in measun 
To attemnt t e be p,aved simply io attempt to read too much into it. 
measures ,s to lose the effect entirely 
“Nothing is impossible to the man who can will 
and then do; this is the only law Qf success 
—Mirabeau 
GOOD MORNING! GOOD 
MORNING! 
By A. Bennett 
Here is a piece for the First Graders in 
which the title Good Morning! Good 
Morning! How Are You Today? can be 
distinctly heard in the rhythm of the right 
hand melody. Care should be taken to 
phrase the melody exactly as marked. It 
should be taken at fairly lively tempo and 
sound as brightly as possible. The first 
theme is in G major; the second theme is 
in C major, the subdominant key. Make 
as much tonal contrast as possible between 
the measures in the second section marked 
mezzo forte and those marked piano. At 
the end of the third line, the piece repeats. 
D.C., and ends at Fine. 
FAIRY KISSES 
By Mildred Adair 
Another first grade piece which stresses 
contrast between staccato and legato. Note 
that while one hand plays staccato the 
other usually has sustained notes. For this 
reason this little piece will develop control 
and independence. Tonally, it is on the light 
side throughout, never getting above 
forte. The text indicates Allegretto, which 
means light and lively. 
POP CORN 
By E. Weddeu-Roberts 
A very cute little first grade piece 
written on broken chords played staccato 
and legato. Play the ascending broken 
chords, marked staccato, with wrist attack. 
The descending arpeggios carry a slur sign 
and should he rolled rather than fingered 
and tossed off sharply at the end of each 
slur sign. The accents and sharp releases 
might suggest the popping of the corn. 
CHANGEABLE WEATHER 
By Mathilde Bilbro 
Miss Bilbro is well known to the pian 
teaching profession, having contributed 
many fine things to the literature of edu¬ 
cational piano music. Both tempo and tone 
are constantly changing in this number, in 
keeping with the title. A flexible, bouncing 
wrist is necessary when playing the re¬ 
peated chords and sharp forearm staccato 
is suggested when playing the staccato 
chords in quarter notes. Follow the marks 
of expression exactly in order to make this 
little piece as descriptive as possible. 
LONESOME TOMMY 
By M. L. Preston 
This little piece stays for the most part 
in the five-finger position. The left hand 
remains in one position while the right hand 
plays in several five-finger positions. There 
is but one passing under of the thumb in 
measure 14. While being much more tune¬ 
ful, this piece will give the same fing« 
development as a Hanon study. 
THE CLOWN’S BAND 
By E. B. Shaw 
Here is a March which depicts the 
humorous antics of the Clown. It is in t 
major and gives the pupil practice in pkr 
ing other than the usual one flat or <** 
sharp keys commonly found in the earlier 
grades. 
Set a good march rhythm and pw*’’” 
the tempo throughout. Let the sixteenth 
notes in the opening measures be play* 
almost like grace notes. 
The more humor that is injected in® 
this little piece the more effective it will be 
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Routine Practice 
e and greater accuracy? 
mu- ,vuu please discuss the idea 
now being presented by some educa¬ 
tional authorities that a child should 
not be sent to the piano as a part of 
his daily routine, but should be al¬ 
lowed to go only when he feels so 
inclined. I think it would be difficult 
for even a very gifted child to pro¬ 
gress under such a schedule and 
impossible for a child of average 
ability. It seems to be a popular 
theory, however, and I would like to 
have your opinion. This is often dis- 
The greatest and hardest of all musical 
studies are, of course, the Chopin “Etudes,” 
Opus 10 and 25, which should be every 
pianist’s New Testament. Although even 
the less difficult of these take years for 
their mastery, they must be studied as soon 
as the student has sufficient facility to 
benefit from them. They cover all the 
points you mention and dozens of others 
besides. The best introduction to the 
Chopin “Etudes” is a good course of 
sprouts in the Chopin “Preludes.” 
For your Old Testament I prescribe 
good old Czerny, who still remains the 
“tops” for pure etude material. The best 
selection of these studies is the Czerny- 
Liebling, “Volume III.” Choose carefully 
from these for your students’ needs; I 
usually recommend, for instance, Numbers 
4, 6, 10, 11, 12, 18, 20, 24, 25 and 29. 
Memorize them at once and practice them 
for the rest of your life! You will never 
get full benefit from an etude until you 
can play it without notes, giving your en¬ 
tire energies and attention to solving its 
technical problems—studying it carefully 
over a period of many years. 
- This question is often asked of me; and 
I confess that five years ago I would have 
agreed with the “progressive” educators, 
not only on this point but on many others. 
In these last years, however, I have 
watched their pet theories fail so often that 
now I am vehemently opposed to all this 
nonsense about the child’s “inclination,” 
“desire” or “inspiration.” Up to the age 
of six or seven, perhaps, no regular prac¬ 
tice routine should be demanded; but after 
that it should be made compulsory, if the 
youngster shows talent. Of course, most 
children (and often very gifted ones) re¬ 
sent this; whereupon teachers and parents 
promptly become panicky of smothering 
the dear child’s talent, driving him away 
from the instrument, making him hate 
Many of us contend that present day 
educational systems often force an un¬ 
natural development upon our young peo¬ 
ple. And when to this hothouse growth, 
with its complete usurpation of the time 
and activities of the child, is added the 
evil of the canned, ready to swallow cap¬ 
sule form of modern entertainment, it is 
inevitable that the spark of artistic expres¬ 
sion should often be put out. But if your 
child is really a talented, musical person, 
if he possesses the true artistic urge, even 
these processes will not be able to kill his 
zest. Nor will good teaching, regular prac¬ 
tice or routine kill it. He will of course be 
irked, will rebel, may even temporarily 
hate the work. But he will very soon 
realize that he is being given the means to 
express himself in a medium which suits 
No question will be answered in The Etude unless accompanied by the full name 
and address of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published. 
All questions directed to this Department must be of a nature to interest its readers 
in general. Mr. Maier can not answer personal questions by mail. The Etude’s 
staff of experienced musical experts will endeavor, however, to give advice and in¬ 
formation when possible. We can not answer lists of questions for examinations 
and contests. 
him, makes him happy, and gives him a 
new power. The confidence and freedom 
which come from regular, intelligent 
study will soon rout any of the early prej¬ 
udices. (We all know how everlastingly 
grateful these children are in later years 
for the stubbornness and insistence of 
parents and teachers who made them 
But what of the child who is not im¬ 
pressively gifted but who is musical and 
intelligent enough to learn to play? Later 
in life, as an adult he, too, will probably 
want to express himself artistically. With 
this in mind he should very early be taught 
the use of his tools. And, even if he does 
not accomplish wonders at his instrument, 
the acquiring of a technical knowledge in 
music will greatly help him to appreciate 
all the arts. On the other hand, purely as 
mental discipline the study of music should 
stand at the top of the list for every young 
person. What other subject demands such 
sharp concentration combined with such in¬ 
stantaneous, accurate coordination of the 
mind and motor processes ? 
Everything is made too easy for children 
nowadays. They need to learn that any¬ 
thing done well exacts hard work and 
intense concentration. The study of an in¬ 
strument is one of the few ways left for 
our young people to learn early in life the 
necessity for this discipline. Instrumental 
study should be compulsory for everyone 
with an ounce of talent. It helps the chil¬ 
dren to a full, happy life, offers them a 
beautiful release for the outpouring of their 
emotions, in short gives them the under¬ 
standing and solace of the purest art in the 
world. What more is there to say? 
A Self-Taught Teacher 
So excellent do I think your de- 
partment in The Etude ’ ” ’ 
have ncTrL. 
vou so. However, I w 
• advice. Often, I think 1 
I feel that 
right, t 
IK after i 
I KH t; 
fourteen lessons t 
haphazard and ineffectual. 
I was self-taught on the piano, not 
having studied until I was twenty- 
four, at which time I was placing 
such things as the Bach-Tausig “Toc¬ 
cata and Fugue in I) minor" (hut 
how) and Debussy's llcflcts dans 
I’Eau. I then studied for a year with 
a very good teacher, who regarded me 
as a sort of anomaly. I could play the 
“Rhapsody in Blue” but not a C 
scale. In order to take lessons, I drove 
sixty miles each way, on my one 
afternoon free from work. 






’ cided t 
JUgh 
teach piano whe... 
with my poor formal preparation, 
feeling that, from the tremendous 
amount of music I had heard during 
six years in New York, and the honest 
love I have of music, I could probably 
impart as much to my pupils as the 
various teachers around here. From a 
business viewpoint I h 1 
and' I feel t 
xt.v lessons weekly— 
t progress has been 
You do not need my advice! For you 
have thought out your problems so well 
that more words from me are unnecessary. 
So inspiring is your letter that I am print¬ 
ing it practically verbatim. 
If your biggest successes are with chil¬ 
dren under eight and with high school boys 
—the two most difficult ages I knew—you 
need fear nothing, for you are undoubtedly 
an excellent teacher. But you sound tired. 
You teach too much. You ought to “raise 
your price.” In addition to the regular 
private lesson period, insist that all students 
take one class lesson weekly. In this period 
you can put four to six of them through 
technical work, transposition, sight reading, 
and all the rest of the neglected branches 
you mention. In such classes you should 
often play for your students as well as 
have them play to each other for criticism. 
Go the limit in trying out new ideas 
even though some of these prove to be 
“duds.” The moment a teacher stops ex¬ 
perimenting, he is dead. But alas, he can¬ 
not be buried musically, for neither he nor 
his students find out about his demise for 
a long while; and by that time he has done 
irreparable harm. 
Stay away from excessive routine in your 
teaching; do not hesitate to discard this 
week what you “swore by” last month; 
study constantly, practice regularly—even 
though it is only a little each day—and 
play all you can, formally and informally 
for your friends and students. 
From your letter I do not think there 
is much danger of your rusting out! When, 
after a hard day, you feel that way again, 
sit right down and burst out into another 
sizzling letter. It is good for us all! 
You and my other long-suffering readers 
will now probably sigh (or smile) and ob¬ 
serve, “You see, he couldn’t resist preach¬ 
ing a sermon, after all!” 
Ascending Glissando Octaves 
I noticed in your department of 
The Etude this month, that for you. 
there “ain't no soch animal” as 
ascending glissando octaves. 
Some time ago I captured one of 
the “critters” and now have him well 
domesticated. I lind ii <iuit< • • to 
play glissandos in both hands, either 
up or down. I do them this way: 
Hold the wrist high ami straighten 
the little finger out stiffly, then be 
sure that only the nail touches the 
keys and away you go to the top of 
the keyboard, if you wish. Sometimes, 
In stopping,^tlie finger will have to be 
squarely on an octave, but there is no 
other difficulty, I find. 
I have no thought of criticism for 
your department in mind, but only a 
desire to pass on what seems to be a 
good idea which I am hopeful will be 
of interest.—V. K., Oklahoma. 
Your explanation of ascending right 
hand octave glissandos is so clear and con¬ 
vincing that I hasten to print it. I think 
you will find in experimentation with 
others that comparatively few persons can 
ever play a satisfactory octave glissando, 
up or down, and that the descending (right 
hand) kind is the easier to do. (You are 
not so liable to scrape the soft flesh of both 
fingers raw!) The ascending glissando is 
possible only with persons whose thumbs 
and fifth fingers are very long and whose 
hand span is exceptionally wide. . . . Many 
of us with small hands will have to be 
content with glissandos in mere sixths. 
After Cramer, What? 
the Cramer “Studies," wl 
you suggest for the next 
2.—Also, what should bi 
octave study for a pupil 
completed Kullak' k ‘ 
book of “Chords 
Philipp ? 
C. B., Vermont. 
1—Put him to work on Czerny-Liebling 
Volume III; do not use all of these but 
choose carefully for his needs. 
2.—That’s all there are; there just aren’t 
any more difficult octave studies! Now 
I would have him learn several pieces which 
illustrate the problems that he has evident¬ 
ly solved in Czerny and Philipp: here are 
the names of some of them (you probably 
know them all)—Chopin, Prelude in G 
minor, Etudes in G-flat Major and B 
Minor (opus 25), Polonaise in A-flat 
Major; Liszt, “Sixth Rhapsody”; Rubin¬ 
stein, “Staccato’’ Etude; Schubert-Liszt, 
The Erlking; Leschetizky, Intermezzo in 
Octaves. 
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Improving the Musical Memory 
By the Widely Known Dutch-American Piano Virtuoso 
and Teacher 
Jan Chiapusso 
WE HAVE LATELY HEARD a 
young piano student perform in a 
pupil’s recital. He sincerely be¬ 
lieved that he had prepared himself thor¬ 
oughly for the occasion; but, for some in¬ 
explicable reason, he had become nervous 
and flustered. Suddenly, in the middle of 
the “Sonata Appassionata,” in that place 
where the second subject sings out for the 
first time, his memory failed; he could not 
go on. His first instinct was to leap over 
to the next passage, the nearest one that 
flashed through the frightening mist of ob¬ 
structions. The performance, meant to have 
been one of relaxed unfolding of musical 
emotions, became a pitched battle with 
demons. He fought for his poise. Then 
came some pianistic passages and he re¬ 
gained his equilibrium, because the fingers 
could rattle out these passages from sheer 
physical habit. For a while his vanity 
helped to restore his confidence, until the 
slow movement of the sonata began. Here 
he found himself again thinking ahead, 
contemplating what might happen. 
At last the agony was over. Parents, rel¬ 
atives and friends came backstage to com¬ 
pliment him and salve his wounded pride. 
They relieved somewhat his horrible ten¬ 
sion, but the poor boy spent a sleepless 
night. He had practiced these pieces for 
three solid years and all he had done was 
to practice, practice five and six hours 
daily. This debacle was the ultimate re- • 
suit of all his diligence. Was he not meant 
to be a pianist? Should he become a busi¬ 
ness man or a school teacher? Yet he 
could not but come back to the conviction 
that he had a pronounced talent for the 
piano. 
We Start Anew THE NEXT DAY, he had a long talk 
with his teacher. He had not studied 
a long while with this professor, whose 
manner of teaching seemed to be quite dif¬ 
ferent than that to which Harold had been 
accustomed. Harold was rather afraid of 
him, although his attitude was not of the 
forbidding kind; but his criticism was al¬ 
ways so direct and he seemed to be able 
to hear whether a note was played with 
the third or fourth finger. He would ask 
his pupil to begin over again at any sec¬ 
tion in this or that key, a task which was 
always embarrassing to Harold, because 
if he could sometimes play straight 
through an entire composition without 
stumbling, he never could start from a 
given place. 
“Well, Harold,” said the Professor, “let 
this recital performance be a lesson to 
you.” 
“I am ashamed of this poor show,” Har¬ 
old offered; “but I was extremely nervous, 
and I cannot understand why my nerves 
should have thrown me so completely off 
the track. I have practiced three years on 
this piece.” 
“Yes, it is discouraging to find that, 
after practicing three years on a composi¬ 
tion, one still does not know it.” 
“But I do know it,” objected Harold. 
The Professor drew up his eyebrows 
with an expression of doubt. “Then play 
me, for instance, with one finger, the pas¬ 
sage in which the second theme appears in 
the tonic.” 
Harold could not find the place by mem¬ 
ory, consequently, Mr. Hart sang the mel- 
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ody for him, as a bit of encouragement. 
“On which note does it begin?” inquired 
Harold. 
“That is for you to know. You know the 
key of the sonata, you know that in the 
recapitulation the second theme appears in 
the tonic, consequently, it is in-?” 
“In F.” 
“Then play it.” 
But Harold still could not find the be¬ 
ginning note. So Mr. Hart asked, “Then if 
you cannot find the first note of this theme, 
can you play for me the American tune, 
Suwannee Riverf It begins on the same 
interval as this Beethoven theme.” 
We Discover a Melody 
AROLD NEVER HAD THOUGHT 
of a melody in that technical man¬ 
ner. He had just repeated his pieces so 
often that they automatically soaked into 
his brain and fingers. “You see, Harold,” 
Mr. Hart now explained, “you studious, 
ambitious, hard working students miss the 
most essential point in music. You do not 
know your own melody. How can you ex¬ 
pect to play it with expression, if you do 
not even have it in your ear? You cannot 
even pick out Suwannee River and harmon¬ 
ize it your own way, and still you expect 
to play such great works as those of 
Beethoven.” He paused, then he asked, 
“Can you sing me that theme?” 
“I have no voice,” replied Harold with 
a wry smile. . . , 
“Neither have I, only just a pianist s 
voice; but I can sing just the same. And 
he sang the theme of Beethoven, with a 
natural, untrained voice, cracked, but 
nevertheless carrying the tune. He sang 
like a musician, in fact. 
“Now listen, Harold,” he proceeded, if 
you want to become an artist who can ex¬ 
press himself freely in his music, who does 
not need to worry about forgetting the 
text, you must educate your ear and your 
natural feelings. Pianists, generally, have 
poor ears. Compared to violinists, they 
stand far behind in this phase of music. 
A violinist has to produce his own pitch, 
which means that he has to hear it before 
he can produce a tone. On the other hand, 
the piano student sees a black dot on the 
staff. That note, to him, corresponds with 
a key on his instrument. He then proceeds 
by striking it; he hears it after he has 
struck the key. He should hear it before 
striking. Now when you practice a fast 
passage with full harmony, you hardly 
hear anything, neither before nor after 
striking. You get it in your fingers, but 
not in your ear. That is why you need 
three years to learn this piece only to 
break down, after all, in playing it.” 
Harold began to see that Mr. Hart might 
be right. “How am I to do it?” he asked. 
“Learn your melody first of all,” was a. 
reply. “Play your melody from A to 2 
do not leave out anything. Play u,l(j 
one finger, if necessary. I do not 
that you should play the entire right 
hand part; no, just the melody. While you 
play it, realize the intervals you form be. 
tween the tones, the patterns they form 
the harmonies they pass through, the se¬ 
quences you encounter, the similarities the 
differences, the keys you pass through! Do 
not let any observation escape you. Then, 
when you think you really know your mel- 
ody. check it by playing it in another key 
Before starting out to transpose, fix the 
key relation* well in your mind.” 
Making Haste Slowly THIS SEEMED impossible to Harold 
and. above all, a terrible waste of 
time. When he practices, he works with all 
ten fingers. Mr. Hart seemed to read his 
thoughts; he was an experienced teacher, 
»o he said, "Ye*, Harold, learning a mel¬ 
ody with one finger appears like a humili¬ 
ating and boring task, like a waste of time; 
but it is not. When you get used to taking 
tip melodics, you will derive immeasurable 
benefit from it. You cannot see that now, 
but you will later, if you just have faith 
in what I tell you. Now. dear boy, go 
home and learn for me Traumtrei of 
Schumann. Play that for me by heart at 
the next lesson.” 
“The next lesson!“ exclaimed Harold in 
amazement, “that will take much longer 
than three days." 
“Well, if you arc a musician, it should 
not. If you want to be like a parrot, yes, 
then it will take you forever. You tell a 
parrot a swear-word often enough, and it 
will finally repeat it. but h is ignorant of 
what it babbles. So go home. learn that 
melody and play T raumern for your next 
lesson." 
Harold went home quite discouraged 
and dejected, wondering whether this new 
Professor was not one of those cracked 
Europeans who just wants to overawe his 
students by appearing to be in possession 
of a preposterous secret. 
He took up the piece assigned and 
found it rather too easy for an advanced 
student such as he considered himself to be. 
He played it through, hammered it 
through, and tried to get it “into his 
fingers.” But. the fingers did not respond 
so easily to the slow pieces, so he played 
it faster, then. Ik tried to play it by heart 
since he had to know it for his next les¬ 
son. Some parts would go but he foaled 
himself by glancing at the music at times. 
_ At the next lesson, he proceeded to pfaj 
his assignment ( Traumcrei) but Mr. Hart 
stopped hi,,, at tj,c third measure, askm? 
him to play the melody alone. Harold B 
uncomfortable but he tried. He could w* 
continue; so he tried to play notes of tk 
middle voice. 
“Go ahead.” said Mr. Hart “the mri- 
ody.” But Harold played notes of the mid¬ 
dle voice. “That is not the mdodj. 
continued the Professor. “You see. 
d° not realize what really is the melody. 
Here it is:" 
(Continued on Page .W1 
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FASCINATING PIECES FOR THE MUSICAL HOME 
YALSB ^BAGATELLE 
A new piece by Mr. King is always enthusiastically received because of the many original touches of melody and harmony which appear so spontane¬ 
ously in his compositions. 
Allegro moderato M.M,J = 126 STANFORD KING 
THE BUMBLE BEE 
This is a spJendid study piece to acquire dexterity and speed. Practice the right hand alone untiJ the fingers fair y CHAS. LINDSAV 
Grade 3. Allegro moderato M.M. J- = 84 
British Copyright secure 
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from DIVERTIMENTO IN D 
All the various dynamic touches from pianissimo to fortissimo must be thoroughly mastered before the student is rea,dy to bring out the charm and 
grace found in Mozart’s compositions. Play the staccato passages with n crisp and even finger stroke. 
This famous March, so closely associated with Handel’s life in England, is reprinted on the suggestion of many readers In Memoriam to His Late 
Majesty King George V. As our April issue was on the press at the time of the beloved King’s unhappy demise,we are sorry that'the q fT HANDEL 
Copyright 1906 by Theo.Presser Co. 
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OUTSTANDING VOCAL AND INSTRUMENTAL NOVELTIES 
BESIDE THeTsTILL WATERS 
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PROGRESSIVE MUSIC FOR BRASS CHOIR 
CONSOLATION 
F. MENDELSSOHN 
Adagio non troppo m.m. J - 56 
CONSOLATION 1st b!> trumpet 
Adagio non troppo 
F. MENDELSSOHN 
1st TROMBONE 




DELIGHTFUL PIECES FOR JUNIOR ETUDE READERS 
GOOD MORNING! *GOOD MORNING! 
HOW ARE YOU TO-DAY? ALEXANDER BENNETT 
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One never can tell what the weather may spell 
When ’tis April. 
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Music is a universal language 
and like the language of speech 
has its own grammar. The gram¬ 
mar of Music is Harmony—and 
if you have not studied the subject 
you should not delay any longer. 
Learn to analyze compositions — to 
identify the chords used and thereby 
get an intimate knowledge of the inten¬ 
tion of the composer. You get at a real 
understanding of the basis of phrasing 
and accent, which is interpretation, 
through a knowledge of the chords 
used. A knowledge of Harmony helps 
to satisfy the natural curiosity of every 
player, which is “How did the composer 
write it?” 
By the study of Harmony you learn 
to correct errors in notation, which oc¬ 
cur even in the best editions of music; 
also to know when apparent discords 
are correct. 
Harmony will help you to memorize 
more easily and more permanently 
because you understand the reason for 
the progression of chords used, and 
are able, therefore, more readily to 
carry the composition in mind. 
Let us give you free, a practical 
demonstration of the thoroughness of 
the University Extension Conservatory 
methods and how easily you can master 
any of our courses. Sample lessons 
will be sent without obligation to you. 
Only by making an examination of 
the actual lessons can you form an in¬ 
telligent opinion of the real merit of 
this remarkable method of music instruc¬ 
tion. Let us send you these lessons. 
They will show you how quickly you 
can equip yourself for greater things in 
a musical way and make more money 
from music than ever before. 
Get Catalog and Sample Lessons of 
our Harmony course or any of our 
other courses which interest you the 
most. As this will place you under no 
obligation whatever, you have every¬ 
thing to gain and nothing to lose. 
State age and course in which inter¬ 
ested. Try the Lessons, then decide. 
University Extension Conservatory 
1525 E. 53rd St. 
Dept. A-54 Chicago, Illinois 
UNIVERSITY EXTENSION CONSERVATORY 
1525 E. 53rd St. Chicago 
Please send me catalog, sample les¬ 
sons, and full information regarding 
course I have marked with an X below. 
□ Piano, Nor. □ Adv. 
mal Course positiox 
for teachers □Trump, 
1 i c Music □ Mandolin 
o o 1 □ Choral Con- □ Saxophom 
ducting □ Piano A 
City State. 
Why Every Child Should Have A 
Musical Training 
By Mrs. Harold Barnett 
(One of the letters which just missed winning a 
prise in our recent contest under the above heading) 
Two classes of children should study 
music: those who seem to show inherent 
ability, and those who do not. There was 
once a girl who from babyhood was as 
naturally drawn to the piano as most 
babies are to dolls. Evidently it would 
have been a crime to neglect training such 
a child, for without proper development 
she could never have been the finished art¬ 
ist that she now is. 
Parents often say, “My child shows ab¬ 
solutely no interest in music.” To such 
parents one might reply that the child 
probably shows little interest in washing 
its face, but that some day it will thank 
them for training it to do so. Also, chil¬ 
dren show little interest or ability in their 
school studies until after having been 
started in them. Many children would 
drop out if allowed to do so. But, if per¬ 
suaded to continue, they get an education 
that is priceless to them. It is the same 
with a musical training. 
Every child should study music, because 
it will develop him socially, spiritually, and 
practically. It will develop his personality 
and his soul; and there is a future in music 
financially. 
Musical training develops personality 
and gives a mode of expressing it. One 
who plays is always popular, and will be 
welcome everywhere. People who play are 
in demand—to play in church, in orches¬ 
tras and bands, to accompany soloists, and 
to entertain everywhere. Every appear¬ 
ance in public gives added poise and as¬ 
surance to the player. A musical training 
will make a child popular and assure him 
of friends wherever he goes. 
Through music, there is also a spiritual 
development. Through music one may ex¬ 
press one’s soul, one’s every mood of joy, 
sorrow, or exaltation. Music gives an ap¬ 
preciation of the finer things of life. It 
gives a cultural training not to be ob¬ 
tained elsewhere, when live, businesslike 
methods are practiced. 
Last but not least, there is a financial 
future in music. Yearly the field of public 
school music increases. Yearly the demand 
for band and orchestra instructors grows 
greater. There is a great appreciation for 
those who are artists on their instruments. 
Music teachers everywhere are becoming 
more prosperous. 
Therefore, parents, give your children 
musical training if they show talent. But 
give them the training although they may 
show little interest in music now; for it 
will develop their personality; it will give 
them personal appeal; it will develop their 
good taste and give them a wonderful cul¬ 
tural training; and it may perhaps give 
them the entrance to a career. 
Watch the Musical Guide-Posts 
By Joseph Russell 
Quite often the pupil given a new piece 
encounters two or more new musical signs. 
It is a great mistake to suppose that the 
pupil must master all of them at once. 
To facilitate this, select one musical sign 
in a composition and tell an interesting 
story about it. Best of all, take the em¬ 
blems in their logical order and show the 
origin of each. 
Perhaps it will be the Treble Qef, 
The G Qef is another name given to the 
Treble Clef. Let us make one. Starting 
with a fine stroke on the second line of 
the staff, from which comes its name, the 
G Clef sign goes around like the big hand 
of a clock and, making a slightly incom¬ 
plete circle, it dashes to the top of the 
staff, makes a loop above the fifth line and 
then swings downward with a slight curve, 
cuts straight through the circle and comes 
to rest with a J-like tail directly under the 
staff. 
Young pupils, especially, will get a lot 
of fun out of learning to follow all these 
“curly-cues”; and, once learned in this 
way, the general outlines of this clef never 
will be forgotten. 
The LESTER 
e/lN entirely new conception 
of the piano, combining 
'grand' performance with 
compact size. Only 3 feet 
2 inches high, it features a 
full 88-note scale and is a 
revelation to hear and play. 
Catalogue upon request 
LESTER PIANO CO. 





will make you Independent. 
Improved correspondence 
course by America’s fore¬ 
most children’s school. Get 
out of the "rut” and make 
your mornings pay. Exclu¬ 
sive use granted In cities 
of less than 100,000. Only $30. Terms. Particulars free. 
ACT NOW. 
BRUCE SCHOOL, Inc. 
6308 Trooit Ate., Kansas City, Mo- 
Hands Separately 
By Laura M. Christiani 
The dreaded but necessary reading of 
new music “hands separately” during the 
piano lesson may be made attractive and 
more valuable to the student by the simple 
expedient of the right hand part being 
played by the teacher while the pupil plays 
the left, and vice versa. 
One of the things to be gained from this 
is, that the child plays at once, rhythmical¬ 
ly and up to tempo. It is beneficial to listen 
to the teacher’s playing of a piece, but it is 
a much more interesting and satisfying 
thing to the student to take part in the 
playing. At the same time he is freed from 
the tiresome plodding of trying to read the 
composition in its entirety; he really hears 
his music and gets a much better idea of 
what it expresses. Music which might 
otherwise appear dull takes on real interest. 
In the same way, difficult passages which 
need special practice may be worked out 
in the lesson and become less of a “bug¬ 
bear,” they will then be studied in the 
home practice, not just skimmed over, with 
nothing definitely fixed in mind. 
Accuracy of detail, correct fingering, 
phrasing and other such essentials may be 
more readily accomplished too, by this 
means, while by his unconscious imitation 
of the teacher’s style in playing the child 
improves his own. 
For home practice, a musical member of 
the family may sometimes be pressed into 
service and the same plan used. It will go 
far toward solving some of the difficulties 
of the practice period. 
In short, the student, hears, enjoys, 
plays; and goes from his lesson prepared 
to practice understandingly, and with a will 




By J. Walker McSpadden 
For the first time the 
fascinating subject of 
Operettas has been 
covered in a single 
book. Would you recall 
LillianRusseU and her 
triumphs — Francis 
Wilson, in “Erminie” 
—De Wolf Hopper, in 
“Wang”—the Gilbert 
and Sullivan opera— 
and over 200 others? 
"Light Opera and Mu¬ 
sical Comedy” is the 
first full story and rec¬ 
ord. A book for every 
playgoer, radio listen¬ 
er and music lover. 
$250 
THOMAS Y. CROWELL COMPANY 
393 Fourth Avenue - New York 
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THE SINGER S ETUDE 
Edited for June by Eminent Specialists 
It is the ambition of The Etude to make this department a “Singer's Etude” 
From Speech to Song 
By Edgar Schofield 
From an address THERE IS an old adage: “If you 
want to keep your friends, never 
discuss politics or religion.” I would 
add one more to this and say, “If you want 
to keep your friends never discuss politics, 
religion, or voice culture.” 
In no wise do I present what I am to 
say as a method of voice culture; I merely 
offer it; as my approach. But, as the 
approach to any subject is of vital im¬ 
portance, I think this one in our art of 
teaching singing has been sadly neglected. 
Correct and beautiful speech, sustained and 
intensified, is song. Cicero the great Roman 
orator seems to have agreed with me in a 
dictum as old as the supremacy of Rome: 
“What is well said must be partly sung.” 
Our speech must be not only intelligent and 
intelligible, but in addition it should be 
also correct and beautiful. 
Primitive Vocal Efforts MAN’S F® ST development of his 
vocal sound instrument came as a 
result of socialization and his desire to 
communicate ideas. Primitive man found 
that sign and gesture language gave too 
little power for expressing abstract ideas; 
so, with the addition of sounds of the 
human voice, a natural language evolved. 
Mah possessed the qualifications for de¬ 
veloping this natural sound language into 
a full articulate speech, and through the 
years came the growth of his vocal sound 
instrument. 
From these primitive remote beginnings 
let us hasten through the ages, down the 
“March of Time,” to the early ISth cen¬ 
tury, where we find the first real schools 
of singing and trained singers, developed 
from the use of the beautiful Italian lan¬ 
guage. With its pure vowel forms and glib 
crisp consonants, the Italian tongue, then 
as now, has been generally accepted as the 
ideal speech for song. However, any lan¬ 
guage, properly treated in speech, would 
answer our purpose. 
Sound the Result, Not the Cause 
^T'HE BEST STANDARDS of speech 
A in singing, as in speaking, should ap¬ 
proach a norm from which our next 
premise is taken: Word and tone synony¬ 
mous to the singer; sound the result,- not 
the cause. 
The sustained vowel in singing gives 
rise to a sensation experienced by the 
singer different from that of the speaker. 
One hears often the fallacious theory that 
correct speech must be changed in song; 
and many singers and teachers claim the 
need of a different vowel treatment. The 
word in singing, despite its different effect 
on the outside ear, should, as causation, be 
identical with that of the correct form 
we find in speech. Sound without speech 
can never truly qualify the singer. In an 
address given before the New York Sing¬ 
ing Teachers Association, by Deems 
Taylor, noted critic and composer, an ex¬ 
ample was given of a well known soprano 
given i 
President o 
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the Music Teachers’ National Association, in Philadelphia 
of nature’s marvelous coordinations mic pulse of ti , often gives weak and 
r day, considered still o 
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singers, who could have but a brief can_ ______ „ __ _ _ _ _ __
because no words were distinguishable built on a perfect balance of the intricate obscure vowels greater time value than is 
after she passed her fifth line F. In other muscle and framework structure used, and allotted to them in perfect speech form, 
words, the high register, so called, was therefore, easily upset. These and various other examples might 
simply a soprano sound. Richer vowel be cited as creating the need of a different 
shades are necessarily to be expected of Problems of the Sung Word medium of expression in song than in 
the singer, due to the reenforcement and TET ME, JUST in passing, outline speech. However, nature in her great 
intensification of the sound waves. This, 1 / briefly a few of the requirements of economy has made arrangements for all 
however, in no way destroys the fact that the singing voice which might easily give these adjustments, and we find the accom- 
the vowel integrity in all cases should be rise to the thought that speech in song plished and really fine singer, cither by the 
preserved. I admit these factors create must be changed. First, the range of pitches Grace of God, fine training, or mere genius, 
difficulties which must be overcome by the used by the singing voice far exceeds that attaining this most marvelous achievement 
singers technical facility. In other words, of the spoken word. Second, the duration of beautiful speech clothed in all the tonal 
‘correct speech sustained” sounds easier of a single sound or sentence of the singer beauty of resultant sound, 
than it really is. First, one must secure the calls for sustained length or a given nuin- Little can be done to rearrange a faulty 
correct and beautiful speech, before it can ber of beats greater than anything asked attack in singing. At its very inception 
be sustained; or else our miracle will not in speech form. Third, volume with its conditions control the vocal attack and 
work. In the act of sustaining and intensi- varying degree of intensity from pianissimo therefore establish its life, so to speak. 1 
fymg, which go together, often this afore- to forte, in the dynamic scale of the singer, ask you, then, to accept my phraseology 
mentioned speech is quite disturbed. The far exceeds in either direction, both as to of the gulf applied to sound when 
body act of supporting, supplying and ener- loudness and softness, that found in speech. I say, correct attack followed through 
gizmg breath, is, despite its naturalness, Fourth, accent in singing, due to the rhyth- should result in sustained perfection and 
involuntary automatic action. Treating 
_ pitch as a sense, and breath propulsion as 
physical, the vowel as incorporated in the 
word should be the stimulating creative 
factor. If one could arrive at this perfect 
attack, namely, the timed coordination of 
pitch, vowel, and breath, and then continue 
the act, results would follow and our goal 
be reached. Here again we draw the ob¬ 
vious conclusion, sound the result and not 
the cause. 
In these days of haste, the opposite of 
our Latin proverb, "Ars longa, vita brevis 
(Art is long, life is fleeting),” we hear too 
often—usually in the young and immature 
—the beautiful sound of a voice that says 
little and tells us nothing. Opposed to this 
we have the disease who says much, knows 
how to tell us, but unfortunately the speech 
is so barren of tonal beauty that we again 
refuse to accept it as singing. W. J. Hen¬ 
derson expresses his idea of this subject 
in these words: “Nine-tenths of the songs 
we hear are songs without words, and 
when we do hear the words they are either 
mangled in the formation or neglected in 
the matter of significance. We get tone, 
tone, and tone. To sing mere sounds is a 
senseless performance. Let it be understood 
that in song the music is not the end but 
the means. Singing is the interpretation of 
text by means of musical tones produced 
by the human voice." 
Singing and Our National Speech 
pVOUBTLESS, phoneticians would all 
-A-' admit that our national speech is 
notoriously bad. There are several under¬ 
lying causes for this. Our development as 
a nation has been mostly economic, scien- 
hfic, commercial, and not so much artistic. 
Lulture usually comes later in the matur- 
ing of a nation. Our polyglot civilization, 
t e fusing of many breeds and nationalities, 
nas had much to do with the contamina- 
*'°n °fr pure EnSl,sh speech, which we 
tbink of as best illustrated at Dublin Uni- 
IreIand- °ur forefathers un¬ 
doubtedly brought this speech with them 
to the New Land, and in Richmond today 
EDGAR SCHOFIELD 
THE ETUDE 
still hears the broad “ah” strikingly 
°”miiar to the best standard “ah” of the 
Boston Back Bay culture. Teachers in our 
hools and many ministers of the pulpit 
are offenders in this matter of good speech; 
doubly so as their positions set them up as 
examples. 
These problems we are on our way 
toward correcting. The music educators, 
serious minded people being better and bet¬ 
ter trained in sound and speech, have 
fflUch of the secret in their own hands. 
The adolescent is imitative to a great 
degree, and he may eventually arrive at a 
standardized correct and beautiful speech, 
not only by education, but also largely by 
imitation and environment. It is folly to 
expect him to arrive at this with only one 
0r two hours per week with his vocal in¬ 
structor, and with the rest of the time 
left to his own devices. While our principle 
is fundamentally simple, it probably is not 
so easy as it sounds. If we accept the fact 
that correct and beautiful speech, sustained 
and intensified, is song, one first must have 
correct and beautiful speech. 
One can not take, for example, such 
speech as is used by the Vicar of London 
when he says, “He thawt hath e-ars to 
he-ar, let him he-ar.” Nothing so distorted 
as that could possibly be anything but dis¬ 
torted when it is sustained. Nor by the 
same token can one take the provincial 
speech of a Mid-western parson who orates 
to his flock, “He that has ear-rs to hear-r, 
let him hear-r.” The Down Easterner’s 
twang, one farmer to another, in “That 
mare o you’rn has ganted up considerable 
more than fifty pounds”; or, as another 
example, the Georgia cracker who says, 
“You all don’t need to be downhearted 
mah son; when Ah come here Ah didn’t 
have nothing neither, but now Ah got nine 
hound dawgs.” There is nothing bad about 
English as a language for song except bad 
English. 
The integrity of our established language 
sounds should be preserved in all their 
purity and beauty, and not be corrupted 
by phonetic vulgarization, colloquialisms, 
provincialisms, or distortions of any sort. 
In this way, artistic singing should govern 
the channels and contribute its share 
toward establishing and preserving the 
purity and beauty of our tongue. Again let 
us say, singing is correct and beautiful 
speech sustained and intensified in a way 
to enhance its emotions. 
Conquering the Audible Singing Breath 
By Homer Henley 
THE AUDIBLE mouth breath, so 
objectionable to both singer and 
listener, is caused by the incoming 
rush of air striking the usually lowered 
soft palate. In moments of fervor, or in 
dramatic vocal passages, the victim of the 
audible breath finds the trouble intensified. 
If shortness of breath ensues from nervous¬ 
ness, a like audibility is brought about. 
The writer of this article once asked his 
singing master, William Shakespeare, how 
to cure the audible breath. Shakespeare 
answered: “By controlling the breath.” 
“But,” I rejoined, “both you and I have 
heard more than one of the world’s great¬ 
est singers breathe loudly enough to be 
heard over a good part of the auditoriums 
in which they sang; and it must be ad¬ 
mitted that these, one and all, enjoyed a 
marvellous control of the singing breath.” 
“That is true,” thoughtfully replied the 
famous singing teacher. 
“Then,” I added, “may I tell you that I 
believe that such audible breathing is 
■caused by the incoming air striking the 
soft palate? And that I also believe that 
this undesirable sound may be eliminated 
by breathing with a lifted soft palate?” 
“Let us try it,” said the Master. We 
did,—not only then, but on many succeed¬ 
ing occasions. Shakespeare experimented 
with it on his other students, and reported 
that it was found uniformly successful. 
The soft palate was trained to respond to 
the will by the usual devices: yawning; 
suppressing a yawn; breathing with an 
open throat. 
Since that time the writer has found a 
sort of short cut to the inaudible breath. It 
is this: The usual audible indrawn breath 
whispers on a sound closely allied to the 
pronunciation of uh, as in the word up. If 
this be mentally exchanged for a highly 
concentrated thought of, and a subconscious 
hearing of a silent but genuine ah, as in 
father, the thing is done at once. The mere 
thinking of a generous ah, on the moment 
just before drawing in the breath, in¬ 
stantaneously raises the soft palate, and the 
air soundlessly enters the lungs, unimpeded 
by more or less noisily striking the cur¬ 
tain of the soft palate. It is a practical 
and permanent remedy, easily employed, 
easily mastered. 
A New Volume Every Singer Will Welcome 
SONGS FOR EVERYONE 
The addition of this volume to the “Whole World” 
Series is an epoch-making event. The judicious blend¬ 
ing of fresh and unhackneyed novelties with the ageless 
classics whose lustre defies the ravages of time and use, 
makes of it an indispensable volume to every owner of a 
piano. With few exceptions all arrangements are within 
the range of the average voice. The large size pages en¬ 
graved in large, readable type, edited according to the 
most modern standards, with many awkward translations 
replaced by new and singable texts—these are just a few 
of the virtues that will make it the prized possession of 
artists, teachers, students and lovers of song. 
COMPLETE CONTENTS: 
All Souls’ Day .R. Strauss My Heart at Thy Sweet Voi 
Bedouin Love Sons  Pinsuti My Peace Thou Art . 
Brizht is the World Etgar Nobody Knows de Trouble l’v< 
Bublitchki .Russian Folk Song None Hut the Lonely Heart. 
Calm as the Night fyhm Oft m the Silent Night 
Carry Me Back to Old Virginny.. Aland Oh,IressThy Cheek Against 
Come Back to Sorrento.deCurtis Mine Own . 
Could My Songs Their Flight 
Be Winging . 
Crimson Sarafan, The 
Cuban Love Song, A... 
Dark Eyes . 
Deep River. 
Elegie  
Evening^ Prayer, from 
■taikowsky 
bmaninoff 




Old Refrain, An.7. 77 77.7 Viennese 
One Sweetly Solemn Thought. 
On Wings of Song ./ 
O Rest in the Lord, from 
Golondrina, La . 
He is Kind, He is Good 
from Herodiade . 
Hymn to the Sun  
I’ll Not Complain . 
I’ll Take You Home Agt 
- 11 t ■!.i. ' ' I. 
Silver Bell is Tinkling, The 
Russ, 
Sing, Smile, Slumber . 
Sloe Berry. The .Russi 
Slumber Song  
Songs My Mott 
Song of India, f 
Summer Night, . 
Swan, A . 




a The Merry Widow. 
Morning Hymn . 
Mountain Stream . 
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L.'qu ids for the Singer 
By W. D. Armstrong 
Were more thought given to “What shall 
I drink?” and “What shall I wear?” and 
less to “How much shall I starve myself?” 
singers would have greater powers of en¬ 
durance and be less subject to throat dis¬ 
orders. Water is man’s natural drink; no 
other liquid can take its place; and, when 
we take into consideration the fact that 
about three fourths of the human body is 
water, we gain some idea of the value of 
the least expensive necessity in the world. 
About fifty per cent of water taken into 
the system is discharged from the body in 
breath vapor and perspiration. Breath 
vapor is poisonous gas, while perspiration 
is charged with an accumulation of poison¬ 
ous secretions. Therefore the more water 
taken into the system, the greater will be 
the poisonous discharge, hence the less, 
poisonous secretion will there be to infect 
the mucous membrane of the vocal organs 
and nasal cavities.—The. Musical Leader. 
The Place of “Power” in Singing 
The acoustic fact that a tone, which is steady, clear, correctly produced, 
and in tune with the other tones that are sounding, will “carry” and be heard, 
no matter how large the auditorium, seems to be unknown to many singers. 
These same singers often wonder why the ivo.rld does not acclaim them 
while others with far less voice are placed in the hall of fame. The reason 
was stated very clearly by a famous prima donna who said, ' When 1 at 
last found that power did not count, / began to get somewhere. T. P. 
Giddings. 
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THE ORGANIST S ETUDE 
It is the ambition of The Etude to make this department an “Organist’s Etude” complete in itself. 
Rebinding Music Books 
THE REBINDING of hymn books 
and choir volumes in our Church 
libraries affords service scope for 
the musical members of our Church groups. 
Good music deserves a good cover. 
Treasured pieces from the back numbers 
of “The Etude” will be more conveniently 
played from a bound volume. Shabby hymn 
and choir practice books will look all the 
better for having their torn covers, ragged 
edges and loose leaves put under repair. 
The principles engendered in the rebinding 
of a hymn book will of course apply to 
particular music book. The instruction 
forth here makes the binding of a set of 
works into a new volume as simple as the 
rebinding of the old. 
Hymn book repair should not be diffi¬ 
cult with the aid of the illustrated instruc¬ 
tions—to replace and renew a loose book 
cover, for instance. 
The strip of linen forming the back cover 
hinge usually cracks first, and either the 
front or the back cover will be torn loose. 
The linen glued to the back of the stitched 
book sections will crack, allowing the sec¬ 
tions to become loose and to shed their 
pages. 
S. H. Cooke 
....a the other tapes. All‘books, and church glue, apply the binding cloth, turn down 
magazines may of course be-bound in this lightly the margins and tap corners. Insert 
£}'a. 3. 
c„+ books or more On hand for rebinding; and, 
in coping with quantities such as this, the 
sewing frame shown in Figure 4 will be 
found very useful. It is clearly defined in 
the drawing^ and is "easily made. Its func¬ 
tion will be made clear as the rebinding of 
a book proceeds. 
Pile up the sections in their proper order.' 
Press them between boards with their 
way. 
When all of the sections, have thus been 
“gathered in,” be sure to leave the tape 
ends about one and one-half inches- long, 
as in Figure 6;. for these, will'be glued to 
the back and front binding covers, ,to serve 
as strengthening hinges' later. 
Place the stitched volume bpck in the 
press, or under clamps again and give the 
back a coat'of hot glue.-Your local printer 
will trim cut the ragged edges of your 
books, at this stage, if desired. 
the book, glue down the tape ends a 
*n 
ELg.6. 
- i ll: -:.-i Before removing the work from the press 
or clamps, and with' the back a little away 
| from the edge, as in Figure 7, hammer the 
j back round with a hammer until a ridge 
j is formed. Glue a piece of muslin around 
I the back, with one inch margins protruding, 
which, together with the tape ends will be 
, glued to the inside of the back and front 
; covers, thus lending hinge support and not 
; throwing all of this strain on the case back ■ cover. . • »-r- 
Two sheets of folded end pages, one for ,,ap ,he S,Ug . ~ ." 
each end, will be required. One half is DOOk cner* sPnnkle on your bronzing 
pasted to the covers and a slight margin f°wder an<1 blow off ‘be surplus. For a 
of the other half will be pasted to the . cen,s: a s,u8 cast may be had, which 
volume itself. The work is now ready for wd* imI>r"it also the name of your church 
the cover case. or dub- 
muslin hinge to the back and front covers, 
place the work in the press or under clamps 
and your book has a craftsmanship-like 
binding. 
Gold embossing of a book is a matter of 
heated type font, held in a clamp, being 
touched with gold leaf and pressed slightly 
warm into the binding cloth surface, which 
has been coated with dry albumen of egg 
just where the type touches, this flux caus¬ 
ing the gold to stick to the letter outline. 
Hymn books, however, are usually dusted 
with bronze powder after the type has been 
pressed into the cover while coated with 
varnish. 
Here is a simple and economical way to 
emboss hymn books. Have your local 
printing shop set a linotype metal slug. 
HYMN BOOK, in 18-point capitals. Coat 
First, open the damaged book and slit 
down the ridge (shown by the dotted line 
in Figure 1) on both covers so that the 
cover will be free, as in Figure 2. Scrape fi^TayTt Take the last number of the book section 
-st lay it on a board to raise the work 
level with the base of the sewing frame, 
with the back edge against the three tapes, 
which are held in position in the frame by 
three folds being made around the bottom 
slit, with their ends pulled through the 
top slit, drawn taut and secured with nails 
as shown clearly in Figure 4. 
To sew book sections into a volume, knot 
a stout linen thread, pass the needle 
through the back of the section and be¬ 
tween the end and nearest the tape. A, in 
off the old glue from the hinge stiffener, 
tapes or string; then glue on another 
muslin back piece and sew in new tapes, as 
outlined later, if required. Recovering of 
the millboard covers with binding cloth 
proceeds as shown in Figure 8. 
The cross section of a book, in Figure 
3, sets forth details of book structure which 
wdl be helpful to those contemplating hymn Figure S, bring it out again and 
assr* ,c“,ibrary “ tzss nt a 
Many churches have five hundred hymn section and 
Most covers will serve again on a book 
Figure 7 (an old letter repair job; but if the board is badlv 
copying-press serves -this purpose well), cracked then cut two pieces of millboard 
or cramp down for a few days. Curtain about an eighth of an inch larger , 
cramps will serve, if nothing better -- •**- =- *<- • - 
available. 
t three 
sides than is the page size of the book." 
Cut your binding cloth material of suffi¬ 
cient margin to turn down a three-quarter 
Origin of "My Faith Looks 
Up To Thee" 
By Edward P. Mason 
As Dr. Lowell Mason- was one morning 
walking down Tremont Street in Boston, 
he overtook Rev. Ray Palmer; and, as they 
walked along, he asked Mr. Palmer if he 
had written anything lately. Mr. Palmer 
put his hand in his pocket to withdraw a 
sheet of paper which he handed to Dr. 
Mason, remarking, as he did so, “Nothing 
but that.” 
inch seam, and cut the corners as shown ^r' Mason read it with much interest: 
Figure 8. The curving of the back of th. a!ul’ banding it back, said to Mr. Palmer. 
lume renilirpc okn.«<.   • . . C ‘ \Y#»11 if vnn nai-nr . . — me uacK of volume requires about one-eighth of ar 
mch clearance more than the actual thick 
ness of tViP _t . ™ imck 
Well, if you never write anything else, 
those words alone will make you famous.” 
of the book; this makes the differenro J-P00 reaching home that afternoon Dr. 
een a bonk wU. _ .. ence Mason set them - 
another hymn book 
back from B to A, sewing 
between a book hich openT eSy or 
stiffly. Remember this when making up the 
cover, or you may have difficulty in even 
getting the sections into the case 
Down the middle of vnnr ki„a: , , 
Which curve, T £3.'"^ 
Brush the millboard covers with hot 
ason set the  to the music since sc 
known as the tune of the beautiful hymn, 
My Faith looks uf> to Thee. 
m a word, human h.™., -- 
stood by people of all nationalities, oil 
classes and grades of culture." 
—Horace White house 
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By Lillian Engster Miller 
EVERY ORGANIST engaged in 
church work, runs across many prob¬ 
lems, one of the first of which seems 
to be the layman’s criticism of hymn play¬ 
ing. The usual protest is “He plays so 
fast we just can’t keep up,” or “He plays 
so slow we almost fall asleep.” Against 
the organist who thinks he has struck a 
happy medium and plays neither fast nor 
slow, both complaints are registered. It 
is impossible to keep all satisfied. 
An organist is usually judged more by 
his playing of the hymns than by his solos, 
however attractive and well rendered these 
may be. The first essential then, in church 
work, is to be a good hymn accompanist. 
Study the Hymn TO PLAY all verses alike not only is 
monotonous and poor musical taste but 
also denotes very little spiritual inspiration 
and certainly a lack of preparation. 
If hymns are played in the same manner 
as they would be formally read, with care¬ 
ful attention given to punctuation, it will 
help in keeping the voices together. This 
need not interfere with the correct time 
and rhythm but will help the congregation 
to take breath, so that they need not feel 
that they must run after the organ, nor 
need they have a breathlessly hard time in 
keeping up. 
At the beginning of each verse it is a 
good plan to give the first soprano note. 
Some organists commence immediately after 
playing the first chord. The congregation 
seldom starts in well together by this 
method. However, congregations differ; 
and an organist may have to experiment 
and to try several methods before he can 
lead the voices in together at the start of 
each verse. 
It is well to tone the organ down at the 
end of each verse, then sound the soprano 
note brightly and by suddenly opening the 
swell or making a change in registration, 
indicate your intention to play; and then 
start with the full chord. The congregation 
will soon “catch on” and form the habit of 
waiting for your “cue.” 
This pausing for a brief moment on the 
soprano note gives the organist also an 
opportunity to use his free hand to make 
quick registration changes which might 
otherwise be awkward if not impossible. 
Regard for the Congregation TEMPO SHOULD BE regulated ac¬ 
cording to the spiritual text of the 
hymn and should always allow ample time 
for breathing at the proper intervals. Con¬ 
gregations are not composed of trained 
singers, so we may well allow enough time 
where they consider it necessary to breathe. 
By enough is not meant so much that it 
alters the rhythm and feeling of the hymn. 
Organists often make the mistake of tying 
over melody notes. This results in the loss 
of exact melody and rhythm, and so con¬ 
fuses the congregation because they have 
lost the place and cannot follow. The re¬ 
sult is weak and poor singing. Judgment 
must be used also in the matter of repeated 
notes. There is no set rule. Sustaining 
the inner notes of a chord and repeating 
the outer ones will usually mark the time 
and rhythm in chords repeated many times 
in succession. There should be the greatest 
possible dignity in hymn playing, if con¬ 
gregational singing is to be improved. 
Time must be given to examining each 
hymn, if a sympathetic response from the 
congregation is to be expected. The senti¬ 
ment and spiritual message of the hymn 
must' be considered. A hymn that is a 
joyous “outburst” of praise and thanksgiv¬ 
ing should never be played in the same 
tempo, volume and spirit as one that is a 
humble, earnest prayer. There must be at 
all times the use of judgment and common 
sense towards the best interests of the 
church and congregation. 
It is not good for the organist to sing 
with the congregation. This prevents his 
hearing what is going on. After all the 
hymns belong to the congregation, and they 
should be satisfied and helped to enjoy them. 
Develop Team Work IT IS EVIDENT that cooperation is 
necessary in successful hymn playing. 
The organist is in no sense a dictator. He 
never dominates, he merely leads. Organ 
music should support congregational sing¬ 
ing, not drown it. This cooperation, neces¬ 
sary to successful and spiritually profitable 
services, must be threefold. A sympathetic 
and appreciative bond must exist between 
minister; organist, soloist and choir; and 
congregation. A wise minister will choose 
at least two well loved and well known 
hymns for each service and never more 
than one that is unfamiliar. Announcing 
hymns in advance also gives conscientious 
members an opportunity to prepare musical¬ 
ly as well as spiritually. Some churches 
have once a month practice hours, so that 
members of the church who are interested 
may practice the singing of the hymns to¬ 
gether. 
The organist should work for complete 
unity of thought, and his effort and main 
objective should be to lift the audience to 
a state of mental receptivity to the spiritual 
message of the sermon. His contribution 
should be one of musical devotion. 
NPITHWESTERN I CONSERVATORY 
COLLEGE 
kansfssns 
That Rhythmic Sense 
By Albert Cotsworth 
“Meter,” says the authority, “is the 
varied weight of sounds. Rhythm con¬ 
cerns itself with various durations of 
sounds.” One can be actually measured. 
The other cannot. The metronome won’t 
tell. Approximated? Yes, but for the 
most part rhythm is as elusive as’ fairy 
footsteps or elfin horns. But we want to 
hear those horns and footsteps or we don’t 
care for the rest. Without them music 
loses its impact, its subtle self. 
Of course such things are subtle. The 
most valuable things always are. The 
thrush's cool contralto is never twice alike. 
The lover breathes new inflections. The 
mother has a dozen croons to lure slumber. 
(Or she did before the modern way of 
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ble. It has to be felt, and then expressed. 
But how can one know if he has it or 
has it not? Is it like that “damned charm,” 
in the Barrie play, which Maggie said was 
“a sort of bloom on a woman: if she has 
it, it doesn’t matter what she hasn’t; if 
she hasn’t it, it does not matter what she 
has”? And if it is bom, not made, what 
is to become of the plain Maggies and their 
brothers ? 
The answer is that, as Maggie proved in 
the play, they have it in their system some¬ 
where if they look for it. In unexpected 
places, too. While the fact is obvious that 
many people play it is also true that they 
could not want to play at all if they did not 
have rhythm in them somewhere. 
—The Diapason. 
Broadwel! Studios. Dept. 111-F, Eendi* Bid;., los Angeles. CdJ. 
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of The Etude to make this department a “Violinist’s Etude” complete in itself. 
Paganini and the Violin Student 
By T. H. James 
heart and profit by. “Those among us who 
were able to understand him (Joachim),” 
writes Auer, “who could follow his inar¬ 
ticulate indications, benefited enormously 
by them, and tried as far as possible to 
imitate him; the others, less fortunate, 
stood with wide-open mouth, uncompre¬ 
hending, and fixed their attention c 
IEOPOLD AUER, in his excellent search may, however, serve a useful pur- inherent physical factors, 
book, “Violin Playing as I Teach pose. Certainly, a mere knowledge of the It is, in the vast majority 
•d It,” makes a comment relevant to “secret” would not suffice to transform of cases, utter folly to at- 
his student days with Joachim, which every even a student of exceptional talent into a tempt to develop such 
serious student of the jiolin should take to second Paganini. The secret was whispered power, flexibility, and con- 
into the ears of the violoncellist, Ciandelli, trol by spending, as Paga- 
by the master himself and, although nini did in his early youth, 
Ciandelli’s playing is said to have shown twelve to fourteen hours 
a marked improvement, there is nothing daily with his instrument, 
which would lead us to believe that he Such a procedure would be 
became a Paganini of the violoncello. Quite ruinous. No normal nerv- 
the contrary! The violinist Savori, during ous system and physique 
- —- his childhood, received the personal tutor- can stand it. Even in 
or another of the great virtuoso’s purely age of the Italian wizard and undoubted- Paganini’s case, these early 
exterior habits of playing—and there they ly learned much of the secret. Savori was excesses so undermined his 
remained. The lesson to be learned is a man of much more than average talent, health that, at the age of 
obvious. Yet how many students attend yet the gap between his playing and that of thirty, he was a dying man. 
concerts of the Kreislers and Heifetzes of the master was wide indeed. It is quite There is one phase of 
today, seize upon some playing idiosyn- safe to say that, regardless of “secrets” and Paganini’s “secret” which, 
crasy, slavishly attempt to imitate it, and method, only a person gifted with the however, can only result in 
think that therein they have found the peculiar mental and physical makeup of benefit to the student who 
essence of artistic genius? Paganini himself could hope to duplicate harkens to it. This phase has been admir- 
ffi^nrt'ndlSaSi!^0uUS+i,Stl 1 .may- Pr°ve th! ,Itahan’s Performance. We are not re- ably pointed out by Arthur Hartmann, fascination which the meteoric career of fernng to his reputed “extra-large hands.” *— ‘ - - - 
that Pied Piper of the violin world, Nicolo The plain facts of the matter are that, in 
Paganini, holds for the embryo violinist, spite of countless statements to the con- 
The numerous books and articles which trary, Paganini’s hands were of quite nor- 
propose to reveal Paganini’s “secret” do mal size. Neither were his fingers of more 
not help matters. The student somehow than normal length. These facts are at- 
h, w»n£s‘tfPwhS ™p,;7^r,b ~r*—~ '«»•“ 
the master. He does not dip below the was opened near the end of the last ren ^ .. . ^ 
surface sufficiently to realize wherein lies toy. Paganini’s perfect mastery of his be turned to accomu ffi other® wavs "for 
pertormance. large measure to a superior mentality, an studies, have little attraction for the aver- 
The Master’s Secret f0°“ ££ SUCh 35 feW age student- To attemP‘ to feed him any jt is not „«««.„ t0 „ “ins’ll 
1 length upon the factors which co- which possessed both remarkable strength uL j qUejtlon- excePt m 
operated to produce the phenomenon, and flexibility. These latter factor! wfre H°W‘ 
undoubtedly intensified by intelligent train- readilv be fashffined Per.pe.tuo ,ca" The collection of music for the violin 
re- ing, but they must have been based nnon ,, • be fashloned into an etude which ensemble is undeniably a cause for concern 
g, tney must have been based upon will give both valuable scale and bowing and some expenditure of time. There is not 
practice (Due to its length, this work a great wealth of original material from 
may be divided into several parts.) It may which to draw, as there would be if the 
S1Ve ?,°nlSlderable Practice violin were combined with other instru- 
littlTw „shlftmg’ and normally weak ments. Three and four part violin and piano 
OUS hnwfn^ y k USed, • frequently. Vari- arrangements are best for the young stu- 
y ^ appl,ed ™th go°d re- dent. The harmony is closer, giving a sense 
bowing( ffio,ddVf ^ prKesCnbed Spiccato of security not found when dispersed and 
many cases furnish an adri3,?3""11 in sbould be intimate. The director should sit iisn.-ssataana: £.«zsr■*-* —“ 
musical value, is the Andante J*°ssesses Conservatory; Hellmesbergcr. of \ ienna: 
from the “Sonata in B minor” and E,chberg of the New England Con- 
This composition will supply valuable nrac" !®rV.0ry' A,U were violinists, thorough 
tice on the G string (the range is an octave "!U"'clans and among the leading teachers 
and a major second) and in the uwer ll r' T°*C f°r their PUP‘ 
registers of the E string. pper ?S Czerny, and many others wrote 
For the very advanced student i th?r piano PuPils- Such music is a 
“Twenty-four Caprices” may be banded down to future generations, 
with great profit. These caprices are nf Xhe Custo'?- also’ has come down through 
undeniable musical value, and althnmrh ttC ye^r\.for La F™ne Merriman of 
they are the violinist’s Opus 1 they ren^ ^°rne ’ New York, a gifted pupil of Eich- 
sent, perhaps, his greatest achievement al W/°,e oriRinaI Pieccs and arranged 
t as others for his classes. Unfortunately his 
THE ETUDE 
a composer. The charm and inspiration to 
- be found in some of these, cause one to 
‘There is one thing that controls the world wonder just what their creator might have 
of art—the brain.” he wrote. “Paganini achieved in the realm of composition had 
did not need endless hours of practice, be- not the lure of immediate fame and fortune 
cause he practiced with concentration. (In led him astray from the path of the true 
his later life, the master practiced very artist. In many respects the “Twenty-four 
little, indeed.) Twenty minutes of con- Caprices” constitute the greatest first opus 
The Value of Violin 
Ensemble Playing 
Part II 
By Ellen Amey 
Paganini. A few remarks based upon e 
tirely reliable authority and personal i 
mpositiens for. violin ensemble were never 
Wished. Some of : the . manuscripts have 
Ten saved and generously given to ap- 
eciative teachers. Added to original 
P positions there are arrangements of 
C asterpieces of all periods by Moffat, San- 
'"er and Ambrosio. Ave Verurn by Mozart, 
«id to be the most perfectly harmonized 
iece ever written, has been arranged for 
four violin parts and piano. A long list 
might follow; however, enough has been 
given to show that even the violin ensemble 
is a worthy quest from a musical stand- 
Multiple Results THE VALUE OF VIOLIN ensemble 
and its influence on the boys and girls 
who make up the classes will evidence them¬ 
selves in various ways. It will be noted in 
their deportment on the platform through 
the poise and ease with which they adjust 
themselves to the occasion, not forgetting 
little courtesies, in their attention and alert¬ 
ness and again in their responsibility to 
their respective parts. Then, too, develop¬ 
ments in most unexpected directions some¬ 
times reveal what it means to the young 
student from a cultural point of view. A 
boy of twelve was taken to a symphony 
concert to hear a well known violinist. 
His greatest expectancy was centered in 
the soloist. As the orchestra began Tschai- 
kowsky’s “Fifth Symphony” he appeared 
unmoved until the Andante was reached 
when he clutched the arm of his adult com¬ 
panion and with face beaming he whispered 
with evident emotion, “Why, that’s our 
piece.” In this act there was the inefface¬ 
able thrill of a sense of possession. The 
boy had played the Andante with a class 
of young violin students. While the arrange¬ 
ment for four violin parts and piano was 
not difficult it had given the flowing melody 
and the outstanding rhythmic figures with 
all their characteristic beauty. When these 
were recognized, the music became co¬ 
herent instead of an orgy of sound, and 
the boy became an interested and intelligent 
listener. It should not be forgotten that the 
violin student of today will be the listener 
and potential performer of tomorrow. 
As in every line of endeavor the violin 
field is filled with struggling youth. Every 
gifted student seems to aim at nothing less 
than solo triumphs without counting, the 
odds which in these days are seldom found 
in a lack of technical skill, but rather a 
lack of the combination of qualities and 
conditions necessary for such a career. It is 
time that some of this number, headed to¬ 
ward disillusionment, should consider other 
channels for the exercise of evident talents. 
Our best orchestras demand players of the 
highest attainments who must have, also, 
an intimate acquaintance with the orches¬ 
tral literature of the past and present. Abil¬ 
ity with experience gained in these ranks 
can lead to greater things. In many cases 
it would seem essential to become estab¬ 
lished in some form of musical work where 
one could study and develop along with 
others and, if possible, make an opportunity 
for himself. The ability of Eugene Orman- 
dy, one of the best of our younger con¬ 
ductors, was recognized as he sat in the 
sixth row of first violins. He was soon 
called to the concert master’s chair; it was 
then only a short step to the podium. Leon 
Barzin, an expert violinist and violist, when 
in his early twenties became first violist of 
the Philharmonic Orchestra; now in the 
early thirties he is conductor of the Na¬ 
tional Orchestral Association of New York, 
a position he has held for four or five 
years, and he is foremost in line for better 
positions. These posts of distinction were 
not won by feats of virtuosity, but by abil¬ 
ity, musicianship and indefatigable energy 
far removed from self-glorification. 
Our musical structure, however, does 
not rest with the few highly trained musi¬ 
cians, but with the great mass of intelligent 
and appreciative amateurs. They hold the 
key to the solution of many of our social 
problems. They are demonstrating daily 
that the culture gained by a knowledge of 
literature and art is fulfilling one of its 
highest functions—a provider of interests 
for leisure moments. They have proved that 
playing and singing together is a beneficial 
pastime for the home and the community. 
The amateur may find in music an outlet 
to supercharged emotions; he may through 
his performances become a more appreci¬ 
ative listener. However, as a participant in 
any combination of string or piano ensem¬ 
ble, he will be carried into a realm of varied 
experiences that will develop a fuller and 
richer musical life. 
Amateur Violin Making 
By Robert Braine 
From time to time The Violinist’s Etude 
has had articles about amateur violin mak¬ 
ing—that is, violin making as a hobby. 
These articles must have been bearing 
fruit, as the interest in this fascinating 
pastime seems to be growing all the time. 
Chicago now has a “Homecraftsman’s Vio¬ 
lin Guild,” for the advancement of all arts 
and sciences concerning the violin. The 
Guild was founded May 2, 1935, and its 
president writes as follows. 
Dear Mr. Braine:— 
I read with interest your article in the 
Pebrmry number of Thf. Etude, on 
women violin makers. I have been interested 
in that subject, and the nearest that I could 
come to it was that Mme. Chanot was the 
only woman who has ever made a violin. 
I am pleased to inform you that we have 
organised here in Chicago an amateur 
violin making club; it is not quite a year 
old yet, and the fact I wish to impress you 
with is. that there are several women in 
our club. One woman made a complete 
violin, never having had any previous ex¬ 
perience with tools or wood-carving, and 
she made a fine violin, has been playing it 
ever since; another woman made a violon¬ 
cello. This woman is about sixty-three, and 
is no bigger than the instrument she made, 
a little "shrimp"; she is of the Scandina¬ 
vian race, and has handled tools all her life. 
She also has made a beautiful piece of 
work. 
Last September we had an exhibit; on 
display toe had about seventy-five violins, 
some good. bad. and indifferent, but there 
were about thirty very fine pieces, all the 
"first attempt.” 
I hope this will be of interest to you; 
and should you care to know more about 
this club, I would be pleased to answer any 
questions you may ask. 
Thanking you in advance I am. 
Respectfully. 
J. M. CHAPESKI, 
President, Homecraftman’s 
Violin Guild. 
"Of all the liberal arts, music has the greatest influence over the emotions 
and is that art to which the lawmaker should give great attention, 
Napoleon Bonaparte. 
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OFFER' 
• Here is an easy, inexpensive way 
to "get acquainted" with THE ETUDE—to intro¬ 
duce it to your pupils and musical friends. For 
only 35c we will enter a trial subscription and 
send the three delightful Summer issues to 
anyone not already on our list. Clip the ad 
if you please or just send us 35c with the 
name and address of each subscriber. 
THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE 
Theodore Presser Co., Publishers 
1712 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa. 
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128-PAGE BOOK containing 124 Optional 1st Violin Parts (complete, and entirely in the 
1st position) to the Walter Jacobs Standard Marches and Galops; and/or 
64-PAGE BOOK containing 141 Conductor-Solo Bb Cornet Parts (full size) from the 
Walter Jacobs Band Books; and/or 
48-PAGE BOOK containing 51 1st Violin Parts, some full concert size, of the Walter 
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mentation includes Eb Alto and Bb Tenor Saxophones. Clarinets and Cornets for Bb 
instruments. 
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EASTMAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
of 
The University of Rochester 
Howard Hanson, Director 
Raymond Wilson, Assistant Director 
This is an endowed institution of 
national scope offering courses in 
all branches of music. The recog¬ 
nized University degrees, B.M., 
M.A. in Music, M.M. and Ph.D 
in Music are granted. 
The orchestra of 110 students, 
band, ensembles and chorus broad¬ 
cast over NBC system, Thursdays, 
3:15 P. M., E.S.T. 
Library facilities, physical equip¬ 
ment and University affiliation af¬ 
ford unusual opportunities for 
graduate study. 
Several yearly concerts enable 
composers to hear own works per¬ 
formed. 
Summer Session June 22-July 25 
Due to limited enrollment early 
registration is advisable both for 
summer and winter sessions. 
The Placement Bureau has avail¬ 
able candidates for professional 
positions and for teaching in col¬ 
leges, public and private schools. 
Fall Session Opens September 22 
For Information and Catalogs Address: 
Arthur H. Larson, Secretary-Registrar 








on the VIRGINIA SEASHORE 
INSPIRING INSTRUCTION 
UNDER THE MASTER MUSICIAN 
GUY MAIER 
CONDUCTING CLASSES IN 
“TECHNIC AND INTERPRETATION” 
AT FAMOUS HOTEL CHAMBERLIN 
CQ Covers All Expenses 
' U Including Room, 
Meals, Tuition, Etc. >47 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC FOR WOMEN 
SPARTANBURG, SOUTH CAROLINA 
An Endowed Professional School, Nationally 
Accredited Full B. Mus. Degree and Diploma 
Courses College Environment. Teachers of 
National Reputation Artists’ Concerts. 
Summer Session. Moderate Tuition Fees For Catalogues 
Address; N. Irving Hyatt, Dean 
ATLANTA 
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC 
HUGH HODGSON GEORG LINDNER Director Dean 
in PIANO. VOICE, VIOLIN, ORGAN 
PU,BUC SCHOOL MUSIC, NORMAL TRAIN- 
INC, DRAMATIC ART AND DANCING 
Catalog 
Peachtree and Broad Stre ita, Ga. 
838 GREENSBORO COLLEGE 1936 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
“Conservatory Advantages with Small College Atmosphere” 
rite Luther L. Gobbel, President, Greensboro?N?i 
Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Adams 
Montreal, North Carolina, 1936 
Two SUMMER CLASSES 
for TEACHERS OF PIANO 
Atlanta, Ga. June 8-13 
Montreat, N. C. July 23-29 
Peabody Conservatory 
OTTO ORTMANN, Director 
BALTIMORE, MD. 
Recognized as the leading endowed musical conservatory of the country 
Summer Session 
Staff of eminent European and American Masters including: 
FRANK1GITTELSONOMEW lOW° R0BERTLER H0wTrADERTTHATCHER rKANK GITTELSON MABEL THOMAS 
Tuition $20 to $35, according to study 
Circulars Mailed 
a. and Organ. _ 
FREDERICK R. HUBER, Manager 
Arrangements for classes now being made 
VIOLIN QUESTIONS 
Answered 
By Robert Braine 
THE ETUDE 
QUESTION AND ANSWER DEPARTMENT 
Conducted by 
Karl W. Gehrkens 
Professor of School Music, Oberlin College 
Musical Editor, Webster New International Dictionary 
Mo question will be answered in THE ETUDE unless accompanied by the full name 
and address of the inquirer. Only initials, or pseudonym given, will be published. 
such as is &&&? 
Why should I study this summer? 
~ SHERWOOD MUSIC SCHOOL 
copy says B flat. Others h Afl 414 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE, CHICAGO, ILL. 
®ePaul 
UNIVERSITY 
For Free Bulletins Write to 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
1830 Sherman Avenue 
L ^ CHICAGO 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
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HANS BARTH CLASSES 
FOR PIANO TEACHERS AND STUDENTS 
CLASS A. includes: How to teach ear training. 
How to teach interpretation. 
How to teach children under six. 
How to teach pedaling. 
How to overcome stage fright. ’ 
New teaching material. 
Written questions (problems) answe 
CLASS B. includes: Analysis and criticism of compositi 
the teacher, or selected by the teacher and ] 
Barth. Tone, touch, pedaling included i 
piece played or selected. 
JULY 12th TO JULY 18th AT OCEAN CITY 
Next to Atlantic City, New Jersey 
DELAWARE HOTEL (Right on the Beach) 
One Week of Study and Recreation 
lilQ =;n Write foT CIRCULA* » 
PEE national school 
Includes ALL EXPENSES 101 West 58th St^rNew York’ N- Y- 
Room, Meals and Choice of Class HYPERION SCHOOL OF MUSICAL AR’ 
is of each 
Both Classes $45.00 1714 Chestnut St., 
Improving the Musical Memory 
(Continued from Page 360) 
hear the rest of the harmonies; but do not 
"‘■•Afteryou'h.v” worked U tk, pi« ta 
Ar rrrn’rf-rfrYtrrTi 
play it in the key of D-flat.” 
Harold thumped at the notes to the key 
how. He’ played it out of time and com- . _ 
pletely devoid of feeling. and relax it by playing the entire sentence 
“Now, my boy,” the patient teacher ad- through with the music, meanwhile enjov- 
vised, “if you play the melody in such a ing its charm, its lulling tenderness. Let 
STEINWAY PIANO 
INSTITUTE OF MUSICAL ART 
of the 
JUILLIARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
ERNEST HUTCHESON, Dean OSCAR WAGNI 
• thorough instruction in all branches of musical education, 
in all standard instruments, courses in theory and compc 
courses for teachers, methods of group training for childrc 
courses tor children, extension courses, and many others. 
Pubhc School Music course leading to degree of Bachelor , 
Major in Music. 
Catalog on request. 
120 Claremont Avenue, New York 
perceptive faculties. Whatever stirs a deep operate with your subconscious, emotional, 
print upon our memory. But emo/on alone * "Do^V venture*'*) play all of it 
is not enough; if we want to have a tech- heart before you are as naturally fami 
nic of playing by heart, we must support with the tune as any layman is with 
our emotional impression by an analytical, Star Spangled Bonner or Dixie or 
critical knowledge of the subject. folk tune. This so called classical music 
“Play the melody alone again; if you must be as simple and familiar to you as 
wish, support it with a few chords, but folk music. It must not seem studied It 
with love. Meanwhile, observe all you can! playing there i/no 'trace nUailor" \W 
Do you notice the intervals the melody playing must sound as if you have just im- 
touches upon? Do you see the sequence in provised the melodies you are playing. 
Katherine Carey 
Successor to Mrs. Babcock's 
INTERNATIONAL MUSICAL 
and EDUCATIONAL AGENCY 
COMBS COLLEGE OF 
offers an extension coi 
Alberto Jonas, 
All branches. Positive 
results. Certificates 
mas awarded. Write fc 




The only Scientific Pedagogy based 
on Peeling,-*- 
Plied to Music. 
I A 
£ 
nswering Etude Adver¬ 
tisements always pays 
and delights the reader. 
- Ti flKfene S IKe&tre 
t immune* 
The j^CHOOL OF MUSIC of TEMPLE UMVERSIT1 
offers an intensive 
Six weeks Summer Course in 
Harmony and Composition 
Beginning July 6th 
Taught by a modern, simple and interesting SOAA 
method. Tuition fee for the entire course . . . 
This course is valuable to all lovers of Music who desire a better 
understanding of the Theory of Music. Also to Music Teachers or 
Students, who cannot devote the winter months to this subject. 
For Particulars write to 
THE SCHOOL, OF MUSIC of TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
1812 Spring Garden St., Philadelphia, Pa. Phone: Poplar 0640 
THADDEUS RICH, Mu,. Doc, Dean E. F. ULRICH, B. M„ Associate Dean 
r 
HAROLD HURLBUT 
Taught in Paris—Rome—Nice—New York 
de reszke exponent 
Teacher of Stars of Screen, Stage and 
Radio (N.B.C.—C.B.S.) 
Artists of Opera and Concert 
SUMMER COURSE FOR 
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2100 S. Western Ave„ Los Angeles, Calif 
WHERE SHALL I GO TO STUDY? 
THE ETUDE 
Thirty Rhythmic Pantomimes 
For Home, Kindergarten and Pre-Piano 
Classes 
Song Texts by Alice C. D. Riley 
Music by Jessie L. Gaynor 
Descriptions and Illustrations 
By Dorothy Gaynor Blake 
The introduction of tiny 
tots to music by means of 
rhythmic exercises, such 
Music Dept, of the Philadelphia Schools, subscribers by the time this issue ol The 
A single copy of Volume 2 may now be Etude Music Magazine reaches our readers 
ordered, to be delivered when published, at Therefore, we are withdrawing the special 
the special advance of publication cash price offers quoted on these books and copies will 
of 40 cents, postpaid. be obtainable from your dealer or the pub¬ 
lisher at the regular marked price. The 
Theodore Presser Co. will be glad to send 
copies for examination 
World of Music 
(Continued from Page 342) 
In 
Sabbath Day Solos 
High Voice Low Voice 
— -... = these albums the editors 
., - have chosen solos that are suitable for in- 
those used m kindergarten clusion in both the high and the low voice 
abTtS’in llrge measurT by 1°°^^ M 01121^^/but the following will give! 
, . measure Dy Your Hearts, Alfred Woolers quiet, prayer- •, f ,u_ t nr • 
the pioneer efforts of Jessie like Be StiU> Charles Gilbert Spross’ plead- 63 °« the ‘33* °f “U-C 
L. Gaynor, who was one of Give Ear to My Words, 0 Lord, and 
Evening Moods, Album of Piano Solos, 
has been ordered in advance of publication 
by more readers than any book of its kind 
offered in years. Space forbids listing here 
DIMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH’S works are 
reported to have been banned from the lead 
, ... , 'ng stages of Russia, because the Union of 
the usual liberal Soviet Composers has found them guilty of 
“formalism, eccentricity, skepticism, and 
straining for effect.” 
i , ,i • 1 *‘‘0 Kjtuc iiuf iu ivj. y h uriLoj 1/ LsUtil, dlltl 
the first to present this work Franklin Riker’s Acquaint Now Thyself with 
m her own classes, the com- God, highly favored by artistic vocalists, 
poser s daughter. Dorothy give some idea of the unusual variety and 
Gaynor Blake, was a for- excellence in a collection of sacred solos. 
TUHy Rh^t^ePanto^mes ■ Pro^bly be the last month dur- ficient church pianist. Price, 75 cents. 
,hied the idea? ~p,es ?f, bo°ks “aybe Sacred Choruses for Men’s Voices is 
THE HOOSIER MUSIC FESTIVAL was 
i event of April 16th, 17th and 18th. held 
Indiana University of Bloomington There 
competitions for high school bands, or- 
”r'A " for solo 
_ __ be found in 
the volume: Dreams at Twilight (Schuler), 
Evening Melody (Renton), Haunting Mem- chestras and choruses, _ „0 1U1 
ones (Peery), In a Moonlit Garden (Thomp- voices and for practically all band and ui- 
son) and Twilight at Carcassonne (Cooke), chestra instruments, with the twirler of the 
Of course, practically- all of these are suit- drum major’s baton not forgotten. At the 
able for inclusion in the repertoire of the final session a massed band of five hundred 
.t p™. ta players, a chorus of four hundred voices, and 
,f body rhythms to “£b‘prire wSXST to book of devotional numbers of anthem pro- 
’ ’ P ’ in the hands of our enmavCTS Port!ons arranScd for smgmg by experienced Franko Goldman as special- 
, , , i i ,i • j . . . , , wuicn copies oi xnese dooks mi 
her mother" fOTJ«m use of T vr vfl , ^ ord,ered at spec.ial ad™n“ of publi 
instil rhythmic feeling. 
The music of the book is taken from the and it will not be long bcfore they are pub- 
three volumes of Songs of the Child World 1 
v™. Ai:„„ i' n __i t_r n_ by Alice C. D. Riley and Jessie L. Gaynor. 
Many of these songs are generally familiar 
to children, such as The Clapping Song, See- 
Saw, The Froggies’ Swimming Pool, and Rub- 
a-dub-dub. Along with the music are given 
complete directions for the pantomimes, with 
descriptions and clever straight line figures 
illustrating the action and posture for each 
measure of the music where required. 
Teachers of kindergarten and pre-piano 
classes, as well as mothers who desire to 
begin the musical training of their children 
in the home, will want to take advantage 
of the special advance of publication cash 
price of 75 
s choirs or choruses. Among the c 
i represented are Beethoven, Handel, 
id, Sibi 
it conductor. 
Piano Studies for the 
Grown-Up Beginner 
This n< 
Gouno , elius, Maker, Cesar Franck. J. GUSTAVE CHARPENTIER spent the 
Varley Roberts and other outstanding writers larger part of February at Monte Carlo 
of choral works This hook can be sold only where he had gone to lead a program rie’ 
voted to his works; when his presence i 
f r l r . i b  
in the U. S. A. and Possessions. Price, 75 _ 
[Ten Tonal Tales for the. Piano, by Harold ‘° haVecreateda ^ and ascitic 
Locke, will be a most welcome addition to "* --S' 
the teaching repertoire of many, especially “PRO MUSICA ANTIQUA,” a group of 
be used when the those wide-awake individuals who realize the Brussels (Belgium) musicians, which sne 
student is well along value of presenting piano studies m the most cializes in music of the fifteenth century on 
in the Grown-Vp attractive form possible, as tuneful pieces instruments in vogue at that period visited 
Beginner's Book by 'vltb interesting and appropriate titles This Paris late in January, by invitation of he 
William M. Felton, book « published in the Music. Mastery committee of the Exhibition of Flemish Art 
or any similar piano -Jhe “nlform Pnce of each volume The program was given in the Salle de 1’Eco'e 
instruction book for bem£ 60 cents. du j^niivn* fHall ♦ k* »ka.i -r a 
the adult. It then Louvre). 
n. a hj i aii provides a solid foundation for progress to 
Presser s Concert March Album the intermediate grades, by the use of care- We Give Fine Merchandise fi 
For Orchestra fully selected study material. Helpful sugges- lvr Snhserintinna fn 
In this age of devotion to new rhythms, for praf “ *he, form of preparatory "eW Subscriptions to 
it is refreshingly noticeable that the oldest St'“beS are m?uded’ , , THE ETUDE 
rhythm of all, the march, is holding its own kftg has bcen, takf.n to. Sl|!ect ‘he most Hundreds of music lovers throughout the *Cxas’ at th.e a«e of sixty-seven. 1 
against all competition. Its birth dates from me odlous a“d interesting studies, from such country obtain these rewards of excellent T,ennc?scc’ his musical education w: 
the time we begin to walk, and it is the H > B 2 pTact’ca". *** “ York, London and P: 
ELLISON VAN HOOSE, American tenor, 
formerly eminent in concert, opera and ora¬ 
torio, died on March 24th, at Houston. 
Texas, at t e age f sixty-seven. Born in 
5 rhythm we learn without having to be tiTthe’ and C.ramer- which conforrn witbout any cash'outlay5 Here's*how'iHs "as a mem*>er of the Damrosch-EIMs Opera 
taught. Hem* there, have always been, sim- band._ ^rGon TcllS* mb<kU 
pie marches. Out of these elemental forms B^oS^CtoDtr with The Etude> explain to themTaTthe phia opera comPani”- 
has grown the concert march, involving , j ,11 at!’ Beethoven’ Uhopm, prjce jg onjy 00 a f twelve fine -a__ 
greater freedom of key, style, tempo, and ^. “"1 Bacl\ as numbers, obtain their snhsrrint W _ r t r fr f , t l , t ,  |,Z 
melodic form, and largely used, not in actual WeU 
marching, but for concert and festival oc¬ 
casions. 
Of this kind are the interesting selections 
attractive compositions by modern Zr^the °„ame It^drtTwUh^th^^a^ M™E WHIKTE TOP FOLK FESTIVAL, at 
five you credit of one point ???non' southeastern Virginia, is to be held to us. We will gi a 
on each subscription toward any merchandise :yeaP 
for Orchestra. In the orchestral form it is ‘ ,tb same hand, rapid staccato, tremolo, Cheese ?and^Cracker Dish Chrominm 
tonfcolor! STrid^oflSia P-^LJbJen chords, nrapidPSS: ^ ^ ALEXANDER GLAZOUNOFF the emi- 
^t^UT^SrS ^ trainer and ’Tongs- B, ' 
wind, and brass is always well balanced a/d “d glass with cMomi^“ pfated^ fe Petersburg, August 10, fg^ t ^came the 
brings out the beauties of melody and har- t ]’; pet and sextuPlet figures, and pedal 6 inches Three subscrf tious favorite pupil of Rimsky-Korsakoff, com- 
mmmm. 
. ... Friday and Saturday, August 
14th and 15th, with Annabel Morris Buch¬ 
anan as director. 
etc. 
Such an album, we believe, will be greatly 
welcomed by all the Junior and Senior High 
School Orchestras of this country. As usual, 
a low advance of publication cash price of 
20 cents for each part, piano accompaniment 
40 cents, postpaid, offers special inducement 
to order copies now for delivery when the 
collection is published. 
Educational Vocal Technique 
In Song and Speech 
By W. Warren Shaw- in Collaboration 
with George L. Lindsay 
In Two Volumes—Vol. 2 
In the second volume of this valuable 
work, the authors have followed the 
plan which proved 
price of 40 cents, postpaid. 
Singing Melodies 
A Collection of Piano Solos with Words 
Teachers recognize the 
cracKer „ ,. - —..is «i» ajm- 
-r—™. —v. handles phonv (ln E minor) at sixteen, though this 
and knob. Diameter of plate, 10 inches. Four was re-orchestrated four times before pub- 
subscriptions. Jished in 1885. He visited the United States 
Bread Tray: Chromium plated—12U, inches ln 1?29' "hen he conducted a program of his 
long X 7V2 inches wide. Scalloped edge. Two 'vorks at the Metropolitan Opera House of 
New York and afterwards was guest con- subseriptions. 
- -o—— Clothes-line Reel: May be hung in vour 
importance of creating and kitchen, bath, laundry, back porch or garag»- 
maintaining a lively inter- is finished in color and comes with 18 ft of 
est m music at the first stout tubular braid. Awarded for securing one 
lessons of juvenile students, subscription. e 
One of the most effective Knife and Fork Set: A fine set of six stain Ierea Dy xhe Chicagi 
methods is the assigning Jess steel knives and forks, with genuine Chorus. f°r a setting 
of pieces with clever, de- Marbali--’ ’ -- E le - ' -. 
- AH youngsters love to sing 
and most of them will work real hard to be 
able to play their own accompaniments to 
the songs they enjoy. 
In this new book there is presented a fine 
collection of juvenile songs for juvenile sing¬ 
ers and juvenile pianists in the first and 
second year of study. In addition to their 
value as study and recreation material these 
THE PRIZE of one hundred dollars, of- 
*?«d b T o South Side Woman s 
f ‘ ing by an American com- 
Winter Gilmore’s poem. 
o Erik V ... gill anu award. ---r- uccu awarueu t c-ria
Requires only tw-o subscriptions. W. G. Leidzen of The Bronx, New York. 
Send post card for complete catalogue of Elr?t honorable mention went to Eunice Lea 
gifts offered by The Etude Music Magazine. Eettenng of Ashland, Ohio; and H. P. Hop¬ 
kins of Baltimore, Maryland, received second 
mention. 
A Musical Bargain •*---»• 
M”ral - —■ 
THF COMrETITIONs" 
=Sr 
wiU be filled as received. tVhen the issues of ajfliar 3 f.°!Bpe.tltlon open to composers 
As this article is being written (mid-April) accepted^nd you^S?"nPti°n,a wi" bf' Mr fou? stringed tastroi^nte^cZ^iriom 
398 Advertisement Washington, D. C. 
and ending with an “art, song” fully illustrat¬ 
ing the lesson. The second volume is a logi¬ 
cal development and continuation of the first 
volume. 
A work which bears high testimonials from 
such vocal artists as Tibbett, Jagsl. Tokat- 
yan, arj4 others, cannot fail to have great 
educational worth. Mr. Shaw is a teacher of 
long and varied experience, while Mr. Lind¬ 
say, his collaborator, is Director 
copies may be ordered at the special adva 
of publication cash price, 25 cents, postpaid. 
Advance of Publication < 
W ithdrawn 
THE ETUDE 
i Log of Successful Publications 
-- ii—i| The facsimile of the 
| Music Teachers Log | Book cover reproduced 
herewith is from an 
advance proof of the 
cover of a twenty-four 
DO BOOkJ page thematic catalog 
which will be obtain- 
A '' able from most lead¬ 
ing dealers throughout 
the United States 
during August and 
September. This “Log 
Book” thought sug- 
. t0 us rnai »e might well take the 
Seri!1l listed under the brief paragraph 
Lnted on these pages each month to the 
Publisher’s printing order, as comparable 
mth the entries made day by day in a ships 
loa book. The publisher’s printing order cov- 
L succeeding editions of works which 
have been placed on the market virtually 
records how successfully certain publications 
held to the course charted for them. Succes¬ 
sive printings mean that teachers and other 
active music workers have found these pub¬ 
lications satisfactory. The following list has 
been prepared by selecting a few of the 
items represented on printing orders of the 
past thirty days. 
SHEET MUSIC—PIANO SOLOS 
CM No Title and Composer Grade Price 
23963 Priscilla on Wednesday—Bilbro l $0.30 
2283 Four-Leaf: Clover Polka—En- ^ ^ 
19860 Circling Round— Wriuhl . 1 .26 
22189 Off to the Sea—Adair 1% -26 
22724 The Sailors Have a Dance— 
A FAVORITE Each month tve propose in the Publisher's Monthly Letter to give mention of a composer who, by reason of the marked 
COMPOSER 
Harry Patterson Hopkins 
and piano pupils delighted with the se¬ 
lections bearing the name of Harry 
Patterson Hopkins as the composer 
which have proved helpful as well as 
entertaining in the early grades ^ 
piano study. These pis 
l Bur- 
more Symphony - 
t Society of Chicago, 
larger works of this c 
Herbert’s Orchestra, the 
- t Pittsburgh fc_ 
-----—’S Conference. This n 
ber was The Slave, a part song for mixed v< 
by Harry Patterson Hopkins. m ms eany twenties wnen ah ton ocu 
It seems almost unfair to single out several ductor of the New York Philharmoni 
compositions when there is not space here to dwell produced one of his works. Other major 
individually upon others deserving of mention, 
but it would be hard to refrain from mentioning 
the Three Polish Christmas Carols which found 
such great favor with so many last Christmas. 
This able composer, Harry Patterson Hopkins, 
is a native of Baltimore, Maryland, where he was 
Compositions of Harry Patterson Hopkins 
PIANO SOLOS 
i Price Cat. No. Title $0.25 24223 Little Pink Slippers.. 
.25 24866 Little Sweetheart. 
.60 24644 The Lively Cricket... 
.25 15902 Memories . 
26292 Miss Bo-Pt 
30653 White Moth—Wo. 
18553 Sleeping Princess—n.im 
24351 Angela Dances—Kerr 
23092 In a Haunted Cave—to 
22597 Valse Pierrette—St. Pi 
14172 At Evening—Kinder . 
24801 A Garden Party—Benson.... 
8743 Forest Voices—Cooke . 
23274 Mirthful Moments—Felton ... 
Cat. No. Title 
25228 Busy in the Kitchen 
24226 Flower WalU. 
- From Shadowland . . . 
24769 Garland Waltz. 
25232 Golden Butterfly. 
24869 The Goldfish. 
24768 Good Morning, AH!.. 
25029 The Grasshopper. . .. 
25231 The Haunted Barn.. 
24868 In Church. 
24224 In the Meadow. 
24643 In the Woods. 
24867 Learning to Dance. 
25230 Little Brown Bunny 
26338 A Little Journey... 
.25 26134 The Old Mill Wheel. 
.25 25227 Parlor Waltz. 
.26 24642 Pretty Rosebuds. 
.25 25229 Ready For School.. 
.26 15966 Rose Leaves. Song 
.25 24770 Toyland 
2 .25 
PIANO FOUR HANDS 
.e Winds—Peabody 7 .6 
SHEET MUSIC—PIANO, FOUR HANDS 
23190 Little Festival March—IVripflt 2 $0.4 
13185 Sing. Little Birds!—Spaulding 2 .2 
14737 At the Donnybrook Fair—Scott 4 *6 
SHEET MUSIC-TWO PIANOS, FOUR HANDS 
30289 Gondolieri—Ncvin-Sutro . 3>/j $1.50 
30058 A Polish Dance—Scharu’inka. . 3 Vs $1.20 
SHEET MUSIC—TWO PIANOS, 
EIGHT HANDS 
13053 No Surrender March, Aforriaon 3 
28897 Golden Morning. 
23765 In Dreamland. 
25677 Memories at Twilight.. 
24764 Near the Cathedral. 
24335 Short Postlude. 
24226 Valley of Dreams. 
23476 Summer Twilight.. 
24363 The Village Chape 
• Twilight. 3 
20967 Awr 
ANTHEMS FOR MIXED VOICES 
Title 
....._ket (Easter). 
20860 Blessed Is Every One..... 
20876 Christ the Lord Is Risen Today (Easter). 
20709 Easter Hymn. 
20904 A Hymn of Glory. 
20740 In the Beginning. 
20821 ’Twas Long Ago (Christmas). 
10842 May the Words of My Mouth.. 
21108 Lo. the New-Born Jesus (Christmas). 
20892 O Paradise. 21227 Three Polish Christmas Carols. 1. While We Go i ;o Bethlehem. 2. Har 
t. When 
Selected Czerny Studies' (Vof. 2)—Czei 
Liebling. 
PIANO DUET COLLECTION 
. .$0.60 21183 Where Life Is Wak g All A 
PART SONGS, MIXED VOICES 
SHEET MUSIC—VIOLIN AN 
22519 Daffodils (Waltz)—Franklin 
17107 Voem—Fibich-Hartmann .. 
PART SONGS, TREBLE VOICES 
lirds ( SA). $0.15 
; (SA).U 
SHEET MUSIC—PIPE ORGAN 
Hosanna in Excelsis — Arm- ^ A Log of Successful Publications 
(Continued) 
OCTAVO—WOMEN S VOICES. SECULAR 
15628 Honey Town — Widener-Wc~- 
35273 The Top o’ the Mornin’—Mai 
E £?/ Heart Is a Haven ( how)—Steinel .50 30070 Birds Go North Again (High) — 
WiUebg.60 
OCTAVO—MIXED VOICES, SACRED 
JK 5?eav’" Is My Home—Schuler.$0.12 
40734 Communion Service in G—J. C. Marks .20 
Ye Disconsolate—Roberts 12 
xu4j( re Deum in E-flat_Stult* .15 
20742 When I Survey the Wondrous Cross— 
21142 L’Heure Esquise—Hahn-D 
OCTAVO—MEN’S VOICES. SECULAR 
6130 An Act of Up-to-Date Grand Opera— 
Smith .••••.$°-^ 35235 The Night Has a Thousand Eyes— 
OCTAVO—MIXED VOICES, SECULAR 
2087! 4Wahe ”ith the Lark—DcRccf.$0.12 20871 Would God I Were the Tender Apple 
ooc .. B'ossom—Arr. Felton .12 
Moonlight—Fan ing .10 
MUSICAL LITERATURE 
zart (Chad’s Own Book of Great Mu- 
Swindlers Are Never Inactive 
Vie again warn our musical friends to be¬ 
ware of swindlers, both men and women. 
Avoid the agent who offers you an Etude 
Music Magazine bargain. This notice is 
especially directed to Canadian musicians. 
There are several swindlers working in the 
provinces using various aliases such as Bell¬ 
amy, Baker, Davies, etc. Our representatives 
carry the official receipt of the Theodore 
Presser Co. Pay no money to strangers un¬ 
less you are assured of their responsibility. 
Help us to protect you. 
Make THE ETUDE Your Marketing Place 
Etude Advertisers Open the Doors to Real 
Opportunities 
OCTAVO-WOMEN’S VOICES, SACRED 
Music Lovers to earn LIBERAL COMMISSIONS 
securing subscriptions for THE ETUDE. Part or 
full time. No Cost or Obligation. Write for 
complete details TODAY! Address.’ 
WJVE, 1936 
When You Go Abroad 
Numerous Music Festivals and concerts 
are promised for the forthcoming summer 
season in Switzerland. The mixed group of 
“La Chanson Valaisanne” is scheduled for 
concerts at Sion, Montana-Vermala and 
Monthey in the Valais, on June 13th and 
20th, and on July 26th. From the middle 
of June to the middle of July open air per¬ 
formances of “Fidelio” will be given at 
Bienne, and from June 20th to 28th the 
Seventh International Bruckner Festival 
will be held at Zurich. Reconvilier, above 
Bienne and Soleure, will be the scene of 
the 20th Jura Music Festival on June 21st, 
and on June 28th both Appenzell half can¬ 
tons will have a Singing Festival. Coire, 
the dignified old capital of the Grisons, will 
be hostess to a Singing Festival on July 
11th and 12th; and Soleure, dating far back 
into the Roman era, will resound with 
tuneful vocal outbursts when the Swiss 
Yodeling Festival takes place within its 
walls on August 8th and 9th. At Couvet, in 
the canton of Neuchatel, a Cantonal Music 
Festival for brass bands will be held on 
August 15th, and a Debussy Festival is 
promised by Geneva, for August 22nd 
to 29th. 
All the leading summer resorts will offer 
a series of fine concerts throughout the 
summer season. Among the many musical 
events of this kind which will take place 
at Interlaken, a Canadian Choir Concert 
is announced for August 14th. 
—THIS SUMMER — 
—Many Teachers Will Be Con¬ 
ducting Profitable Harmony and 
Music History Classes. 
—Many Earnest Students of Music 
Through Self-Study Will Be 
Broadening Their Knowledge of 
Music Theory and Music History. 
ARE YOU GOING TO MAKE 
YOUR SUMMER DAYS COUNT 
FOR PROGRESS IN MUSIC? 
THESE ARE POPULAR BOOKS 
FOR SPECIAL SUMMER WORK- 
STANDARD HISTORY OF 
MUSIC—By Jas. Francis Cooke 
Cloth Bound—Profusely Illustrated—$1.50 
HARMONY BOOK FOR 
BECINNERS—By P. W. Orem 
Flush Cloth Binding-Price, $1.25 
THEORY AND COMPOSITION 
OF MUSIC—By P. W. Orem 
Flush Cloth Binding-Price, $1.25 
Those who have studied the author’s 
"Harmony Book for Beginners,” or ^any 
this/book^ for gpoing on to actual com- 
THE STRUCTURE OF MUSIC 
By Percy Goetschius 
Cloth Bound—Price, $2.00 
A clear exposition of the subject mak- 
theory. A ^ scholarly^a’nd accurate work, 
THEODORE PRESSER CO. 
1712-1714 Chestnut St. Philadelphia, Pa. 
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Count and Take a Bow 
By Gladys Hutchinson 
What story does a “REST” tell? 
It tells you that it must have silence and 
When Miss Brown Was Absent 
(Playlet) 
By M. F. Dinkins 
Cast Musical Cars 
teacher By Aletha M. Bonner 
s music class, Each of the following words begin with 
'ting piano and 
1. A set of musical bells. 
2. An opera by BIZET. 
3. A Christmas song. 
4. A famous singer. 
5. A famous pianist. 
6. A red-feathered song bird. 
7. Something worth working for. 
Answers to Musical Cars: 
gong, and the announcer says: 
“At the sound of the gong it was exact¬ 
ly ... . o’clock. This is station M-U-S-I-C. 
We open our program today with a piano 
solo called the Happy Farmer, by Schu- 
compOsed 
of class, hurriedly.) 
'■ would be late. Where 
many pieces Several at once: Oh, Oh. Can we do 
Edith : I can play his Largo, and Edward 
(Edward tunes up violin and they play 
rgo.) (It may be given in piano duct 
form instead of a violin solo.) 
James : What composer was born the same 
year as George Washin~"— ’ 
Marie : Haydn, and he \ 
Austrian Nat' 
James : Can yo 
Marie: Of course. ' (G 
will now be played by Mary Black.’ 
The announcer is kept busy telling some¬ 
thing about each selection played, and he 
must speak very distinctly and pronounce 
the proper names correctly without hesi¬ 
tation. 
At the dose he may say: “We have pre¬ 
sented a studio recital by the pupils of Miss 
Brown. This is station M-U-S-I-C signing 
off. Jack White announcing.” 
Certainly we can do it. James, 
you be the teacher. 
(lames takes the teacher’s chair.) 
James: Well, we will begin with Bach. 
Gertrude, tell us what you know about 
: John Sebastian Bach was born 
lach, Germany, in 1685. He is 
le father of modern 




( oes to piano and 
ard, who is your favorite com- 
Gertrudi 
Edward : Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. He 
played in public when only a child, and 
composed music too, when he was only 
five. 
James: Who can play 




ies : I heard you practicing one of his 
eludes as I went by your house, Dc 
a . Can you play it? 
- funny l..,uK auuui 
it is, I did not like it when I first got it 
play it I just love it. 
piano and plays a 
oB le.) e: Gounod has arranged 
e No. 1 with a melody an< 
can sing it. Come on, Edit 
Julta - Please let me play his Minuet from 
Don Juan. It is so pretty. (Julia goes 
to piano and plays.) 
James: Now we will have Beethoven. 
Gertrude: I know about Beethoven He 
had a very hard life as a child and his 
father was cruel to him. When he grew 









By Monica Tyler Brown 
/ like to sit at dusk and play 
A stately minuet. 
It makes me think of roses gay, 
And stocks and mignonette. 
And holly-hocks, so deep and red, 
Beside o garden wall; 
And graceful, rhythmic, dainty tread 
Within the music hall. 
And ladies very beautiful. 
And gentlemen most dutiful’. 
Who step and bow just so. 
And in the glow of candle light. 
Her face without a care, 
A cameo in pink and white— 
Great Grandma dancing there. 
some James : Yes, we’d love to h< 
and (Continued on next 
Loud and Soft, and Soft and Loud 
M*/ m j°, mf, f, 0 jff 
A METRO-GNOME 
See all the P’s, and F’s and things 
That tell us how to play! 
“I'm very soft,” 
“I’m very loud,” 
Is what they seem to say. 
So, when we find them on the page 
We do that very thing— 
Play soft at P 
And loud at F, 
THE ETUDE 
JUNIOR ETUDE —(Continued) 
When Miss Brown Was Absent 
(Continued) 
Junior Etude Contest 
several things of Chopin and she plays 
__ them beautifully. Will you play for us, 
come to Schubert. Men- Clara? 
ui_ works, Marie. Clara : I will play a waltz, and a prelude. 
‘Unfinished Symphony”; Hark, (Clara plays.) 
ijark the Lark; Serenade; the Erlking. (Enter Miss Brozvn and her friend, Miss 
' Who knows something by Schu- Jackson.) 
Oh, Miss Brown! We thought 
my favorites. 
(Gertrude and Clara play duet.) 
Tames: Now we co e to Schube 
don some of his ,^ i .^ 
Marie: fUggttji"1"1 °"v 
The Junior Etude will award three 
pretty prizes each month for the best and 
neatest original stories or essays, and for 
answers to puzzles. 
Any boy or girl under sixteen years of 
age may compete, whether a subscriber 
or not, and whether belonging to a Junior 
Club or not. Class A, fourteen to sixteen 
years of age; Class B, eleven to under 
eighteenth of June. Results of contest will 
appear in the November issue. 
Put your name, age and class in which 
you are entering on upper left hand cor¬ 
ner of paper, and put your address on 
upper right hand corner. If your contribu¬ 
tion takes more than one sheet of paper do 
this on each sheet. Write on one side of the 
paper only. 
Do not use typewriters and do not have 
: Oh, hurrah. What is it? 
vn : It is my friend, Miss Jack- 
:ry fine pianist (or singer), and 
Several move chairs away from piano and 
Miss Jackson seats herself at keyboard. 









H G F E 
I J K L 
P 0 N M 
Q R S T 
X W V U 
Y Z 
Then divide the players into two equal L^if’Lee1 
Let the players start on the “A” square, 
and try to hop on one foot throughout the 
entire alphabet. Should they lose their bal¬ 
ance and let both feet touch the ground they 
contained in thetqutre oTwhkhAey h^e 
Ladder Puzzle: 
ttfcul ciuSlJEAS COOPIEE’ (ASe 7)’ DiS" 
vm, 1936 
The 'Three Gears" in Piano Playing 
By William Theodore Thompson 
OWCE THE advent of the motor-car 
dren of today, I have used to very good 
effect the analogy of the “gears” in pre- 
Of what then does this' “gear” consist 
and what is its function? Why simply the 
application of the pressure of the hand (by 
1. Arm Weight 
Sitting closely enough to the piano to 
place the correct fingers upon the surface 
ig the form of the hand, sud- 
iible, thus producing by its 
we nrsi measure witn the lightest tinger 
pressure. In the second measure slightly 
raise the wrist ^and bear the whole hand 
with°the action^ of'thffingersorThTmov"8 
ment of the thumb, which would be the 
SELF-TEST QUESTIONS < 
MR. THOMPSON’S ARTIC 
fingers to be placed near me iront eage oi ^ 
the keys and giving the utmost leverage 
in applying the weight). There is still nec¬ 
essary the use of this touch in the case of 
a chord like, say, 
402 
till atter the next is depressed, each tone , V , wucnr 
being overlapped by the succeeding one W, . ,s the danoer in practicing the 
h'9h gear*’ style of touchf 
2. “High Gear” (finger action) 4’ When should the "high gear" be used’ 
w, ■»« „„ys thi, ,wle of s “ 
Planting for the Future 
As Trees Serve the Earth So Music May Be 
Planted in Youth to Save Growing Lives 
From Growing Arid Under the Scorching 
Sun of Modern Materialism --- 
GIVE YOUNG FOLK THE JOY OF MAKING MUSIC 
AS ONE OF THEIR SUMMER-TIME DIVERSIONS 
THESE PUBLICATIONS OFFER SUGGESTIONS FOR DELIGHTING BE¬ 
GINNERS AND FOR KEEPING YOUNG STUDENTS INTERESTED IN 
MUSIC THROUGH THE DAYS WHEN VACATION MOODS PREVAIL 
Introducing the new 1937 
Philco Foreign Tuning System 
BUILT-IN, AUTOMATIC AND 
--“Only Philco has it!"- 
Europe..South America.. Asia..not as an occasional thrill,but as 
reliable, enjoyable sources of radio entertainment and education. 
The 1937 Philco Foreign Tuning System brings in many more 
foreign stations.. and we have made it easy for you to find them. 
